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1.0 Introduction

This final report describes results obtained during the second phase

of the Nonlinear Optics Technology (NLOT) program, a two phase, two year

effort to investigate optical phase conjugation for enhancing performance

of electro-optical systems.

1.1 NLOT Program Structure

The overall objective of the NLOT program has been to characterize

and develop nonlinear optical techniques and materials that will improve

the performance of electrooptical systems. A basic approach to this is to

focus on improving the performance of laser transmitters already under

active development. This can entail the use of a nonlinear material as an

integral part of the laser transmitter itself to produce an output with

high beam quality and improved brightness. It can also involve developing

a phase conjugating material that operates efficiently and with high conju-

gate reflectivity at the lasing wavelength of particularly promising laser

transmitters. Such conjugators can be used to coherently couple multiple

laser apertures, or can be used to correct propagation path aberrations so

that transmitter output energy is more efficiently utilized. Thus, this

conjugation technology can apply not only to the lasers themselves, but

also to a wide range of laser-based phase conjugated electrooptical

systems.

The first year (Phase I) of the NLOT program examined two different

areas. Area I examined four wave mixing characteristics of sodium vapor

under conditions of high phase conjugate reflectivity. Area II involved

the design of nonlinear optical experiments for phase conjugating and

coherently beam combining large CW chemical lasers, effort that has since

developed into a major effort, the APACHE program. Results of the first

year (Phase I) of the program are contained in two separate volumes, Non-

linear Optics Technology Area I: FWM Technology, Phase I Final Report

(Reference 1-1), and Nonlinear Optics Technology, Phase I. Area 2 (Refer-

ence 1-2). Because these volumes are separat- and complete unto them-

selves, their contents have not been presented again but constitute by

reference a part of the NLOT program final report. Abstracts of both of

these volumes are presented as Appendix A.



Phase II of the NLOT program also consisted of two areas. Area I

again examined four wave mixing (FWM) physics with the objective of under-

standing and developing four wave mixing phase conjugators that could be

used in conjunction with diode lasers. Studied were cesium vapor near its

852 nm first resonance line, bulk GaAs, multiple quantum well GaAs/AlGaAs,

and four wave mixing intracavity to diode lasers themselves, Also exam-

ined was FWM detectivity, i.e., the noise performance of a FWM conjugator

for low light level inputs.

The second area of the NLOT Phase II program investigated phase conju-

gated solid state laser technology. One effort, performed under subcon-

tract by Spectra Technology, Incorporated, was the demonstration of a

novel phase conjugated master oscillator with excellent beam quality and

high output pulse energy. Another effort investigated phase conjugated

second harmonic generation, demonstrating that optical aberrations in

nonlinear harmonic generator materials can be corrected as part of the

conversion process itself. As part of this effort, work to characterize

the types and magnitude of aberrations that can be reliably corrected

using stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) was also performed. An

analysis of solid state laser rapid turn-on issues and the conceptual

design of a 10 J solid state laser were also a part of the Area II effort.

1.2 Phase II Program Overview

1.2.1 Area I: FWM Technology

Area I concentrated on identifying and characterizing FWM materials

that could be used in conjunction with diode lasers, a rapidly developing

laser source technology. In particular, recent advances in developing

two-dimensional arrays of laser diodes offer the possibilty of compacc,

efficient, high power transmitter sources. Performance of such arrays can

be significantly improved if the individual laser apertures comprising the

array can be coherently coupled to provide a uniform phase output. Phase

conjugation has been demonstrated to accomplish such coupling (Reference

1.1 and 1.2); implementation for diode laser arrays requires a suitable

material operating in the 800 - 860 nm region. The purpose of this effort

was to characterize practical FWM materials that offer the possibility of

direct, monolithic integration with the laser arrays.
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Because diode lasers are compact, efficient, and mechanically rugged,

they are attractive transmitters on optical links for communication, IFF,

target illumination, etc. In many cases, such applications can benefit

from enhan.ed capabilities afforded by phase conjugation. These include

automatic link tracking and correction of propagation path aberrations.

For this reason, the work reported here also has focussed on identifying

potential conjugator materials for such applications and characterizing

their performance in terms of system parameters such as field-of-view,

pump intensity, spectral response, and conjugation fidelity.

The Area I approach to developing diode laser wavelength conjugators

has been to investigate both a near term candidate, cesium vapor, and

longer term semiconductor-based approaches that may offer more attractive

performance and the possibility of monolithic integration but are further

from implementation.

The cesium work, described in Section 2, is a natural extension of

the sodium vapor research performed during Phase I. Being a metal vapor

with a strong, spectrally narrow transition at 852 nm (and 894 nm), cesium

offers essentially the same advantages (very strong nonlinearity, easy

implementation) and disadvantages (self-focusing, limited field of view)

as sodium vapor. Because the basic nonlinear optical physics governing

the performance characteristics of cesium vapor are essentially the same

as for the well characterized sodium vapor, and because an atomic vapor

conjugator is straightforward to construct, cesium vapor offers a near

term approach for a diode wavelength conjugator with high performance,

albeit over a limited range of input conditions. The work reported here

demonstrated FWM phase conjugation in cesium vapor for the first time,

with low pump power conjugate reflectivities up to 154% observed. Limited

tuning of the degenerate FWM response over a 30 GHz bandwidth also was

demonstrated. An improved experiment to determine the FWM angular

response showed similar results as in sodium, with an observed

field-of-view of 20 mrad at the half response points. Self-focusing

effects were observed to be similar to those in sodium vapor, with an

onset of increased conjugate divergence for reflectivities greater than

about 25%.

Limitations of atomic vapor phase conjugators, however, motivated the

rest of the effort in Area I: development of an efficient, high perform-

ance phase conjugator with potential for monolithic integration with the
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diode laser transmitter. Semiconductor materials are one obvious ap-
0

proach; results of efforts in this area are presented in Section 3. FWM

experiments had been performed previously in a number of semiconductor

materials, but generally for very short pulses or at very low pump

intensities at cryogenic temperatures. Experiments and analysis reported

here examined backward FWM phase conjugation at room temperature in both

bulk GaAs and multiquantum well GaAs/AIGaAs material under cw pumping

conditions. These experiments, the first reported at room temperature,

and the first for bulk GaAs, resulted in conjugate reflectivities of 101%

for pump intensities of several kW/cm 2 . Comparison of the the results

indicates that excitonic enhancement in multiquantum well materials will

contribute to the optical nonlinearity only at very low powers, and is not

likely to contribute at the pump intensities present in monolithic

configurations.

Another more advanced approach, using the actively pumped gain medium

intracavity to a dicode laser as the FWM phase conjugating me 4 iu-, is also

discussed in Section 3. Good wave mixing efficiency, coupled with strong

intracavity pump fields and saturable gain for amplifying the generated

signal, provide very high conjugate reflectivities (R 2 x 1.06%) for

nondegenerate FWM experiments. These reflectivites, when coupled with

opcical path difference correction demonstrated in this work, show the

potential of this approach to a large aperture phase conjugator operating

at diode laser wavelengths. The optical path difference correction

experiment is the first to demonstrate actual phase conjugation

capabilities of diode laser intracavity FM.

Section 4 presents a general discussion of FWM detectivity delineat-

ing the impact of various noise sources on the conjugate fidelity. This

is an important system consideration that is needed to establish

requirements on incoming signal levels and permissible noise performance

of FWM materials. Quantum noise in FWM interactions due to field

fluctuations is treated extensively, showing that there is noise added to

the signal due to fluctuations of the initial state of the fourth,

generated wave. This noise affects both the phase and intensity

quadratures of the signal. Analysis shows that a minimum input of 10

quanta is necessary for reasonable conjugation fidelity at high

reflectivity. Impact of noise due to medium properties such as absorption

and spontaneous emission is also analyzed. Such phenomena increase the
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noise in the intensity quadrature. A short discussion is presented to

O show how squeezed states can be used to characterize the noise

contributions of potential FWM materials.

1.2.2 Area II: Phase Conjugated Solid State Laser Technology

Area II of the program sought to develop solid state laser technology

through the novel application of phase conjugation. Because solid state

lasers are generally pulsed with substantial peak power, phase conjugation

using stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) was the basic technical ap-

proach. Two major subjects were investigated.

The first subject is the development of a phase conjugated master

oscillator technology combining both high beam quality and good pulse

energy. These oscillator characteristics are important when low gain

solid state materials with high saturation intensities are used in power

amplifier stages. The approach has been to demonstrate a ROPA, a

spatially filtered ring oscillator integrated with a double pass, phase

conjugated power amplifier, where the oscillator and amplifier share the

same active gain region. The work is presented in Section 5, the final

report of Spectra Technology, Inc., who originated the ROPA concept and

performed the demonstration under subcontract to TRW. ROPA output of 30

mJ was obtained, with constant, near diffraction limited beam quality for

repetition frequencies up to 50 Hz.

The second major subject, presented in Section 6 of this report,

deals with phase conjugated second harmonic generation. Many solid state

laser applications require operation in the visible, often requiring

second harmonic conversion in crystalline materials with moderate to

severe optical aberrations, both intrinsic and thermally induced. Effort

.v' this program demonstrates that these aberrations can be sensed using

the fundamental wavelength, which when phase conjugated provides the

correct intensity pattern to produce a high quality second harmonic beam

at the exit of the doubling crystal.

The work reported here not only successfully demonstrates the

principles of this concept, but also investigates SBS conjugation

characteristics for astigmatic aberrations likely to be encountered in

high power doubling applications. Modeling of astimagtic aberrations

using the BRIWON code shows good agreement with experimental results.
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Two related topics are treated in Sections 7 and 8. Section 7 pre-

sents results of analysis on issues invnlving the rapid turn-on of a medi-

um power solid state laser configured for visible operation. Primarily

thermal in nature, start up transients can adversely affect the first

output pulses of a solid state laser unless they are compensated in some

manner. The system considered consisted of a 50 W slab laser, doubling

crystal, and Raman converter. Results show that a11 components except the

doubler come to thermal steady state in less than two seconds. Predicted

thermal profiles and optical path differences are presented for all

components, and thermally-induced phase mismatch leading to reduced

doubling efficiency is analyzed.

Section 8 presents a conceptual design for a 10 J solid state laser

with nonlinear optical compensation of thermally-induced aberrations in a

gain medium with slab geometry. Derived is a modified Frantz-Nodvik

equation to describe optical gain in zig-zag slab amplifiers; this

equation is then used to establish slab dimensions, input/out energies,

and efficiency for the 10 J system.

0
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2.0 FOUR WAVE MIXING IN CESIUM VAPOR

2.1 Introduction

Near term demonstrations of diode laser systems using phase

conjugation for coherent coupling, beam cleanup, automatic link tracking,

or propagation path correction require an efficient, well characterized

phase conjugator that is easily implemented. Possible candidates

operating in the 820-860 nm region include photorefractive materials

(Reference 2.1), organic dyes (Reference 2.2), cesium vapor, and the

semiconductor materials that are the subject of Section 3 of this report.

The semiconductor materials, while offering long term promise, are still

far from practical implementation. Of the other candidate materials, only

cesium vapor offers a low power time response (30 MHz) fast enough to

handip the cha ...riScic atmospheric fluctuations (ra 3 msec) and

accommodate small frequency nondegeneracies among input signals and the

FWM pump beams.

As an atomic metal vapor saturable absorber, cesium vapor offers many

advantages. First, the atomic spectrum is characterized by very narrow

spectral features associated with exceptionally strong transitions. The

very large oscillator strengths associated with the dipole-allowed first

resonance atomic transitions at 852.112 nm and 894.4 nm are distributed

over homogeneous linewidths of Av = 4.7 MHz, resulting in exceptionally

low saturation intensities. This in turn leads Zo strcng four wave mixing

2
even at pump intensities of a few watts/cm

Additionally, cesium has a relatively high vapor pressure so that

adequate vapor densities can be achieved for cell temperatures on the

order of 400 K. As a result, implementation of a cesium vapor conjugator

is not a significant engineering problem. The material is readily

available and by its nature does not constrain the potential aperture size

of the conjugator.

A final and significant advantage is that the underlying physics of

nonlinear optical interactions in cesium vapor are the same as for sodium

vapor, a well studied system. Four wave mixing in sodium vapor has been

stiluip in the low power, Doppler limit by a number of investigators

(Reference 2.3), and has also been extensively characterized in the high

reflectivity regime during the first phase of the NLOT contract. Results

of this characterization are detailed in Reference 1.1, the final report
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covering Phase I. A general discussion of FWM interactions in

inhomogeneously-broadened saturable absorbers is presented in Section 3 of 0
that report; the reader is referred to that section for a more complete

discussion of the basic physics operati-ve in cesium vapor in the high

reflectivity regime of interest for a practical conjugator.

2.2 Cesium Spectroscopy

Many of the experimental results presented in this section depend

strongly on the characteristics of the particular cesium transition used

in these studies. Because the underlying objective was to develop a

conjugator for diode lasers, the work reported here was performed at or

near the 62S1/2 - 62P3 /2 resonance transition at Aair - 852.112 nm.

This is a strong transition with transition dipole moment of 1.6 x 10-17

esu*cm, slightly stronger than the corresponding D 2 transition in sodium

vapor. Because cesium has a nuclear spin of 1-7/2, the purely Plectronic

transition is split into six hyperfine components, each with a different

transition moment, linear absorption, saturation intensity, etc. The net

result is that different, weighted combinations of these hyperfine

transitions contribute to the FWM interaction depending on the absolute

frequency ard bandwidth of the optical fields.

Figure 2-1 presents the cesium 852 run line hyperfine structure and a

stick spectrum showing the frequencies and relative line strengths of the

six dipole-allowed transitions. The ground state consists of two

hyperfine levels, F-3 and F-4, separated by Av - 9.2 GHz. This splitting

in the ground state separates the hyperfine spectrum into two groups of

three closely spaced transitians, the F-3 to F'-2,3,4 group and the F-4 to

F'-3,4,5. This second group is stronger in absorption because the

individual component transition dipoles are larger and because the F-4

state has 9/16 of the ground state population due to the relative magnetic

sublevel degeneracies of the two ground state hyperfine levels. Two sets

of upper level splittings are shown in Figure 2-1, one based on the

saturation experiments of Hori, et. al (Reference 2.4), and the other

based on spectral calculations using hyperfine splitting coefficients

reported by Nakayama (Reference 2.5) and others (Reference 2.6). The

differences are small compared to the Doppler width, and so are not

important in the results reported here.
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Figure 2-1. Energy level diagram and hyperfine transition frequency spectrum

of the cesium D2 line at 852.112 nm.
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Relative line intensities, effective Einstein A coefficients, and

transition dipole moments of the six hyperfine components are listed in

Figure 2-2. Note that while the magnetic sublevels within each hyperfine

level are degenerate in zero external field, they must be considered when

calculating the correct transition moment because of the dependence of the

magnetic sublevel selection rules on the polarization state of the optical

fields, i.e. AM-0 for linear polarization, +1 for right circularly

polarized, and -1 for left circular polarization.

It is the ground state splitting of 9 GHz that most affects the

cesium spectrum, both for linear absorption, and as will be shown in

Section 2.4 for FWM phase conjugation. This splitting is large compared

to the Doppler iinewidth at 400 K (6vDop = 440 Mfz), leading to two

distinct frequency regions for absorption and nonlinear mixing. This is

in contrast to sodium vapor where the ground state splitting of 1.8 GHz is

comparable to the D-pplpr broadening. Figure 2-3 shows the Doppler

broadened absorption spectrum for cesium and sodium to illustrate the

impact of the larger ground state hyperfine splitting.

The frequency splittings amor the upper hyperfine levels are also

larger than in sodium, but dre stiil smaller than the Doppler broadening.

As a result, even the narrow band ('vL = 1 MHz) laser source used during

most of the experiments usually excites more than one hyperfine

transition. Each hyperfine component will contribute to the FWM response

at the laser angular frequency, wL, according to its transition dipole

moment and Aw - wL-w0, the frequency offset of the laser from the zero

velocity transition frequency. This frequency offset determines which

velocity group, and hence population fraction, is simultaneously resonant

with one of the FWM pump beams and incoming signal beam. Since this

velocity group is 2Aw out of resonance with the other counterpropagating

pump be m (also at wL ) , the frequency offset also determines the

effective strength of the induced nonlinearity, i.e. the amount of

susceptibility saturation at the Doppler-shifted back pump frequency.

This nonlinearity detuning effect is discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1,2

of the Phase I report.

Figure 2-3 shows that the ground state hyperfine splitting in cesium

iq large enough to completely isolate the F-3 -: F' from the F-4 - F'

transitions except for extremely strong optical fields (I > 107 
1 sat)
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ATOMIC SPECIES - CESIUM 8521.12 Angstrom Line

UPPER STATE ELECTRONIC ANG. MOMTM - 1.5
LOWER STATE ELECTRONIC ANG. MOMTM - .5
NUCLEAR MOMTM - 3.5
ELECTRONIC TRANSITION A COEFFICIENT Ci/SEC) - 3.24E+07
TOTAL ELTRNC. TRANS DIPOLE MOMENT (ESU*CM)- 1.595525E-17

F-upper F-lower Rel. Int. Compt. A Dipole Momnt (ESU*CM)
2.OOOOE+OO 3.OOOOE+OO l,5625E-Oi 3,2400E+07, 1.7839E-17
3 OOOOE+OO 3.OOOOE+OO 1.6406E-01 2.4300E+07 1.8279E-17
3 OOOOE+OO 4 OOOOE+OO 5,4688E-02 8.1000E+06 l.0553E-17
4.OOOOE+OO 3.OOOOE+OO 1.1719E-01 1.3500E+07 1.5449E-17
4.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 1.6406E-01 1.8900E-*07 1.8279E-17
5.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 3.4375E-01 3.2400E+07 2.6459E-17

SUM OF CALC. LINE INTENSITIES - 384
TOTAL NUMBER OF HYPERFINE LINES - 6

ATOMIC SPECIES - CESIUM 8944 Angstrom Line

UPPER STATE ELECTRONIC ANG. MOMTM - .5
LOWER STATE ELECTRONIC ANG. MOMTM - .5
NUCLEAR MOMTM - 3.5
ELECTRONIC TRANSITION A COEFFICIENT (1/SEC) - 2.89E+07
TOTAL ELTRNC. TRANS DIPOLE MOMENT (ESU*CM)- 1.145823E-17

F-upper F-lower Rel. Int. Compt. A Dipole Momnt (ESU*CM)
3.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 3.2813E-Ol 2.1675E+07 1.8564E-17
3.OOOOE+OO 3.OOOOE+OO 1.0938E-01 '7-2250E+06 1.0718E-17
4.OOOOE+OO 3,OOOOE+OO 3.2813E-Ol 1.6858E+07 1.8564E-17
4,OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 2.3438E-01 1.2042E+07 1.5690E-17

SUM OF CALC. LINE INTENSITIES - 48
TOTAL NUMBER OF H-YPERFINE LINES - 4

Figure 2-2. Relative line intensities, Einstein coefficients, and
transition dipole moments for the hyperfine components
of the cesium first resonance lines.
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Figure 2-3. Comparision of the Doppler-broadened (T=4OOK) spectra of the

sodium and cesium D2 lines.
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where power broadening is comparable to the zero-field ground state

hyperfine splitting. Since this requires optical intensities of greater

than 104 W/cm 2, this regime was not investigated in this work.

There is overlap, however, of the three transitions originating from

each of the ground state hyperfine levels. Figure 2-4 shows the Doppler

broadened profiles (T-400K) for each of the hyperfine components

illustrating that multiple transitions can contribute to the four wave

mixing interaction at most frequencies. The contribution due to four of

the transitions to the FWM interaction is reduced, however, by the impact

of optical pumping (Reference 2.7).

Optical pumping arises when population pumped by an optical field

from a ground state hyperfine level into a particular excited state

hyperfine level can radiate back to other than the original ground state

level. For example, population pumped from the F-3 level to the F'-3 or 4

level radiates back to both the r-3 and "-4 levels. Since population

entering the F - 4 level no longer is in resonance with the optical field,

the net effect is to pump population from F-3 to F-4, depleting the F-3

level population. The F-3 population is removed in those velocity groups

0 where the 3 -*3 and 3 - 4 transitions are resonant with the laser.

The F-3 F'-2 and F-4 - F'-5 transitions are not optically pumped

because only AF - 0 or ±1 transitions are dipole allowed. The F'-2 level

can only emit to the F-3 level and the F'-5 level can only emit to the F-4

level. For this reason, these transitions, shaded in Figure 2-4, are the

dominant contributors in cw FWM experiments in cesium vapor. The

optically pumped transitions, however, do have small contributions because

population does feed into the depleted level due to diffusion of cesium

atoms from unilluminated regions into the optically-pumped region. Their

contribution depends on the relative magnitude of the optical pumping rate

and thermal diffusion.

In the spectral region near the F-4 - F' transitions, the non-

optically pumped F-4 - F'-5 transition dominates the FWM spectroscopy

because it is also the strongest transition of that trio. The F-3 - F'-2

transition also is not optically pumped, bit diffusion-fed contributions

from the 3 - 3 and 3 - 4 are more important because their oscillator

strengths are comparable. For low optical power degenerate four wave

mixing (DFWM) experiments, the FWM signal would be expected to occur
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exactly on resonance to the F-3 - F'-2 transition because the nonlinear-

ities from the 3 - 3 and 3 - 4 transitions are being sampled off resonance

by some 2Aw - 300 MHz and 700 MHz respectively. Since these shifts are

larger than or comparable to the Doppler width, the contribution of these

transitions is reduced even further.

At higher optical powers, the F-3 - F'-3,4 transitions become more

important for at least two reasons. First, as discussed in Sections 3.2

and 4.3.3 of the Phase I report, the optimum frequency detuning of WL

from w0 depends on the ratio I/Isat so that the frequency offsets of the

3 - 3 and 3 - 4 transitions actually become more favorable. Secondly,

power broadening can lead to significant increase in the frequency overlap

of the three transitions. A balance exits in that increased optical power

aids in the dispersive contribution of the optically pumped transitions,

but reduces the steady state population established by optical pumping and

thermal diffusion.

2.3 Experimental Configuration

All degenerate four wave mixing experiments performed in cesium vapor

are done using the same skeletal arrangement which is shown in

Figure 2-5. A Coherent 20 W Ar+ laser is used to pump a 699-21 ring dye

laser which is set up to operate with Styrl-9 dye. In this configuration,

-250 mW of 852 nm radiation is produced to pump the 62S1/2 to 62p3/2

transition in Cs vapor. The bandwidth of the dye laser output has been

measured to be < 1.5 MHz yielding a coherence length of -30 meters. The

output of the dye laser is s-polarized to the reflecting mirror surfaces

to insure a high degree of co-polarization in the interaction region of

the Cs cell, and to minimize losses at the turning mirror surfaces. The

turning mirrors (M) are dielectric coated for 850 nm at the specific angle

of use. To align the counter-propagating pump beams exactly colinearly

through the Cs cell without allowing feedback radiation from entering back

into the dye laser, a Faraday optical isolator is inserted into the beam

path close to the laser outcoupler. Losses induced by the isolator are

kept to < 12% by AR coating the associated optics and polarizers. A half

wave plate, also AR coated for 850 nm, is placed after the isolator to

preserve the s-polarization of the beam.
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Figure 2-5. Basic experimental setup for DFWM experiments in cesium
vapor. Also shown are the two Doppler absorption profiles
with the observed Lamb dips and crossover resonances.
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Several pick off beam splitters are used in the setup to allow for

Lamb dip frequency diagnostics, and to define separate pump and probe

beams. The first beam splitter (BSI) slices out 4% of the main beam to

use as a reference and probe beam for real time, on-line Lamb dip

diagnostic. The Lamb dip experiment is similar to that of Hansch et al

(Reference 2-8) where equal intensity reference and probe beams are

directed through a 10 cm Cs cell which is typically operated at 120 C. A

third saturating beam is sent through the cell in a counter-propagating

direction to the reference and probe beams and made to overlap with them.

The transmitted reference and probe beams are detected by a matched pair

of photodiodes and monitored on a high sensitivity differential amplifier

whose output is displayed on an oscilloscope. With proper cell

temperature and beam alignment, the scanning of the dye laser can be used

to identify the line center on the transitions originating from the

hyperfine splitting of the 62SI/2 state of Cs. This in turn is used

for calibration of the pumping frequency during the FWM experiments. The

inset in Figure 2-5 shows the observed Lamb dips and crossover resonances

on the Doppler absorption profiles indicating the two dips corresponding

0 to the F-4 - F'-5 and F-3 - F'-2 transitions. These two Lamb dips were

used to establish absolute frequency position and calibrate frequency

scales.

A second beam is spliced from the main beam using a variable beam

splitter (VBS) to produce the probe beam. This beam splitter is typically

adjusted to extract - 5% of the main beam to be used as the probe. The

remainder of the main beam serves to generate the two pump beams for the

Cs FWM cell. A 50-50 beamsplitter (BS2) is inserted into the beam and

angle tuned to match the power in both the transmitted (backward pump,B

Pump) and reflected (forward pump, F Pump) legs of the resulting beams to

within 5%. Lens L1 which is inserted into the beam prior to the beam

splitter, typically a 90 cm focal length, serves to co-focus the two

counter-propagating legs of the split beam to the same position in the Cs

cell with the same beam spot size. The spot size for this configuration

is measured to be -400 microns in diameter at the 1/ e2 point which

gives a Rayleigh range of -15 cm. This insures that the overlapped beams

in the I cm long Cs cell are both focused to a minimum beam waist.

The Cs cell is made of Pyrex with a I cm long cavity. The Cs is

inserted into the cell under a vacuum of - 1 x 10 3 torr. Temperature
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control of the cell is done using a thermocouple controlled heating tape

wrapped around a copper casing with the cell inserted into its center.

2.4 DFWM Spectroscopy of Cesium Vapor

This section presents data on the spectral, temperature, and power

dependences of the DFWM in cesium vapor near the 852 rum resonance line.

2.4.1 Frequency Dependence of DFWM in Cesium Vapor

Figure 2-6 presents a DFWM spectrum of cesium vapor obtained under

conditions of high phase conjugate reflectivity. In this case, the

observed phase conjugate reflectivity, defined as Iconjugate/Isignal,

was 124% Reflectivities as high as 154% were also obtained with spectra

displaying the same basic four-peaked structure, although relative peak

intensities did vary.

The observed spectrum is much as one would anticipate based on the

852 rum line spectroscopy discussed in Section 2.1 and the appearance of

the sodium D2 line FWM spectrum reported in Section 4.3.1 of the Phase I

report. The quadruple-peaked structure can be understood as follows. The

two double-peaked structures are separated by Av - 8.5 GHz, measured

between the the reflectivity minimums, using the indicated Lamb dip

frequency markers and assuming the larger upper state hyperfine splittings

presented in Figure 2-1. As can be seen, this frequency separation

corresponds very closely to the separation of the F-2 - F'-3 and F-4

F'-5 transitions, the two hyperfine transitions contributing most to the

FWM signal because they are not optically pumped.

The additional "splitting" to yield a FWM reflectivity minimum at the

transition frequencies of the two dominant transitions is not a spectral

splitting at all. Observed in the sodium spectrum as well, the double

peak feature arises both because of strong saturation of the absorptive

component of the transition and residual absorption of generated FWM

signal. This minimum at resonance is a characteristic feature identifying

the spectrum at higher reflectivities where strongly saturating pump

fields are employed. At low powers, the FWM spectrum is essentially the

inverse of Figure 2-6, with reflectivity only on resonance where the

absorptive component to the susceptibility is strongest (Reference 2.3).

At high powers, however, the absorptive component saturates and it is the
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Figure 2-6. Typical frequency spectrum of DFWM reflectivity in cesium vapor
under high reflectivity conditions.
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dispersive component of the susceptibility that dominates. The dispersive

contribution is zero on resonance, accounting for the dip in the FWM

spectrum at high power.

A second factor contributing to the reflectivity minimum near the

dominant transition resonances is linear absorption. The small signal

absorption near resonance is of order 100 cm-1 at the cesium vapor

densities used in our experiments, and so even though strongly saturating

fields are present, residual absorption ot several cm-1 remains to

attenuate signal generated at frequencies within the absorption bands.

Figure 2-7 presents the DFWM spectrum overlaid with the Doppler

broadened absorption spectrum. A close examination of Figure 2-7 shows

the impact of both processes contributing to the minimum reflectivity at

the F-4 - F'-5 and F-3 - F'-2 resonances. FWM reflectivity does go to

zero as the transition frequency of the F-4 - P-5 transition is

approached from higher frequency; reflectivity just below the transition

frequency remains negligible due to linear absorption. The apparent

asymmetry of the absorption band within the FWM reflectivity hole may be

due to reflectivity enhancement on the high frequency side due to self-

focusing effects discussed below and in Section 2.5. A similar

explanation can be applied to the F - 3 transitions. The minimum occurs

right at the F-3 - F'-2 transition frequency, with signal generated on the

high frequency side better able to counter the effect of absorption.

The relative intensities of the peaks in Figure 2-6 are qualitatively

in accordance with expectations. The largest peak corresponds to

frequencies on the high frequency side of the F-4 - P-5 transition, the

stronger of the two dominant hyperfine transitions. This transition has a

dipole moment approximately 1.5 times as large as the F-3 - F'-2

transition giving rise to the other doublet feature. Since FWM response

goes as the fourth power of the dipole moment, a first order expectation

would be for a relative signal ratio of about 5:1.

This ratio is not observed, however, and the ratio of the higher

frequency peaks of both doublets has been observed to range from < 1:1 to

about the 1.4:1 ratio displayed in Figure 2-6. A clue to the cause of

this behavior is the pronounced asymmetry of the two peaks associated with

a single transition. The high frequency side usually is much larger, an

observation attributed to self-focusing of the pump beams that produces
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higher pump intensities. This effect and its consequence on conjugate

fidelity are discussed in detail in Section 2.5 and Sections 4.3.1-2 of

the Phase I report. The net impact on the relative peak intensLties in

the frequency spectrum is to place more importance on the F-3 - F'-2

transition in the high pump power, high reflectivity regime.

Self-focusing on the high frequency side of this line increases FWM

response at those frequencies, while self-defocusing on the low frequency

side counteracts somewhat the self-focusing on the high side of the F-4 -

F'-5 transition.

2.4.2 Temperature Dependence of FWM Signal

The large ground state hyperfine level splitting in cesium vapor

affords the possibility of limited frequency tuning by adjusting the

Doppler absorption spectrum and optical density via temperature. As the

cesium density and Doppler broadening increase, the absorptive hole in

each of the two double-peaked features broadens, moving FWM reflectivity

away on both sides from the transition frequency. As the temperature

increases, the broadening can lead to F;M response at frequencies

throughout the Av - 8.5 GHz region between the two dominant hyperfine

transitions. Additional tuning range is realized by the broadening

because response is also generated at frequencies in the "outside" wings

of the dominant transitions.

This effect has been observed in cesium vapor. Figure 2-8 Presents

the observed temperature dependence or the DFWM frequency spectrum,

showing FWM response over approximately Av = 30 GHz. The spectrum has

been normalized at each temperature for clarity; the actual reflectivity

was observed to decrease as the temperature of the cesium cell was

increased. In practice, operational conditions such as cell temperature

and pump intensity would need to be adjusted to achieve the best

reflectivity at a particular frequency, limiting the range over which

rapid frequency tuning can be achieved to much less than the 30 GHz

response region.

2.4.3 Optical Intensity Dependence of Cesium FWM Signal

In an effort to provide some guidance for establishing suitable

operating conditions for a cesium conjugator, FWM reflectivity was
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measured as a function of input optical field intensities. Figure 2-9

shows the observed dependence of FWM reflectivity on input probe field 0
power at constant pump field intensity. Figure 2-10 shows reflectivity as

a function of pump power for fixed input probe intensity,

Figure 2-9 shows a steady decline in reflectivity with increasing

probe intensity. This effect is consistent with pump depletion effects,

which are predicted to affect reflectivity for probe/pump ratios as low as

a few percent (Reference 2.9). Although there is some scatter in the data

at low pump intensities, it is clear that depletion effects are adversely

impacting FWM reflectivity for probe intensities larger than 3%-4% of the

pump intensity. This probe/pump ratio for the onset of , mp depletion

effects is the same as was observed for sodium vapor.

Figure 2-10 also shows the impact of pump depletion at low pump

int-nsities Increasing the pump intensity does overcome this effect and

leads to increased reflectivity, but the reflectivity is expected to roll

over and decline at very high pump intensities because the refractive

nonlinearity becomes highly saturated. Such behavior is predicted

theoretically in Reference 2.10; experimental limitationb prevented a

clear observation of the reflectivity roll over.

2.5 Self-Focusing Effects in Cesium FWM

In nonlinear media, intensity dependent changes in the material's

refractive index cause self-focusing or self-defocusing of propagating

laser beams that have nonuniform intensity profiles. The equation

describing the nonlinear index change (An) tor Gaussian laser beams

propagating in resonant media is:

-WrNI 4E 2

An - 0 (2-1)
[F (wo -wL)]1

3

where M is the transition dipole moment, N is the (atomic) number density,

wL is the laser frequency, wo is the transition frequency and E0 is

the electric field amplitude. It can be seen from this equation that when

the laser is tuned to a frequency above the transition frequency, An > 0.

This corresponds to a positive lens and the nonlinear medium will have a

tendency to focus the laser beam. For laser frequencies below the
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transition frequency An < 0 and the nonlinear medium will ac. as a

negative lei.s, tending to defocus the propagating laser beams.

Furthermore, it has been shown (Reference 2.11) that the minimum power for

self-focusing to affect a Gaussian laser beam is given by:

3.174 x 10-3 xgc (2-2)
st n2

where A0 is the vacuum wavelength of the laser, c is the speed of

light, and n2 - 2An/lE.12. Psf is on the order of 100 pW for the

conditions in the experiments presented here.

The DFWM pump powers employed in TRW's experiments were in the range

of 50-100 mW, so self-focusing (self-defocusing) is expected to impact the

observed spectral behavior. The F-3 - F'-2 transition has a larger

reflectivity peak than expected which grows relative to the F-4 - F'-5

peaks as pump power increases because self-focusing increases the

effective pump intensity and hence DFWM reflectivity. Note that

self-defocusing is inherently a self limiting process and so is not

expected to play a significant role in determining the FWM reflectivity

on the low frequency side of the F-4 - F'-5 transition. Defocus due to

the F-3 - F'-2 transition may mitigate somewhat focusing on the high

frequency side of the F-4 - F'-5 transition.

Further evidence in support of this explanation of the role of self

action effects on the FWM spectrum of cesium comes from both previous

observations of self-focusing and self-defocusing in sodium vapor

(Reference 2.12 and Phase I report, Section 4.3.2) and from observations

of greatly increased beam divergences in the present experiments. This i-

discussed in more detail in the next section.

2.5.1 Effects of Self-Focusing on Optical Beam Profiles

Because the effects of self-focusing are apparent in the FWM spectrum

even at moderate reflectivities, an experiment was performed to character-

ize its impact in backward FWM phase conjugation experiments. This

experiment was essentially the same as the work reported in Section 4.3.2

of the Phase I report; the setup is shown schematically in Figure 2-11.
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It consisted of the standard backward phase conjugating configuration with

the conjugate return beam passing through a translatable variable aperture

iris for determining the l/e2 'diameter of the conjugate beam.

Figure 2-12 presents measured beam diameter of the conjugate return

beam as a function of distance from the cesium cell at three different

reflectivities. The wavelength of the experiment was 852.1207 nm (air),

which corresponds to the FWM reflectivity peak on the high frequency side

of the F-4 - F'-5 transition. Pump intensity was held constant;

increasing reflectivity was achieved by increasing the cell temperature

and correspondingly the cesium density. Measured data points are shown as

open circles. The thin, dotted line illustrates the beam diameter of the

incoming probe beam. The thicker line is a best fit beam diameter for a

Gaussian beam with divergence that matches the observed beam diameter

data. Also shown is a plot of observed divergence as a function of

reflectivity. Figure 2-13 shows that self-focusing effects were also

observed on the transmitted probe beam.

The data clearly show the influence of self-focusing as the cesium

density and FWM reflectivity increase. The best fit Gausssian indicates

that the conjugate beam is converging to a waist a short distance from the

cesium cell, a region where geometric constraints prevented data

collection. Such a focus is anticipated if the pump beams are focusing.

However, the best fit Gaussian beam diameter at the cesium cell is

calculated to be unrealistically large for reflectivities greater than

30%, indicating that the beam is not propagating as a Gaussian in this

region, or that the influence of self-focusing in the cesium cell is more

complex than a simple focusing. From the sodium work, 30% reflectivity is

about where the impact of self-focusing would be expected to manifest

itself. At lower reflectivities, the increased divergence of the

conjugate over the incoming probe is believed to be due to an aperturing

effect rather than nonlinear self-focusing. This aperturing effect arises

because the overlap of the three input Gaussian beams, coupled with the

strong pump intensity dependence of the FWM interaction, generates an

effective conjugating "aperture" that is smaller than the probe beam

itself. The sodium vapor results presented in Figure 4-7 of the Phase I

report support this hypothesis because measurements on the defocus side of

the line showed a divergence larger than that of the probe but identical

to the focus side divergence for reflectivities up to 41%.
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2.6 Cesium Vapor FWM Field of View

A detailed discussion of the dependence of FWM reflectivity on efs,

the angle between the forward pump beam and the incoming signal, has been

presented in Section 4.3.4 of the Phase I report for FWM media that are

inhomogeneously broadened saturable absorbers subject to the effects of

thermal motion. Cesium vapor is such a medium.

Briefly, FWM reflectivity is expected to be angularly independent for

very small efs, where the spacing of the interference grating produced

by the forward pump and signal beam is so large that the grating lifetime

is limited only by the excited state lifetime of the 62P3/2 state (34

nsec). As efs increases, the grating spacing decreases and thermal

diffusion of cesium atoms between light and dark regions becomes an

important mechanism for destroying the grating. In this regime, the

angular dependence of reflectivity is predicted to be sin-2 (efs/2)

because of the sin-'(efs/2) dependence of the grating population spacing

and the N2 dependence of reflectivity on the grating population. For -

visible wavelengths, where grating spacings can be small, and at thermal

velocities of atomic species, this effect is important for small angles

where sin-28 - 49- 2  Calculations based on the average grating destroying

velocity in the Doppler limit, <vgd>D given by

<vgd>D - ((2RT/(wM))1/2 (l-exp -Hr2/(2RTk 2sin2(9/2))]) (2-3)erf[Ml/2r/((2RT)1/2ksin(8/2)}]

and the time required for absorbers to travel one-half the interference grating

fringe spacing, twashouti.e.,

twashout - A/[4sin(e/ 2)<vgd>] (2-4)

indicated that the transition from angle independence to e-2 dependence

would occur around 15 mrad for sodium vapor; a similar calculation in

cesium vapor indicates a transition around 25 mrad. Equations 2-3 and 2-4

are derived in Section 3 of the Phase I report. This increase is due to

the larger grating spacing at the longer wavelength and the slower thermal

velocity of cesium atoms, two effects that more than compensate for the

longer excited state lifetime of cesium.
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Inhomogeneously broadened systems are predicted to exhibit a third

regime at much larger values of efs because of decreasing population of

the velocity group that is simultaneously resonant with the forward pump

and signal beam. This population effect was shown to add another

sin 2Efs dependence for angles larger than the ratio of the homogeneous

to inhomozeneous linewidths.

The ce3ium FWM reflectivity angular dependence, i.e. the field of

view, was measured experimentally with the arrangement shown in Figure

2-14. The probe beam was directed off of a sweep mirror onto a spherical

mirror located a radius of curvature away from the cesium cell. This

allowed sweeping 9fs while minimizing changes in the interaction volume

because the probe swung about its intersection point with the pump beams.

One significant change in this experimental arrangement from that used in

the sodium experiments was the use of a Faraday optical rotator to isolate

the dye laser from the FWM experiment. This allowed the two FWM pump

beams to be exactly coaligned, removing a source of phase mismatch that

was suspected of distorting small angle data in our sodium experiment.

Results are presented in Figure 2-15. The results are roughly as

expected, with a E-2 dependence indicated by the solid line. Evident is

the trend towards angular independence for small angles, although the

transition appears to occur at smaller angles than the 25 mrad predicted

by considerations of thermal washout. This may be due to an under-

estimation of <vgd> by using Equation 4-3, which is strictly valid only

in the Doppler limit. The more general form, presented as Equation 3-9 in

the Phase I report, would provide a better estimate in the cesium

experiments because power broadening was comparable to the Doppler width.

This equation is quite cumbersome, however, and so was not used in our

first order estimate of the transition to angular dependence.

Within the scatter of the data, the e-2 dependence appears to hold

throughout most of the angular region investigated. The one positive

angle point that is significantly below the line is suspect because it is

not reproduced by the negative angle data and a transition to stronger

angular dependence due to population effects is not expected to be

observed in our experiments because the power-broadened homogeneous width

is calculated to be in excess of the inhomogeneous Doppler broadening.

0
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2.7 Conclusions

The experimental results obtained here demonstrate that cesium vapor

is a viable near-term phase conjugating medium operating at a wavelength

compatible with diode lasers. As a FWM medium, cesium is characterized by

excellent phase conjugate reflectivity at low pump intensities, and

because of the details of its hyperfine splitting, offers response over a

C, 5._i rng 7,tantially 7 !6argo --Lat pr-ridcd by soadium vap. r.

Like sodium vapor, however, cesium displays a limited angular response and

induces other nonlinear optical effects that can degrade conjugation

fidelity of transverse phase information. However, such undesirable

nonlinear effects would not be expected to degrade piston error

correction, an important capability for conjugators operating at diode

laser wavelengths.
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3.0 DEGENERATE FOUR WAVE MIXING

IN SEMICONDUCTORS

3.1 Ceneral Description

Development of basic four wave mixing technology (FWM) leading to

erricienL, higi reflec,..iv.y phase conjugators is important for realizing

the benefits of optical phase conjugation in electro-optical systems.

More specifically, low power diode laser phase conjugation is a

potentially powerful technique, with applications such as communication

via a phase conjugated link, spatial filtering with gain, and coherently

coupled diode laser arrays where frequency matched FWM in the same

semiconductor material provides an attractive means to achieve the

necessary phase coupling and piston error correction. In Section 3, we

describe FWM experiments performed in several different semiconductor

materials in the 800-900 nm wavelength region. These materials, which

offer the potential for monolithic integration, are candidates for the

phase conj .J-tion of GaAs/AlGaAs diode lasers which lase in this same

wavelength region. The present wcrk investigates two different

approaches: systems exhibiting saturable gain and materials with saturable

absorptions. There are advantages and disadvantages to boLi, of these

nonlinear materials.

High saturable gain is provided by intracavity FWM in diode lasers.

Using this technique, very large conjugate signal reflectivities have been

achieved with incident probe powers of < 1 uW. In Section 3.2 we report

intracavity FWM reflectivities -5 x 10', an order of magnitude greater

than previously reported values (Reference 3.1). The dependence of the

FWM signal on: 1) the pump-probe frequency detuning, 2) the intracavity

pump power, and 3) the incident probe power, is discussed.

To date, FWM in diode lasers has been limited to single (longitudinal

and transverse) mode lasers which are inherently one dimensional (1D)

waveguides. Since the dimensions of their active emitting areas are

comparable to the wavelength of the laser light (-.8 pm), it is impossible

to retain and phase conjugate any spatial information contained on the

input probe beam. Thus, the advantage of saturable gain provided by diode

lasers is somewhat offset by the inability of a single waveguide to S
perform image conjugation. However, intracavity FWM in diode lasers does
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have an important conjugation capability. In Section 3.3, we present the

first experimental verification of the phase conjugation properties of the

intracavity FWM process in laser diodes: correction of an optical path

length difference (OPD), or piston error, inserted into the incident probe

beam.

Bulk semiconductor materials do not suffer from the spatial frequency

limitarior imnc--d by di lode laser waveguide, and do offer a saturable

absorption for nonlinear optical interactions. Nonlinear saturable

absorbers have been extensively studied for use as FWM optical phase

conjugators (Reference 3.2). To use a saturable absorber as a FWM phase

conjugator, it must have a strong dipole transition at the wavelength of

interest. In the case of diode laser phase conjugator materials, the

resonant medium which composes the diode laser is a logical candidate

since it has a strong transition at the appropriate wavelength. For diode

lasers operating in the near infrared (800-900 nm), the semiconductor GaAs

is indicated. Of particular interest is th role of exciton transitions

at room temperature and at moderate pump intensities.

We have studied FWM in two different forms of GaAs: bulk GaAs and

GaAs/AIGaAs multiple quantum wells (MQW). These materials can be grown

epitaxially in thin (-2 pm), large area (szveral cm2 ) uniform wafers.

Thus, in contrast to the single mode diode lasers discussed above, the

GaAs semiconductor materials could serve as large area phase conjugators

with the possibility of image processing applications. FWM reflectiv-

ities, however, are much smaller: only -10- 3 was observed with CW pump

beams at 4 kW/cm2 . An analysis of FWM (Section 3.5) indicates that the

reflectivity is limited by the optical thickness of these materials.

ReflecLivities greater that 100% should be obtainable with samples with

optical path iengths of 40 pm for pump intensities large compared to the

saturation intensity.

The results of CW FWM in bulk GaAs and GaAs MQW samples is discussed

in Section 3.4. Excitonic enhancement of the MQW optical nonlinearity and

its role in CW FWM at moderate pump intensities iq compared and contrasted

to that of bulk GaAs.

3.2 Intracavity NDFWM in Single Mode Diode Lasers: Reflectivity Results

5 Nondegenerate four wave mixing (NDFWM) inside single mode laser diode

cavities has recently been accomplished (References 3.1 and 3.3). In this
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system the inverted laser medium provides saturable gain. The laser

medium can be operated either above or below lasing threshold (Reference

3.4). Above threshold, the laser standing wave acts as the counter-

propagating pump fields in the FWM experiment. Below threshold, external

pump fields are injected into the diode cavity. In either case, an

external probe beam detuned by a few GHz is injected into the diode

caviLy. The advantage ot an amplifying medium over the saturable absorber

case is obvious: reflectivities greater than 5000 have been obtained

inside of a single diode laser cavity (Reference 3.1).

3 2.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 3-1 ij a diagram of the experimental setup used to examine the

NDFWM reflectivity characteristics of a diode laser cavity. Two identical

single mode laser diodes (Mitsubishi ML51OIA) are mounted on thermo-

electric cooling elements and temperature stabilized to -.02 OC. The

diodes are operated CW with stabilized current supplies (-10 pA stability)

near 820 nm. With a proper choice of operating temperatures and currents,

the two diodes lase at exactly the same wavelength. The FWM diode laser

(LD2 it, Figure 3-1) is operated at frequency u and the probe diode laser,

LDI, at a frequency Up detuned from u by ±1-10 GHz. The output of LDI

is efficiently collimated (-90%) with a 0.5 numerical aperture, 8 mm focal

length diffraction limited lens (L), specifically designed for diode

lasers. The LDl light beam is then passed through a 2 mm aperture Faraday

optical isolator (FOI) prcviding isolation > 103 to prevent optical feed-

back of LD2 into LDI. Since the collimated output beam of LDI is very

large (-4 x 8 mm), most of this light does not transmit through the FOI

aperture. This loss is not a problem because only a few uW of probe light

need to be injected into the FWM diode. To reduce optical alignment re-

quirements, the front facet of LD2 is flooded with LDI light by weakly

focusing with a 40 cm lens (L2). Figure 3-2 shows the measured transverse

intensity pattern of this focussed spot at the LD2 facet position. Figure

3-2A shows the spot is approximately Gaussian in the horizontal direction

with a spot diameter (l/e2 ) of 340 pm and Figure 3-2B shows that the spot

is also Gaussian in the vertical direction but with a spot diameter of 130

Am. The output of LDI is separated from the LDl-LD2 direction by the 50%

beamsplitter (BS) shown in the figure. The LDI output light reflected 0
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Figure 3-1. Experimental setup for the demonstration of intracavity
NDFI in single mode diode lasers. LDI and LD2 are
Mitsubishi ML5101A single mode diodes, Li = 8 mm focal
length lens, L2 = 40 cm focal length lens, L3 = 10 cm
focal length lens, and BS is a 50% beamsplitter.
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from BS is collimated with a 10 cm lens (L3), directed through a large

aperture (5 mm) FOI and into an 8 GHz free spectral range, high finesse

(-200) scanning confocal Fabry-Perot etalon.

As a result of the one dimensional waveguide nature of single mode

diode lasers, the pump, amplified probe and conjugate output beams are all

exactly colinear with one another. To isolate the signal beams, the FWM

experiment is performed nondegenerately with the probe detunpd by an

amount 6 - up-U sufficient to permit spectral resolution using a

Fabry-Perot etalon (8 - 1-10 GHz). The cavity length of the etalon is

piezo-electrically scanned and the pump (u), probe (Up - u+6), and

conjugate (bc - u-S) outputs are all detected by a photodiode and viewed

on an oscilloscope with horizontal sweep driven by the same ramp which

drives the etalon cavity length.

Figure 3-3 shows a photograph of a typical oscilloscope trace. The

top trace is a x50 magnification of the bottom trace. The large peak in

the center of the trace corresponds to the pump beam, the peak on the left

corresponds to the probe beam tuned 3.3 GHz to the red of v, and the peak

on the right corresponds to the conjugate signal frequency, vc. The

spacing between adjacent etalon peaks (8 GHz) is used to calibrate the

horizontal (frequency) scale of each photograph. The vertical scale of

the oscilloscope is calibrated by blocking the LDI probe diode and

measuring the amplitude of the pump beam on the scope. Since the power

output of the pump from the FWM diode is known, the number of millivolts

on the scope per mW of light input can be calculated. The absolute powers

of the probe and conjugate signals are thus easily obtained.

To calculate the magnitude of the FWM reflectivity, it is necessary

to know the amount of probe power coupled into LD2. In the present

experimental setup this is determined as follows. From the theory

developed for weakly guided 1D waveguides, the ratio of the power coupled

into the diode (Pd) to the incident power (Pi) is given by (Reference

3.5):

TIIdA EixetxI
2

Pd/Pi - (3-1)
fdA IetxI 2 "fdA IE~i 2
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pump

amplified
probe conjugate signal

Figure 3-3. Photograph of an oscilloscope trace displaying the
output of the 8 GHz free spectral range etalon. The
top trace is a x50 magnification of the bottom trace.
The large central peak is the pump beam, the smaller

peak on the left is the amplified probe beam, and the
peak on the right is the conjugate signal. The probe-
pump detuning, 6, is about 3.3 GHz. The photo has been
cropped to remove peaks from other etalon orders.
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where Eix is the x transverse spatial dependence of the incident

E-field, etx is the x spatial dependence of the fundamental waveguide

mode, and A is the area of the waveguide facet. T is a transmission

factor, determined in many cases by Fresnel reflection at the waveguide

surface. Here, the 1D diode is also a (low finesse) Fabry-Perot etalon.

Since the transmission band pass (-1 A or 45 GHz) for the diode etalon is

large compared to the probe detuning, we assume that the probe is exactly

on cavity resonance and take T-1. Equation 3-1 is basically a normalized

convolution integral of the 1D fundamental waveguide mode with the

incident spatial mode structure. The ID waveguide mude of the diode is

back-calculated from a measurement of the far-field radiation pattern of

the diode. This procedure gives an effective diode mode size of 0.7 Am x

2 Am. Using this, along with the spots sizes obtained from Figure 3-2

(240 Am and 130 Mm) for the incident beam, yields a power coupling ratio

of -3 x 10-5. This factor determines the magnitude of the FWM reflect-

ivity, and is the source of greatest uncertainty in the calculation.

3.2.2 Intracavity FWM Results

The largest probe amplification (-1.4 x l06) and FWM reflectivity

(-5.2 x 104) are observed for an incident probe power (before coupling

losses) of 0.14 mW and a detuning of -0.6 GHz. These values for FWM

reflectivity and probe amplification are an order of magnitude larger than

those reported previously in Reference 3.1. The difference may be due to

a combination of two factors: 1) the pump power employed here, measured

external to the cavity at 15 mW, is approximately twice as large as that

in Reference 3.1 (8.7 mW) and 2) the length of the active diode medium in

the Mitsubishi diodes is 1.5 times longer than in the Hitachi diodes used

in Reference 3.1. The NDFWM spectrum is presented in Figure 3-4, which

shows the probe amplification, A, and the conjugate reflectivity, R, as a

function of detuning, 6, for an incident probe intensity of 0.51 mW and

LD2 diode pump power of 15 mW. Under these conditions, the maximum probe

amplification (-4.6 x 104) and conjugate reflectivity (-2.4 x 104) occur

at a probe detuning of 5 - -1.2 GHz.

In Figure 3-4 the conjugate signal is symmetric with respect to the

probe detuning (±6), whereas the probe amplification is observed to be

asymmetric, with larger values found at negative detunings (6 < 0). In
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Figure 3-4. Conjugate reflectivity (R) and probe amplification (A)
as a function of the probe-pump detuning, 5, for an
incident probe power of .51 mrW. In the frequency
region near zero, the FWM diode is injection locked
to the input probe frequency and NDFWM does not occur.
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Figure 3-5. Same and Figure 3-4, except for an incident probe
power of 1.4 mW.
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Figure 3-5, the asymmetry of the probe amplification with 6 is even more

pronounced. Also, in Figure 3-5 the conjugate reflectivity displays an

interesting asymmetry; no detectable conjugate is observed for 6 > 0

detunings. These asymmetries in the frequency-dependent FWM data are not

completely understood, however, they may be related to a similar effect in

below-threshold diode FWM which has been predicted theoretically

(Reference 3.6) and observed experimentally (Reference 3.3). In those

studies, the conjugate is symmetric with respect to detuning, but the

probe signals are asymmetric with larger magnitudes for negative

detunings, similar to the results presented in Figure 3-4. The results of

References 3.6 and 3.3 were interpreted as due to an asymmetry in the gain

lineshape for the probe beam which occurs independently of the FWM

interaction. The corresponding gain lineshape is symmetric for the

conjugate signal. Although these results are strictly valid only for FWM

in diodes below threshold, a similar asymmetry in the amplifier gain is

-ticiptted for operation of the FWM cavity above threshold. This can

explain the results of Figure 3-4. An explanation for the asymmetry of

the conjugate signal observed in Figure 3-5 is presently lacking. The FWM

evolution equations for the case where the diode laser is operated above

threshold have not yet been investigated.

Another interesting feature of the probe detuning experiments can be

seen in Figure 3-4. A secondary maximum is observed for both the

conjugate and the probe signals at a detuning of 8 - ±5.8 GHz. This

secondary peak is observed in all of the nondegenerate FWM data. The

probe detuning 6 at which the peak occurs, denoted by 6 - A, is observed

to shift to larger detunings as the diode pump power is increased. This

effect can be seen clearly in Figure 3-6, which shows a plot of A2 versus

the LD2 pump power. The plot shows a linear dependence of A2 on pump

power. This effect may be understood qualitatively by considering the

behavior of a two-level atom in a strong field of frequency u tuned near

resonance, u0. The population will undergo strong oscillation between the

two levels at a frequency gi'en by the generalized Rabi frequency,

vGR - [(U-uo)2+(vR)2]1/ 2, where UR-pE/h, A is the transition

dipole moment and E the field strength of the incident optical field.

This effect can be viewed as a splitting of each level into two levels

separated by an energy hUGR, and is known as the ac Stark shift. As

is shown in Figure 3-7, three transition frequencies are expected, with
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Figure 3-6. Plot of the square of the frequency detuning at which

the maximum signal occurs, A2 , versus the lasing output

of the FWM diode. The linear relationship displayed
in this plot indicates that the ac Stark effect

causes a splitting of the lasing transition, resulting
in resonantly enhanced signal contributions at 6=0,+L.
In the text it is shown that A=vR, the Rabi frequency.
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Figure 3-7. The strong intracavity laser field splits the two-level
diode lasing transition (dotted lines) into a series of
four resonances through the ac Stark effect (solid lines).
Three resonant conditions are now possible: 6 = 0, ± v
where is the Rabi frequency.
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resonances at vo and u o±UR. We can use this simple analysis in t e

diode system studied here, by making the following identifications: u0 is

the diode cavity resonance, u(- v,) is the diode pump frequency as defined

above, and 1 - (c0c/2)E
2 is the intracavity diode pump intensity. Thus,

we expect the resonant media inside the diode laser cavity to split into

three resonances (as in Figure 3-7) by the ac Stark shift, with a

splittings given by a - 0,±UR. In the case of FWM, resonant enhancement

of the gain will occur at these side band resonances. Furthermore, since

1R lI/ 2 , it is expected that the position of the resonantly enhanced

FWM peak moves as A 2 C I as observed in Figure 3-6

In the probe detuning experiments discussed above, the minimum probe

detuning is limited by injection locking of the LD2 diode pumps to the

probe frequency (References 3.1 and 3.7). While injection locking does

not interfere intrinsically with the FWM process, it is undesirable

because the conjugate becomes degenerate with the strong pump fields and

cannot be separated for practical use. The detuning at which injection

locking occurs depends upon the power incident in the probe beam. The

smaller the incident probe power, the smaller the value of 6 at which

injection locking occurs. In Figure 3-4, injection locking occurs at 6-1

GHz. It can be seen from the figure that both the probe amplification and

the reflectivity increase monotonically as the probe is tuned closer to

the pump frequency, u. _ius, for given pump and probe powers, the FWM

reflectivity is limited by the minimum detuning allowed before injection

locking of the FWM diode occurs.

The incident probe power will also have an effect on the measured

amplification/reflectivity in the pump depletion regime. With large

injected probe powers and high reflectivity (and high probe ampli-

fication), a substantial fraction of pump photons will be converted into

the amplified probe and conjugate beams. The effective pump intensity

will be reduced, resulting in a corresponding decrease in the reflectivity

(amplification). Thus, the maximum reflectivity (amplification) should

occur at low probe powers where a minimum probe detuning, as well as the

absence of pump depletion effects are possible. Figure 3-8 is a plot of

the maximum reflectivity (amplification) obtained at minimum probe

detuning, versus incident probe power. Contrary to the analysis just

presented, the reflectivity (amplification) is observed initially to

increase in magnitude with probe power but then to begin decreasing as
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Figure 3-8. Plot of the maximum reflectivity ( a ) and probe

amplification ( * ) obtained at the minimum detuning
(determined by the point of injection locking),

versus incident probe power.
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expected. A similar dependence on probe power is seen when the

reflectivity (amplification) is plotted at other, constant probe

detunings. This can be seen in Figure 3-9, where R and A are plotted for

6 - -4, -.5 and -6 GHz. These plots have ;ualitatively the same shape as

that of Figure 3-8. This initial increase in reflectivity (amplification)

is not presently understood. However, the decrease at higher incident

probe powers is almost certainly due to pump depletion. Under these

conditions, the amplitude of the pump beam, which is monitored

simultaneously with the FWM as in Figure 3-4, is observed to decrease

substantially.

3.3 Intracavity FWM in Single Mode Diode Lasers: Piston Error Correction

FWM in the inverted lasing medium of single mode diode lasers,

previously demonstrated in Section 3.2 and Reference 3.1, has several

advantages over FWM in non inverted materials. Most notably, TRW has

recently obtained FWM reflectivities greater than 10' (Section 3.2).

However, in these previously reported diode FWM experiments, only the

amplitude and probe frequency detuning properties of the FWM process have

been characterized. Single mode diode lasers are inherently one

dimensional (ID) waveguides, so transverse or spatial phase information is

destroyed. The 1D waveguide nature of single mode diode lasers and the

consequent spatial filtering of injected light beams (e.g., the probe

beam), makes it impossible to demonstrate aberration correction via FWM in

the usual manner, i.e., by image correction. The spatial frequencies

which make up an image do not survive the injection process into the diode

waveguide.

In the experiment described here, an important capability of phase

conjugation that can be accomplished by intracavity NDFWM is directly

verified for the first time by demonstrating the correction of piston

error in the conjugate beam when an optical path length difference (OPD)

is introduced into the probe beam. For further information on the basic

properties of NDFWM in diode lasers see Section 3.2.

3.3.1 Piston Correction Experimental Setup

Figure 3-10 shows the experimental setup for demonstrating phase

conjugation of piston error using diode laser intracavity FWM. In order
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to observe the correction of piston error or, the conjugate beam by using

an interferometric technique, it is necessary to have a phase-locked

reference wave at the conjugate frequency. This is accomplished as

follows. Four identical single mode laser diodes (Hitachi HLPI400) are

temperature stabilized to -.02 *C and operated CW with stabilized current

supplies (-10 jA stability). With a proper choice of operating

temperatures and currents, all four single mode diodes lase at exactly the

same wavelength (near 831 nm). The coherence length of these diodes,

previously measured to be -15 m (Reference 3.7), is so long that no

special care in the matching of optical pathlengths is necessary. One of

the diodes is operated as a master oscillator (frequency UM) to

simultaneously injection lock two of the other diodes (FWMl and FWM2) at

the same frequency (Figure 3-10). In order to accomplish injection

locking, it is necessary to inject only a few pW (Reference 3.8).

Therefore, to reduce some of the stringent alignment requirements in this

experiment, the master oscillator diode output is flooded onto the rear

facets of FWMI and FWM2 by focusing weakly with 8 cm focal length lenses.

In contrast, the input probe beam is focused with near diffraction

limited quality onto the front facets of FWMI and I'WM2. This is necessary

because of geometric constraints which require that the probe beam be

focused with the same lenses that collimate the outputs of FWMI and FWM2.

Furthermore, efficient collimation of FWMl and FWM2 is required to obtain

enough conjugate signal power out of these diodes after filtering to

detect the interference pattern on a CCD camera. Thus, the outputs of

FWMI and FWM2 are efficiently (> 90%) collimated using 0.5 numerical

aperture, 8 mm focal length diffraction limited lenses specifically

designed for collimating diode lasers. Initially the master oscillator

diode was not optically isolated from the other diodes because it was felt

that the low efficiency of the 8 cm lenses would provide sufficient

isolation. However, feedback effects did occur, and the injection locking

was found to be much more stable after the addition of a Faraday optical

isolator (FOI) into the master oscillator beam path. Isolation is geater

than 1000:1.

The simultaneous injection locking of FWMl and FwM2 is verified in a

Mach-Zehnder type interferometer where a high contrast, stationary

interference pattern is observed 'ecween the outputs of FWMI and FVM2. In

order to obtain this pattern, it is necessary to misalign the two beams
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from perfect colincarly. The two beams are slightly tilted from one

another in the vertical direction, thus generating the series of 0
horizontal light-dark fringes shown in Figure 3-11A. When the two diodes

are fully injection locked, a very clear and stable fringe pattern is

obtained (Figure 3-11A). This fringe pattern disappears completely when

the master oscillator is blocked (Figure 3-11B), indicacing that the free

running modes of FWMl and FWM2 are not phase coherent. In the

intermediate regime, the pattern is observed to fluctuate if either FWMl

or FWM2 is incompletely injection locked. Thus, this interference pattern

serves as a very sensitive indicator of the simultaneous injection locking

of the two laser diodes to a common (vM) FWM pump frequency.

The FWM probe beam is incorporated into the setup by directing the

output of the probe diode through the backside of the beamsplitter which

forms part of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (BS2 in Figure 3-10). The

probe beam is split and imaged onto the facets of FWMl and FWM2 as

described above. Since the injected probe beam is anti colinear to the

outputs of FWMI and FWM2, their output beams are both automatically imaged

onto the probe diode facet. To prevent optical feedback from these beams

into the probe source, two Faraday optical isolators are inserted serially

into the probe beam. This provides isolation of greater than 106:1.

After combining the FWMI and FWM2 outputs with a beamsplitter (BS2 in

Figure 3-10), the probe and conjugate signals are isolated with a high

finesse planar Fabry-Perot etalon and directed into a CCD camera. This is

necessary because the oLutputs of FWMIl and FWM2 contain the pump light at

tle master oscillator frequency and the probe light, in addition to the

conjugate signal. By piezo-electrically tuning the etalon mirror

separation, interference patterns at any of the three frequencies can be

observed. A 6 GHz detuning, 6, of the probe diode laser, frequency Up,

to the red of frequency vM allowed excellent resolution and separation

of the conjugate and probe beams from the much more intense pump beams.

3 5 2 Piston Error Correction Results

NDFWM with the experimental setup described above can be seen in

Figure 3-12. This figure is a pbotograph of an oscilloscope trace

displaying the output of a 5canning Fabry-Perot etalon. The central large

peak is due to the pump beam (UM) and the two smaller peaks equidistant
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Figure 3-11. Interference patterns of the outputs of FWM1 and
FWM2. In A, the clear, stationary fringes indicate

complete injection locking of FW-1 and FWM2 to the
master oscillator. In B, the master oscillator
haF been blocked, allowing FWMI and FIN12 to oscillate

freely. The interference pattern disappears, washed
out because of a frequency mismatch between F-'M1 and

FWM2.
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on each side of the pump are the probe (vp,left) and conjugate (u -
2vM-up), right). The probe detuning is approximately 5.5 GHz. The

FWM reflectivity in Hitachi HLP1400 laser diodes was similar to thaL

reported in Section 3.2. It can also be seen from Figure 3-12 that the

probe and conjugate signal beams are a significant fraction of the pump

beam amplitude, -15% and 12% respectively, indicating that substantial

pump depletion is occurring. A comparison of the pump amplitude seen in

the figure to the amplitude of the pump beam with the probe beam blocked,

indicates that the pump beams are depleted by -23%.

The results of piston error correction can be seen in the series of

interference patterns shown in Figure 3-13. Due to significant wavefront

curvature of the diode beams in the horizontal direction, only a narrow

horizontal portion of each beam is transmitted through the plane-parallel

etalon, i.e., the etalon acts as a wavefront filter. This results in the

interference patterns of Figure 3-13 which have a vertical slit-like

appearance. At certain etalon cavity lengths it is possible to

simultaneously view spatially distinct interference patterns from more

than one of the three incident frequencies at a time. This simultaneous

* transmission of different vertical slit sections from each beam is

possible as there is a tradeoff between laser frequency and the incidence

angle of the various light rays in the wavefront in meeting the etalon

cavity condition.

Figure 3-13A shows the interference patterns at the pump frequency

vM (left) and conjugate frequency (vc, right). The pump interference

pattern is not quite as clear as that of the conjugate because the pump

beam is much more intense and saturation of the CCD camera occurs under

the conditions used here to optimize simultaneous viewing of both beams.

A somewhat distorted probe beam fringe pattern is also visible just to the

right of the conjugate pattern. These interference patterns are very

stable and jitter free, as long as FWMI and FWM2 are well injection

locked.

Changing phase (OPD), introduced by tilting a microscope slide in one

leg of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, results in a spatial shifting of

the interference fringe pattern. However, if changing phase on the

incoming probe is conjugated during FWM, the variable phase is exactly

corrected when the conjugate return passes back through the slide, i.e.,

there is no variation of piston where the interference pattern is
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written. This is not true for the pumps (single pass through slide) or

the probe beam, where the double pass doubles the OPD piston added by the

glass slide. As a result, only the interference pattern written by the

two conjugate beams should be stationary when the slide is rotated in

front of one of the FWM diodes. Figure 3-13B shows fringes when a tilting

microscope slide has been inserted into the path of the light emerging

from FWM1. It can be seen that the interference pattern due to the pump

beams is completely obliterated, whereas that of the conjugate beams is

not affected. Identical results are obtained when the slide is inserted

into the beam path of FWM2.

The microscope slide is modulated by hand at several different

rates. In all cases, the conjugate interference pattern is not affected

whereas that of the pump beam jumps tremendously and at high modulation

rates is observed to disappear completely. When the microscope slide is

tilted slowly, the pump fringes do not disappear but instead are observed

to sweep up and down across the TV monitor. The obliteration of the pump

interference pattern occurs at high modulation rates because the dark

lines are averaged out as a result of the (slow) response time of the CCD

0 camera. A close inspection of Figure 3-13 shows that the amplified probe

beam interference pattern also is obliterated as expected when the OPD is

modulated with the microscope slide. The latter effect is very clearly

seen when the Fabry-Perot is tuned to maximize the probe beam

transmission. This experiment has been recorded on video tape, where the

various effects of the tilting microscope slide are easily seen. The

results presented above show that the OPD phase shift of the microscope

slide is completely corrected in the intracavity NDFWM optical phase

conjugation process occurring in single mode diode lasers.

3.4 CW DFWM in Bulk GaAs and MQW GaAs

3.4.1 Spectroscopy of GaAs and AlGaAs MQW Materials

In this section, the background information necessary to understand

the relevant band gap physics of the bulk GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs MQW

semiconductor samples will be briefly reviewed. First, a simple free

0 electron model will be used to explain many of the bulk GaAs spectral
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features. The relevant equations for this system are as foilou

(Reference 3.9):

E (k) - 2k 2 /2m, band energy (3-2)

c'v c'v

D(E) - (V/2r2a3Ry).t(E-EG)/Ry]1/2 density of states (3-3)

A(E) - C-IPcvI2.[(E-EG)/Ry]1/2 absorption coeff. (3-4)

where c and v refer to the conduction and valence bands, respectively, k

is the free electron wave vector, m*,the electron effective mass for the

energy band indicated by the subscript, V is the crystal volume, a-eA
2/pe2

is the exciton Bohr radius discussed later, Ry-e 4 M/2 2
h
2 is analogous to

the Rydberg energy for a hydrogen atom, 1 is the effective reduced mass, E

and EG are respectively the photon energy and the band gap energy (E

must be > EG), C is a constant, and IPcv1 2' the square of the momentum

matrix element between the valence and conduction bands, describes the

band to band transition probability. Plots of the (parabolic) dispersion

curve (EC v versus k), the density of states, D(E), and the absorption

coefficient, A(E), for the free electron model are shown in Figure 3-14.

Note that this simple model predicts an absorption spectrum proportional

to the square root of the difference in energy between the incident photon

and the band gap (Equation 3-4). Since the observed absorption snectrum

for bulk GaAs does not have this simple spectral dependence, the simple

free electron model alone is not capable of describing the system.

When a photon of light is absorbed and an electron is promoted to the

conduction band, a positively charged hole (h) is left behind in the vza-

lence band. The Coulomb interaction between the excited electron and hole

modifies the band gap absorption spectrum. Below the band gap (E < Eg)

bound exciton states exist. These are discrete energy states with

hydrogen-like wave function solutions. In contrast to the hydrogen atom

this interaction is weak: the exciton binding energy (-Ry) of -4 x 10- 3

eV is small compared to 13.6 eV for hydrogen and the exciton Bohr radius,

a, of -15 nm is very large compared to .053 nm for hydrogen. For energies

greater than the band gap, the Coulomb interaction gives rise to states

that are analogous to the continuum states of the hydrogen atom. These
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states result in a broad absorption that enhances that due to free

electron band to band transitions.

Despite the relatively weak Coulomb interactions between electrons and

holes in semiconductors compared to that of the hydrogen atom, large

effects on the physics and spectroscopy in the band edge region are seen.

The relevant equations are as follows (References 3.10 and 3.11):

- -Ry/2 2 ; I 1 exciton energy (3-5)

fl - (21pcvl 2/Wmoaa3 hv)-1 -3  exciton oscillator strength (3-6)

K - (Blpcvi2/V)-[(E-Eg)/Ry]I/2-(aexp(wa)/sinh(wQ)) (3-7)

where K is the absorption coefficient above the band edge, I is an integer

quantum number, mo is the free electron mass, v is the photon frequency, B

is a constant and a - (RT/E)i/2. From Equation 3-5 it can be seen

that the exciton ground state binding energy (2-1) is equal to -Ry. For

bulk GaAs, Ry has been measured to be -4.2 x 10- 3 eV (Reference 3.12).

Equations 3-5 and 3-6 show that the excited exciton levels (2 > 1) are

much less important since the binding energy decre-7;: as 1- 2 and the

oscillator strength decreases as 2-3 for these levels. These excited

exciton levels are difficult to observe and have never been observed at

room temperature.

The absorption coefficient, K, includes the effects of the Coulomb

enhancement on the conduction band continuum of states. These effects, as

well as the effects of the discrete exciton levels on the absorption

coefficient, can be seen in Figure 3-15. An absorption spectrum much

different than the simple parabolic dependence of Equation 3-4 is

predicted. Note the large increase in absorption just above the band

edge, and also the excitonic resonances which carry a substantial

oscillator strength in a narrow region of frequency space. The spectrum

shown in the figure is still somewhat artificial and incomplete. An

infinitely sharp absorption band edge, as depicted in the figure, is never

observed. Inhomogeneities such as impurities and strains result in

microscopic fluctuations in the crystalline local electric fields. These

fluctuations result in a distribution of slightly different band gap
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energies in the sample and an exponential absorption tail (Urbach tail) is 0
observed in the band gap wavelength region (Reference 3.13). Furthermore,

line broadening of the (narrow) exciton resonances result from phonon

scattering processes, particularly at room temperature. When all of the

effects which have been discussed above are included in the analysis, a

satisfactory explanation for the bulk GaAs absorption spectrum is

obtained. Figure 3-16 shows both a schematic absorption spectrum

depicting the individual contributions to the absorption, as well as an

experimental spectrum (Reference 3.15) which clearly shows the excitonic

absorption feature. At room temperature, large amounts of inhomogeneities

and screening of the exciton interaction by impurity ions can blur the

resolution of the exciton absorption feature. This will be discussed in

more detail later.

The band gap physics relevant to the GaAs/AlGaAs MQW samples will now

be discussed. The MQW growth structure is shown in Figure 3-17A. Thin

(-10 nm) alternating layers of AlxGal-xAs and GaAs are grown epi-

taxially and capped on each end with thick (-I pm) AlxGalxAs layers.

Typically -70 alternating periods are grown. Figures 3-17B and 3-17C show

that since the band gap of the AlGaAs layers is much greater than that of

the GaAs layers, a periodic potential well structure is formed in the MQW

sample. Provided that the AlGaAs layers are thick enough to prevent the

interaction between neighboring GaAs wells (-10 run), the result of this

potential well structure is to confine the conduction band electrons and

valence band holes within the GaAs layers in which they are generated.

This confinement effect can cause a substantial reduction in the average

e-h distance compared to the bulk GaAs material. The smaller e-h distance

results in a larger Coulomb interaction energy and, consequently, a larger

exciton binding energy in the MQW (Ry Q a-2 ). In bulk GaAs, the average

distance between the electron and hole comprising the exciton, the exciton

Bohr radius, a, is -15 nm. Thus, more tightly bound excitons are expected

in MQW samples when the GaAs well thickness is less than -15 nm. Excitons

in MQW samples will be discussed in more detail shortly. First, another

effect of particle confinement in the GaAs layers needs to be addressed.

When the GaAs layers in MQW samples are made sufficiently thin to

obtain excitonic enhancement (-10 nm), quantum size effects become

important in the growth direction (z in Figure 3-17) and produce large
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c1 irges in the band gap physics. Temporarily ignoring the effects of the

e-h Coulomb interaction, simple particle-in-a-box theory can be used to

describe the electrons and holes in the z direction and the free electron

theory can be used t3 describe their behavior in the x and y directionis.

The result of particle confinement in the z direction is to quantize the

energy in this direction. The equations describing the solution of this

model are as follows (Reference 3.15):

Ec v(k) - (h /2mcv)-(k?+k ) + E band energy (3-8)
Ec' X cn

En (h 2/2m,* )•(nc, nv.i/I.z) 2 ; nc,nv-l z-energy (3-9)

D(E) - (S/21ra 2Ry)-[E-(Eg+Ec+Ev)] density of states (3-10)

A(E) - C.IpcvI 2 "D(E); An-nc-nv-O absorption coeff. (3-11)

where Lz is the GaAs layer thickness, nc and nv are integer quantum

numbers for conductio. and valence bands in the z direction, S is the area

S of the MQW layers, and 0 is the Heaviside step function. Figure 3-17C

shows schematically the particle in a box energy levels and wave functions

for both the valence and conduction bands. Note that since the effective

mass for the holes is negative, the potential well appears inverted for

the valence band. As a result of the parity of the particle-in-a-box wave

functions, only transitions with nc - nv are allowed. Thus,

quantization in the z direction results in a series of transitions between

the bound discrete levels of the conduction and valence band potential

wells. At the low energy edge of each of these transitions k and ky

equal zero, i.e., this corresponds to the band edge for the x and y

directions. Thus, a series of band edges will be observed for the

absorption coefficient and the density of states. These step-like

functions are shown in Figure 3-18. For purposes of comparison, the

dotted line in the figure indicates the corresponding fnTction for the

parabolic band of the bulk semiconductor material (neglecting Coulomb

effects)

As in the case of bulk GaAs, Coulomb interactions modify the MQW band

gap physics. For the MQW there are two important differences. First of

all, there are several band edge transitions so excitonic effects will be
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evident at each of them. This effect can be seen in Figure 3-19, which

shows a schematic drawing of the quantization and exciton effects in

MQW's, as well as an experimental absorption spectrum from Reference

3.16. As mentioned above, the other difference between the MQW and bulk

material results from the decrease in the average e-h distance due to

particle confinement in the GaAs layers. The effects of this can be seen

from the following two equations (Reference 3.11):

Ej - -Ry/(2+i/2)2 ; 1 0 MQW exciton enezgy (3-12)

fj - (2jpcv 2/rmoa 2h v)/(1+I/2) 3 ; . 0 oscillator strength (3-13)

where 2, the exci'on quantum number, can be zero or a positive integer.

The differences between Equations 3-12 and 3-13 for MQW's and Equations

3-5 and 3-6 for bulk GaAs, are due to the fact that a 2-D hydrogen model

is used to describe the e-h motion in MQWs, and a 3-D model is used for

bulk GaAs. This difference in boundary conditions results in the

different functional forms for the exciton energies and oscillator

strengths, as well as the different range for the quantum number, 1. Frcm

Equation 3-12 it is seen that the MQW exciton binding energy () - 0)

equals -4Ry, i.e., four times greater than that for the bulk material.

Furthermore, a comparison of Equations 3-13 and 3-6 shows that the

oscillator strength of the ground state exciton in the MQW is eight times

greater than that of the bulk exciton. This increased excitonic

oscilletor strength in the MQW is easily seen experimentally. A

comparison of the bulk GaAs absorption spectrum (Figure 3-16) and the MQW

spectrum of Figure 3-19 clearly shows the increase prominence of the

exciton in the absorption spectrum. The ratio of the excitonic absorption

to the conduction band absorption is much greater in the MQW sample. As

discussed below, the increased excitcnic absorption found in MQWs results

in a much larger optical nonlinearity compared to that of the bulk

material under certain conditions.

One final modification must be made to the above MQW model. In Figure

3-14, it can be seen chat the valence band of GaAs is degenerate. Holes

with two different effective masses are possible, giving rise to two

different!y shaped valence energy bands, known as the light aznd heavy hole
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bands. In bulk GaAs, the effects of this degeneracy are not manifested in

the spectrum since the absorptioz, baid edge occurs at k-0 where the two

bands are isoenergetic. In the MQW case, however, there is a forbidden

region of k-space (k kz) which results in a lifting of the degeneracy

of the light and heavy hole valence band energies at the band edge

transition energy. These effects are shown schematically in Figure 3-20.

Thus, each band edge of the MQW is actually split into a doublet with an

energy separation given by the difference in energy of the light and heavy

holes. Furthermore, at each of these doublet band edges an excitonic

enhancement results: light and heavy exciton peaks are observed at each

band edge. The latter can be seen experimentally in the absorption

spectrum of Figure 3-21 (Reference 3.11). Here, a high resolution

spectrum for the nv - 1 to nc- 1 band to band transition clearly shows

the light and heavy hole exciton peaks.

The result of the above analysis is that the room temperature optical

nonlinearity (X (3 ) ) near the GaAs MQW band edge is expected to be very

large. Compared to bulk GaAs, the MQW X (3 ) associated with the exciton

should be a factor of sixty-four times larger since fMQW " 8 fGaAs and

X (3) f 2 . Indeed, CW FVM has been performed on a room temperature MQW

sample at pump intensities of a few W/cm 2 (Reference 3.17). However,

since the saturation intensity, Isat, for a resonant system is

proportional to f-1, the MQW's are expected to saturate at much lower pump

intensities than the bulk material. In the experiment just referred to,

saturation of the MQW FWM signal occurs at -15 W/cm 2 . Thus, the

attractiveness of MQW material for monolithically integrated diode laser

phase conjugators may be limited because the intensity incident at the

phase conjugator would be of the same order as the intensity at the laser

diode facet (tens of kW/cm 2 ). At such large intenr , the MQW

excitonic nonlinearity may be fully saturated ano may not contribute to

the phase conjugate signal intensity.

The purpose of the set of experiments described in this report is to

examine and compare the FWM characteristics of bulk GaAs and GaAs MQW's at

moderately high CW laser intensities. ihe role of the excitonic

enhancement of the optical nonlinearity in the two materials is assessed

under these conditions.
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3.4.2 Experimental Setup

The backward DFWM experimental setup for characterizing semiconductor

materials is shown in Figure 3-22. A commercial, Ar+ pumped, ring dye

laser system provides 200 to 300 mW over the MQW spectral region (810-836

nm) with a frequency bandwidth of -2 GHz. An acousto-optic modulator

(AO14) is used to reduce the duty cycle of the CW dye laser. Laser pulses

of 1 to 2 psec and repetition rates of -1 kHz are employed to eliminate

heat deposition in the samples which can result in thermal shifts in the

band gap energies and thermal contribuitions to the FWM signal (Reference

3.18). The proper operating conditions were determined by adjustment of

the laser excitation energy and repetition rate until the band gap

wavelength shift was eliminated. A series of half-wave plates and

polarizing beamsplitter cubes produces the three co-polarized input beams

in a manner which allows their intensity ratios to be easily adjusted.

The conjugate signal beam is spatially separated from the

counterpropagating probe beam by BS1. As the scattered light level is

typically twenty times greater than the signal level, a double chopper,

double lock-in amplifier technique is employed to permit noise

discrimination (Reference 3.17). The backward pump beam is chopped at 300

Hz and the forward pump beam is chopped at 13 Hz. Only the conjugate

signal beam is modulated at both frequencies and detected after the

photodiode signal is serially processed through two lock-in amplifiers

referenced at 300 Hz and 13 Hz. In the experiments described here, the

forward pump-probe angle is fixed at -35 mrad and the spot sizes of all

three input beam are matched at -80 Am (1/e2 beam diameter).

Both the MQW and bulk samples are epitaxial GaAs/AIGaAs layers on a

GaAs substrate. They are grown by the metal organic chemical vapor

deposition (MOCVD) technique. The MQW sample consists of 65 periods of

GaAs quantum well layers 5 nm thick, alternated with Al0 .3 2Gag. 6 8As

barrier layers 10 nm thick. The MQW active region is sandwiched between

two I om layers of Al0 3 2Ca0 .6 8As. The bulk GaAs sample consists of a

single -3 Am layer of GaAs sandwiched between two 1 Am layers of

Al0 .3 2Gao. 6 8As. After the growth, the substrate is removed using a

Jet thinning machine. Low temperature single layer anti-reflection

coakings applied to both sides of the samples resulted in -3% and 6%

reflectivity per side for the MQW and bulk GaAs samples, respectively.
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3.4.3 Experimentil Results

Figure 3-23A shows a linear (small signal) absorption spectrum for

the MQW sample. In contrast to -he spectra reported in Reference 3,14 for

MBE-grown samples and those reported in Reference 3.19 for MOCVD samples,

the light and heavy hole exciton resonances cannot be resolved: a broad

enhanced absorption bump is observed at the band edge. This feature will

be explained below. Figure 3-23B shows the wavelength dependence of the

DFWM signal in the band edge region of the MQW sample for three different

incident laser intensities. This data represents the first ever

demonstration of CW backward FWM in a MQW. Similar FWM spectra are

observed for each of the three intensities shown in the figure: two well

resolved peaks with a P-v= zero signal region in between and app-oximately

a 2 to I peak ratio with the largest peak on the red side of the bandgap

wavelength. Note that the wavelength at which the minimum FWM signal

occurs corresponds to the peak of the MQW absorption spectrum. This FWM

spectrum will be discussed in more detail below. The largest FWM

reflectivity observed in this sample was _10
.

An intensity dependence of the FWM signal was performed at each of

the wavelengths shown in Figure 3-23B. Figure 3-24 shows a typical data

set for the laser wavelength 815 nm. In this figure, the log of the FWM

signal is plotted versus the log of the total laser intensity. In the

absence of saturation, a qtraight line with a slope of three (nonsaturable

optical Kerr medium) is expected since in this experiment the probe

intensity is varied proportionately with that of the pump beams. In all

of the cases described here, the log-log plots are highly linear with

slopes between two and three, indicating that the intensity dependence of

the FWM signal follows a simple In dependence over the intensity region

studied here. Experimentally, the minimum I is determined by the signal

to noise ratio and the maximum I by the maximum dye laser output. The

slopes of these log-log plots can be used as a sensitive indication of the

degree of saturation at each of the FWM wavelengths. Thus, in Figure

3-24, a slope of 1.8 is observed, indicating substantial saturation of the

FWM signal at this wavelength. Figure 3-25 lists the average slopes

obtained from several data sets at each wavelength. The wavelength

dependent saturation can be seen more clearly in Figure 3-26 where the

tabulated slopes are labelled onto the MQW absorption spectrum at the
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DATA SET I

WAVILENGTH (A) 15T 2ND 3
RD 4TH AV. S.D.

8050 2.8 3.1 2.6 2.8 t.25

8100 2.1 2.6 2.8 2.5 2.5 +-29

8150 2-2 1.9 1.9 1.99 ± 19

8200 2.3 2.3 2.7 2.4 ±-23

8250 2.5 2 0 2.25 +.35

8300 3 1 2.9 2.7 2.9 t.2

Figure 25. Table of the slopes of the Log(R)-Log(l) plots for

-arious wavelengths near the MQW band edge.
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appropriate wavelength. Note that substantial saturation occurs in the

region of the exciton resonance but to the red and blue of this wavelength

region the slope -3, indicating no appreciable saturation up to the

highest pump intensities used here, 4 kW/cm2 .

The two-peaked FWM spectrum and the FWM saturation data in the

exciton wavelength region suggest that the FWM signal is due to the light

and heavy hole exciton peaks even though these peaks are not resolved in

the linear absorption spectrum. However, there are several reasons to

believe that in the MQW sample studied here that excitonic contributions

to the optical nonlinearity are negligible. First of all, a saturated

absorption experiment performed on the sample at the same wavelengths as

the FWM signal (805-835 nm), showed no saturation of absorption up to the

highest laser intensities available, 8 kW/cm2 , indicating that Isat >

25 kW/cm2. Furthermore, in the intensity-dependent FWM data, e.g.

Figure 3-4-, the signal is seen to increase monotonically for pump

intensities up to 2 kW/cm 2 . The latter two experimenta- observations are

inconsistent with excitonically enhanced MQW samples which have been shown

to have saturation intensities of -500 W/cm2 (Reference 3.12). In this

case, noc only should the absorption be highly saturated at the

intensitics employed, but the FWM signal should peak and begin to decrease

in magnitude with increasing pump intensities on the order of Isat or

larger (Reference 3.2).

It has previously been shown in MOCVD-grown GaAs/AlGaAs MQW samples

that the growth temperature has an important effect on the background

carrier concentration (Reference 3.19). A high background carrier

concentration results in a plasma screening of the electron-hole Coulomb

interaction and a decrease in the probability of bound exciton states

(References 3.20 and 3.21). In this case, the room temperature excitonic

absorption is effectively saturated at zero pump intensity and

well-resolved exciton peaks are absent. Evidence in suppk-' of this comes

from a comparison of the absorption spectra in Reference 3.19 and those

obtained for the MQW sample used in this study. In Reference 3.19, the

linear absorption spectra of MQW sample, with a high background carrier

concentration (-4 x 1016/cm3 ) are seen to mimic the highly saturated

absorption spectra of a sample with a low background carrier concentration

-6 x I0'4/cm 3 ). In both cases, the relevant spectra display broad

enhanced absorption bumps in the exciton wavelength region but light and
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heavy hole absorption peaks are completely blurred and cannot be

distinguished. The linear absorption of the MQW sample studied here has a

similar broad bump-like appearance (Figure 3-23). The spectrum of this

sample looks similar to the saturated absorption spectrum from Reference

3.19 taken at an intensity three times greater than the saturation

intensity for that sample.

This evidence, in conjunction with the saturated absorption results,

suggests that excitons in the sample are screened and saturated by free

background carriers, generated in this case as a result of impurity ions

implanted into the sample during the growth process. Free carrier

screening of excitons can also result from the large number of free

carriers which are optically generated at high laser intensities (free

electron-hole pairs). Thus, our MQW sample with impurity-induced high

background concentrations serves as a model system for the study of

nonlinear optical effects under high optical pump intensities expected in

monolithically-integrated configurations.

Although no quantitative FWM model is available for comparison to the

experimental data, the FWM spectrum can be explained well by dispersive

contributions to the signal. The dispersive optical nonlinearity is most

commonly determined from measurements of the saturated absorption (e.g.,

References 3.12, 3.18, and 3.20). A Kramers-Kronig transformation of

AA(I,v) - A(0,u) - A(I,u), the change in the absorption coefficient due to

an incident intensity I, gives An(Iv), the nonlinear index change due to

intensity I. The dispersive contribution to the FWM spectrum will be

proportional to Ln2 (Reference 3.12). As mentioned above, the MQW

sample studied here displayed no saturated absorption. However, if we

assume a frequency-independent model for the saturation intensity Isat ,

then an approximation to An(v) can be obtained from a Kramers-Kronig

transformation of the MQW linear absorption spectrum.

The result of this calculation is shown in Figure 3-27A. In Figure

3-27B, An 2 and the experimental FWM data points have been plotted as a

function of the laser photon energy. From this figure it can be that the

dispersive optical nonlinearity qualitatively reproduces many of the main

FWM spectral features: 1) the two-peaked appearance of the spectrum is

correctly predicted 2) the positions of the signal peaks and null are

approximately accounred for and 3) the relative ratio of the peak

amplitudes is predicted fairly well Note that the above procedure is
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strictly empirical in nature; no knowledge of the mechanisms responsible

for the optical nonlinearity is necessary to arrive at the conclusion that

the signal is dominantly dispersive.

A more quantitative fit to the FWM spectrum requires accounting for

the effects of absorption on the FWM signal. Absorption impacts the

signal through two mechanisms: 1) reduction of the effective pump

intensities along the propagation directions of the optically thick sample

and 2) absorption of the (amplified) probe and FWM signal. An exact FWM

calculation including both dispersive and absorptive effects (which must

be solved numerically) has been performed in the case of a

homogeneously-broadened two level system with a Lorentzian line shape

(Reference 3.22). In the case being discussed here, however, an

expression for the dispersive nonlinearity is not readily available. An

approximation has been incorporated into a 1D FWM code developed at TRW in

order to make a preliminary study of the effects of absorption on FWM in

semiconductor nonlinear materials. This approximation is described in the

next section, 3.5.

For the purposes of comparing FWM response in semiconductors for two

different pump intensity regimes, Figure 3-28 (from Reference 3.23) shows

the FWM intensity-dependence (Figure 3-28A) and frequency-dependence

(Figure 3-28B) for a MQW sample under conditions where the signal is

generated by the excitonic optical nonlinearity, i.e., low pump

intensities and a low background carrier concentration. In Figure 3-28A

it can be seen that t.ie FWM signal begins to saturate at very low pump

powers, -13 W/cm 2 (1sat for this sample is -580 W/cm 2 ). Thus, at the

intensities found at the facets of laser diodes (tens of kW/cm2 ), any

excitonic contributions to the FWM signal are expected to be negligible,

both because excitonic absorption is completely saturated and because of

optically-induced free carrier screening of excitons. This supports our

conteLltion that the MQW sample studied here provides a model for what one

would expect for FWM at laser diode facet intensities, even for samples

displaying large excitonic enhancements. In Figure 3-28B it can be seen

that, in contrast to the high power FWM spectra of this study (Figure

3-23B), absorptive contributions dominate the FWM spectrum at powers where

the exciton is expected to contribute.

0
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This result is analogous to the results obtained in low power, low

density sodium vapor FWM experiments where only small resonant signals are

obtained (Reference 3.24). In the case of sodium vapor, large FWM signals

can be obtained at higher pump intensities, provided that the optical

absorption is increased appropriately (Reference 3.25).

This brief and simple analysis suggests that the excitonic

enhancement found in semiconductor MQW materials cannot be effectively

utilized at high pump intensities ( 100 W/cm 2) to obtain large FWM

signals. Low power pumping with longer interaction lengths is not a

practical approach because the MQW optical path length is severely limited

(to -3 pm) by the growth process.

Some preliminary FWM results obtained in bulk GaAs will now be

discussed. In this study, CW FWM is performed for the first time ever in

bulk GaAs. The details of the experimental setup are identical to those

for the MQW sample discussed above. Figure 3-29 shows a room temperature

linear absorption spectrum for a 3 pm thick sample. In contrast to the

MBE-grown sample of Reference 3.14, an exciton peak cannot be fesolved ir

the spectrum. This is not surprising since the exciton binding energy for

bulk GaAs is a factor of four weaker than that of the MQW (Reference

3.12). As discussed above, the weaker bulk GaAs exciton binding energy

results in an oscillator strength for the excitonic transition which is

eight times weaker compared to that of the MQW excitonic transition. In

addition, since the bulk GaAs samples and the MQW samples are prepared

under identical conditions, it is expected that a high background carrier

concentration will be present in the bulk samples as well. This high

background carrier concentration will be even more effective in screening

the weaker bulk exciton than it is the MQW case. Thus, as in the case of

the MQW sample discussed above, it is experl'i that excitonic effects will

not be important in the interpretation of th, --M data. Conduction band

transitions are responsible for generating the k'WM signal.

FimurE 3-30 is a log-log plot of the FWM signal versus incident pump

intensity at a laser wavelength of 865 nm. Note that unlike the MQW data

of Figure 3-24 where the total incident intensity is varied, only the pump

intensity is varied in tbe experiment of Figure 3-30. In this case, an

unsaturated, optical Kerr-like FWM signal is zxpezt=4r t^ vary as the

square of the pump intensity giving a slope of two on a log-log plot. The

slope of three nbtained 4n this experiment indicate- t!t nhcr~ti-
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effects need to be accounted for in order to explain the data; a slope

greater than two is not possible otherwise.

Absorptive effects are anticipated, however, because the experimental

wavelength is well above the band edge. It has been shown previously that

when the effects of absorption are included in a model for FVM in a

homogeneously-broadened two level system, the intensity dependence of the

FWM signal can have an arbitrary functional form (Reference 3.22). In

this case, an intensity dependence stronger than 12 is possible. Results

of the TRW FWM code are in agreement with this interpretation. This can

be seen ii. Figure 3-31.

Qualitative results hav'e also been obtained for the wavelength

dependence of the FWM signal. As the laser is tuned across the band edge

region, the maximum signal is obtained at 865 nm. this result is

uncorrected for the variation in dye laser intensity as the laser is

scanned, but since the laser power decreases towards the longer

wavelengths it can safely be stated that the maximum FWM signal is

obtained within -10 nm of the band edge and not far into the conduction

band. Also, an approximate estimate for the FWM bandwidth is -10 nm.

0 This is substantially smaller than the FWM bandwidth for the MQW sample

(-30 nm, Figure 3-23B).

The maximum FWM reflectivity obtained for the bulk GaAs sample is,

within experimental error, identical to that obtained for the MQW sample,

-103. This result provides further evidence to support the contention

that excitons do not contribute to the FWM signal in the MQW sample

discussed above. The implication is that in the absence of excitonic

effects, the nature of the conduction band transitions in both samples is

similar. Thus, the quantum confinement effect of the MQW does not enhance

the optical nonlinearity above that of the bulk GaAs material in the

moderate pump intensity regime studied here. However, MQWs still provide

at least one advantage over the bulk material: the wavelength position of

the MQW band edge can be tailored during the growth process to meet

specific system requirements. This advantage must be traded off against

manufacturing constraints imposed by the MQW structure.

3.5 Modeling

* In the previous section a general theoretical background of the

relevant band gap physics for bulk GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs MQW was
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summarized. In this section we describe how those theories where modified

and utilized in an effort to model the experimental results and predic.

trends for future experiments. We should stress at the outset that

although we were able to develop a formalism that can model the FWM

behavior of semiconductors quite adequately, due to the complexity of the

problem we where only moderately successful in utilizing the model for a

detailed data analysis.

The modeling of DFWM in semiconductors requires a description of the

nonlinear polarization and its insertion into the wave equations through

appropriate integrations over a wavelength so that the slowly varying

envelope approximation (SVEA) remains valid (Reference 3.2). A rigorous

derivation, valid even for high intensities (of the order or larger than

the saturation intensity of the material), involves the use of a

perturbative approach in a density matrix calculation similar to that

developed for a saturable absorber consisting of two-level atoms

(Reference 3.24).

For semiconductors, the presence of a quasi continuum of states and

the lack of detailed information on the matrix elements and dephasing

rates makes this approach cumbersome. The two next best possible

approaches are to either a) assume that the radiation induced changes (if

any) in the population of the energy levels are small or b) modify the

SVEA equations with a phenomenological theoretical description for

two-level atons saturable absorbers.

The first approach involves estimating the magnitudes and signs of

the various orders of the nonlinear susceptibility. The order of the

susceptibilities involved, however, depends on the specifics of the

nonlinear interactions. Hence for this approach to provide a

simplification, the nonlinear interaction must be such that only the third

order susceptibilities are dominant. This will, in general, restrict the

results to low light intensities and special cases of two-photon

transitions from the valence to the conduction band. In the approach b)

the intensity dependence of the nonlinear polarization is assumed to be

similar to that of the two-level saturable absorber. Afterwards, the

absorptive (imaginary part of the third order susceptibility) and

dispersive (real part) contributions for I << Isat are replaced by

those obtained for semiconductors. These contributions are basically the
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absorption coefficient and the refractive index that can be obtained from

the frequency spectrum of the absorption coefficient by the appropriate

Kramer-Kronig transformation. In our modeling we have adopted the later

approach.

We were not able to include in the description of the dispersive part

of the su;aptibility the effect of the Coulomb interactions and the

exciton contributions as derived by the various theories (Reference 3.10

and 3.27) due to the numerical complexity associated with the

Kramer-Kronig integrals and the solution of the differential equations. A

formalism that utilized simplified functional forms for the absorption

coefficient was developed but only carried through to predict the index of

refraction and not the DFWM signal (cf. Figure 3-27).

When a simple free electron model is utilized, the absorption

coefficient has a simple energy dependence, quite similar to that of the

two level atom saturable absorbers (cf. Equation 3.7). In this case, it

is quite straight forward to obtain an analytical expression for the index

of refraction to substitute in the full SVEA equations that predict the

DFWM signal (cf. Reference 3.2, pages 332-335). We find that for a simple

free electron model the equations developed for saturable absorbers

consisting of two level atoms can be utilized with minor modifications to

predict the DFWM signal. Initially, we utilized this model to obtain a

parametric dependence of the reflectivity with intensity for various

values of the absorption parameter aL. Figure 3-32 shows the resulcs

obtained with that model. The DFWM code developed during the first phase

of the contract was utilized to solve the SVEA equations for the pump,

probe and conjugate. The code includes pump absorption but neglects pump

depletion. We believe that the results obtained in this form are only

valid for zero detuning.

As discussed in the previous section, a simple comparison of the

experimental absorption spectra with the theoretical one obtained from

Equation 3.7 shows that the simple electron model is not a good

description of the semiconductor systems near their band edges.

Absorption enhancement in the conduction band continuum of states due to

Coulomb interactions and the excitonic resonances must be taken into

account to describe both the bulk GaAs and the MQW absorption spectra.

Further, for those cases where the carrier density is very large (as we

suspect to be the case in our samples), the optically generated
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electron-hole pairs will interact with the electron-hole plasma, a

screening of the potential will occur and the Coulomb enhancement will be

decreased.

We have utilized a phenomenological formula that contains all the

previcusly described phenomena to model the absorption spectra (Reference

3 18) end modified the DFWM code by substituting this formula for the

absorption spectra, in both the absorptive and dispersive parts. Thus,

the dispersive description of the code does not include a complete

Kramer-Kronig transformation. In this case the results would be valid as

long as the absorptive part contributions are dominant.

The general formula utilized to describe the absorption spectra for

both the bulk and MQW GaAs samples is of the form:

A tanh(a 18+a 2 )oi(l/cosh(a 3 6+-a4 )+-y(l/cosh(as6+a)+ .. 3.14

where the effects of nonzero temperature and plasma screening are included

in the tanh term. In general aI and a 2 can be associated with the

chemical potential and a3 , a. , et.. with the gap energy renormalized due

to the presence of the Coulomb potential. We have obtained values for the

parameters ai by fitting the formula to our experimental spectra. It

turns out that there are only a few combinations of parameters that can

fit the data and be physically acceptable. Figure 3-33 shows an example

of our analytical fit to the AlGaAs MQW absorption spectra data. Figure

3-33b shows the contributions from the different terms in Equation 3.14.

An example of the results obtained with this model are shown in

Figures 3-31 and 3-34 where we have plotted reflectivity versus intensity

and reflectivity versus wavelength respectively for the MQW case. In

Figure 3-31 we compare the results with the data for zero detuning 6-0,

that shows good agreement.

The experimental results for 6 s 0, however show peaks that are not

predicted by the theory, although the 6 asymmetry is expected. Those

peaks can be associated with the dispersive contribution to the signal. In

fact, although a Kramer-Kronig transformation of an equation of the type

of 3.14 is quite complicated, we have found that the same functional form

can be reproduced with the sum of three Gaussians of appropriate mean and

variance. In this case, the Kramer-Kronig transformation can be easily

performed. The results for the dispersive part obtained in that
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manner have been shown in Figure 3-27. As described in Section 3.4.3, the

0 index of refraction 7hz a number of peaks of similar relative intensity

and closely located in energy to those obtained experimentally.

From the discussion above we conclude That a suitable model can be

achieved by including a dispersive part obtained by transforming an

absorption spectra represented by Gaussians. However, we were unable to

complete calculptions for conditions that w1ould permit verification by

comparison with our experimental results.
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4.0 Four-Wave Mixing Detectivity

4.1 Introduction

A number of four-wave mixing (FWM) applications require the phase

conjugation (PC) of a very small input signal or probe. In some cases this

PC wave must be amplified and high gains are required. Because the PC

fidelity can be degraded by the presence of even a small amount of noise,

and the noise can also be amplified, noise generation imposes limitations

on the minimum input signal that can be conjugated and the gain

amplification.

There are three main sources of noise that can introduce non-correct-

able phase errors and limit the conjugate fidelity . a) noise added by the

FWM PC process itself, b) the noise added by the nonlinear medium

fluctuations and c) the noise due to the detection system. In each case

the noise can be further classified as i) additive noise: noise added to

the output signal independent of the input signal or ii). multiplicative

noise proportional to the input signal.

In this chapter we analyze the limitations imposed by additive noise,

which is the most restrictive for very small input signals. Further, we

have concerned ourselves first only with the minimum additive noise or

quantum noise limit due to the FWM PC process itself, "ideal noise".

Afterwards, we calculate the modification of the results introduced by the

medium fluctuations such as absorption and spontaneous emission. We have

found that the FWM PC process itself is quite noisy, adding one "noise"

photon per N photons reflected, where N is the number of input photons.

This quantum "ideal noise" imposes a limitation on the minimum power per

unit bandwidth 11m - Pm/Aw that can be conjugated with fidelity :

M > > b (m I0w) for high gains, and -m + c for zero gain. The

minimum power limitation can be increased by medium fluctuations that

affect accurate determination of the output conjugate intensity or in the

case where the empty port, defined below, is not a vacuum state. In these

cases the limitation is increased to InM >> (1 + (a/X)
2 )Aw for high

gains, where a is the absorption coefficient and x is the nonlinear

coupling coefficient.

For the ideal noise case we have traced the main source of noise

* added to the conjugated phase to the presence of quantum fluctuations in
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the empty port of a FWM, and to the FWM PC process itself for the unwanted

variations of the conjugated wave intensity. This suggests that the

limitation imposed by the quantum noise on the output qukdratures

(amplitude and phase) could be decreased with the use of a single-ended

optical cavity, a possibility that needs further investigation..

In addition, we have also found that the use of a beam splitter to

produce a suitable combination of the input and output modes (as that

utilized in the generation of squeezed states) might provide a mechanism

to detect the source of noise: FWM conjugation, empty port, or medium

fluctuations. We have not explored detection noise as a further source of

added noise since that noise is not linked to the nonlinear optical

Interactions themselves.

4.2 Formalism

The analysis utilized to calculate the quantum noise limits follows

the formalism developed by C. M. Caves (Reference 4.1) to evaluate the

quantum noise limit in linear amplifiers as well as the quantum theory of

four wave mixing evolved by various authors (Reference 4.2) to model

squeezing by four wave mixing.

The basic idea is to treat the FWM PC as a PC mirror (PCM) that

reflects the input signal with some gain, i.e., like a reflecting linear

amplifier with a complex reflectivity or "gain". An amplifier is defined

as a device that takes an input signal, carried by a collection of bosonic

modes, and processes the input to produce an output signal also carried by

a (possibly different) collection of bosonic modes (Reference 4.1). In a

linear amplifier the output signal is linearly related to the input

signal. Further, the FWM PC can be treated as a phase insensitive linear

amplifier, a linear device for which a phase shift of the input produces

the same or the opposite phase shift (the case for PC) of the output. The

advantage of identifying a FWM PC with a phase insensitive linear

amplifier is that in that case the quantum limit can be expressed in terms

of a single noise number A which satisfies:

A> 11 + G-1 /2 4.1

where A is the noise added to the signal, referred to the amplified input
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noise -'r the output conjugate intensity and given in units of number of

0quanta. Thus Ae*o is the added noise energy per unit bandwidth, (Joules)

/amplification of the input noise. G, is the amplifier gain in units of

number of quanta. In Section 4.2 we will show in detail for the ideal

degenerate FWM (DFWM) case that a FWM PC satisfies the inequality in

Equation 4.1. Here, we give a brief description of a FWM PC that leads to

the characterization of its quantum noise and to Equation 4.1.

A FWM PC can be considered as a mirror device that takes an input

signal and after interaction with the mirror internal degrees of freedom

produces an output signal. The output can be taken as the reflected

Hermitian conjugate of the input with some complex reflectivity,

R1/2 - G1/2 exp ( O ) . Because both input and output arc

electromagnetic fields they can be represented by boson operators.

The relation between input and output operators can be obtained

through the solution of a set of "evolution equations" that depend on the

particular characteristics of the FWM PC. A simple prescription to find

this set of operator evolution equations is to replace the classical

phasor A, (amplitude and phase) and its conjugate A*, by the quantum

mechanical set of annihilation and creation operators aa+ in the set of

classical coupled-mode equations that represent the FWM interaction

(Reference 4.3). The equations obtained by this simple method are valid

in the limit of "ideal noise", with additional fluctuation terms required

to describe the quantization of the medium. These fluctuation terms are

obtained from Langevin noise operators and will be described in Section

4.3 (cf. Reference 4.4).

The evolution equations must be consistent with the boson character

of the input and output operator, i.e., they must preserve the appropriate

commutation and anticommutation relations. Thus, in general if we

identify the input wave or probe to a FWM PC with an operator pair
+ +

a4 ,a4 and the output wave or conjugate with a pair a3,a 3  (cf. Figure

4.1), related through some complex reflectivity, we find that the

evolution equations must also contain an additional or "noise" term to

satisfy the commutation relations. In particular, for a single mode

description, the pairs ai,ai+ satisfy:

[ai,aj] - 0 4.2a

-ai,aj
+  6ij 4.2b
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Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of degenerate four-wave
mixing. ai represents the complex vector
potentials associated with the electro-
magnetic waves. The indices 1,2 represent
the classical pumps and 3,4 correspond to
the conjugate and probe respectively.
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Hence, as(O) (output conjugate wave) is related to a4 (O) (input probe)

through

a3 (O) - a4 (O)
+ G1/2exp(iO) + F 4.3

where in order to satisfy Equation 4.2 for a3 , F must be different from 0

and satisfy in turn

[F,F+]-I+G 4.4

The complexities of a particular single moded FWM device are now buried in

the single operator F which is responsible for added "ideal" noise (in the

absence of losses or fluctuations in the medium).

4.2.1 Ideal Noise Characterization

The unitarity condition, Equation 4.4, places a lower limit on the

fluctuations associated with F. In fact, by splitting F into its Hermitian

real and imaginary parts, which are in turn associated with the

annihilation and creation operators F, we have:

F - F+iF2 - [(F+F+)+i(F +-F)]/2.

The mean square fluctuation of F can then be written as

IAFI 2 - [<FF++F+F>/2]-<F><F+> - AF 2+AF2
2  4.5

The lower limit in the quantum noise fluctuations is set by the

generalized uncertainty principle:

IAF1 2 a 2 1AFAF2 1 I<[F,,F 2]>I ; I<[F,F+]I/2 - Il+GI/2 4.6

Equations 4.3 through 4.6 show that if G is known for a FWM device, the

quantum noise limit can be easily calculated. In particular, the noise can

be further characterized and its physical meaning clarified by introducing

complex amplitude components for the input and output operators. Thus

defining ai - Xi+iYi, where X i and Yi are referred as the mode i
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operator quadratures, we can rewrite the evolution equations as

X3 (0) - G1/2(cos(O)X 4 (O)+sin(O)Y4 (O)) + F, 4.7a

Y3 (0) - G1/2(sin(O)X4 (0)-cos(O)Y4 (0)) + F2  4.7b

Note that the operator quadratures can in turn be associated with

measurable quantities such as the normal ordering intensity <W> -

<aiai+>, and the phase associated with <Yi>/<W>.

When the evolution equations are written in the form 4.7, and

assuming 0-3w/2 (which we show later is the case for DFWM), the

uncertainties in the output quadratures have a simple form:

AX3(0) 2 - GAY4 (0)
2 + AF 1 2 4.8a

AY3 (0)
2 - GAX4 (0)

2 + AF2
2  4.8b

Equations 4.8 show that only one number is needed to characterize the

quantum noise if AF, - AF2 - AF. Further, the added noise can now be

conveniently characterized by an "added noise number" A - IAFI 2/G -

Il+GI/2G, referred to the input ind measured in units of number of quanta

(Reference 4.1). A represents the ratio of the added noise to the amplifi-

cation of the input probe noise. This number is also proportional to the

ratio of the added noise to the probe amplification. Note that the ratio

of the amplified input noise to the amplified probe intensity (and output

conjugate intensity) is independent of the gain and is only proportional

to the ratio of the input noise to the input intensity. For high reflect-

ivity FWM PC, A-1/2, which for the minimum fluctuations AX - AY - 1/4

associated with a vacuum state or a number state, limits the input probe

to values that are at least 10 quanta or larger (the input probe power per

unit bandwidth to values that are at least 10hw Joules).

Another way to characterize the effect of the noise in the output

conjugate is by calculating the output number operator and its variance

which are directly related to measurable quantities such as power or

intensity. The number operator is defined as ni - ai+ai. Using

the evolution Equations 4.3 we find that:
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<n3> - G(<n4>+l) + G1/2[exp('iO)<aF>+exp(iO)<F+a4+>] + <F+F> 4.9

Even for the ideal case where F is a vacuum state with average value

<nf> - <F+F>- 0, and there are no mixed states (<a4F>-<F+a4+>-O),

we find that <n3 (O)> - G(<n4 (0)>+l). This result shows that an additional

number of G photons are put into the output mode independent of the number

of input photons, one extra noise photon per <n4> input photons. This

characteristic is a result of the "conjugation" properties of the system

and the commutation properties of bosons, Joe., the fact that the output

operator a3 depends on a4
+ and Equations 4.3. Further, the output

photon number variance can be calculated using Equation 4.9 and

<n 3 2> -<a 3 +a3a3+a3
> - <a3+2 a32 >-<n3>

to be :

An3
2 

-<n 3 2> - <n3>
2 - G2An4

2 + G(G+l)(<n4> + 1) 4.10

The normal ordering variance, associated with the normal ordering

intensity Wi - ai+ai, is:

AW2 _ <W2>_<W>2 - <:n3(O)2:>-<:n3(O):>
2

- <a3+a3 +a3a3> - G2 (An4 (O)
2+<n 4 (0)>+l) 4.11

The last term in both Equations 4.10 and 4.11 can be associated with added

noise due to the conjugation process itself, independent of fluctuations

in any of the inputs (the probe or the added noise F). It is interesting

to note from Equations 4.8 and 4.10, 4.11, that the noise associated with

the FWM process itself only affects the output intensity variance, whereas

the variance of the output quadratures are affected by the noise

associated with the empty port.

The previous description, although valid for "ideal noise", is also

valid when the medium fluctuations are included. In that case, the

*operator F can be associated in part with the empty port and in part with

the medium noise. The main modification results in an effect on the

intensity because the part associated with the medium fluctuations of the
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average value <FF+> is finite and modifies Equations 4.10 and 4.11 and

the value of <n3 (0)>. The modifications introduced by the medium

fluctuations are discussed in Section 4.4.

The description above can be extended to a multimode system by an

appropriate generalization of the evolution equations, commutation

relations and variances. The main difference in the results is that the

analog to the added noise number is an added noise spectral density, which

has the same general form as A but depends on G(w) or the reflectivity at

each frequency, so that the added noise fluctuations are not uniform in

frequency. This frequency dependence of the noise can play an important

role in systems that utilize nondegenerate FWM PC.

In the next sections we calculate the added noise for particular FWM

PC examples.

4.3 Lossless Four Wave Mixing Phase Conjugator Quantum Noise

4.3.1 Action of a Degenerate FWM PC

In this section we will demonstrate that the noise characterization

described in the previous section is in fact satisfied by an ideal DFWM PC

and will calculate the quadrature variances as a function of the PC

characteristics. In order to simplify the calculation we make the

following idealized assumptions:

1. Kerr nonlinear media

2. Single mode. Degenerate FWM

3. Large pump intensity: T >> I prob e  Pumps are treated

classically

4. Negligible fluctuations in the nonlinear media

5. Small probe and pump intensities, treated with quantum mechanics

6. Absorption and pump depletion neglected

7. Quantum fluctuations in both the input probe and the conjugate

empty input port.

Following the prescription from the previous section we transform the

propagation equations for the probe and conjugate amplitudes and phase

into operator propagation equations. Thus,

da3  +da 4 + 0
- ix* a4 +  - ixa 3  4.12

dz dz
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where the nonlinear coupling coefficient x* is related to the third order

susceptibility X ( 3 ) and the pump intensity I through

x* - 2xw(1 11 2) x/cn.

The solutions to Equations 4.12 at the ends of the FWM cell (cf. Fig 4.1)

are:

a3 (0) - sec(xL) a3 (L) - i(x*/Ixl)tan(xL) a+4 (0) 4.13a

a4(L) - sec(xL) a4 (0) - i(x*/Ixl)tan(cL) a+3(L) 4.13b

The output operators a3 (0) and a4 (L) satisfy the commutation relations,

Equations 4.2, if the input operators do also. In fact by inspection of

4.13a, we can identify;

F - sec(xL) a3 (L) 4.14

*and

R - G1/2exp( iO) - tan(L)exp(i3r/2 ) 4.15

for the operator associated with the conjugated wave, where for

convenience we have assumed K* - x. Thus, [F,F+] - sec2 (L)[a 3 ,a+] -

(l+tan2(KL)] - I+G, as predicted in Section 4.2. Assuming a3 (L) to be a

vacuum state (<a3> - <a+3> - 0), we obtain for the variances in each of

the quadratures of the output conjugate:

AX3(0) 2 - <X3 (0)2>-<X3(0)>
2 - sec 2 (L)AX 3 (L)

2+tan 2(,cL)AY4 (0)2  4.16a

AY3 (0)
2 - <Y 3 (0)

2 >-<Y3 (0)>
2 - sec 2 (PL)AY3 (L)

2+tan 2(scL)AX4 (0)
2  4.16b

Hence, even if a 4 is in a number state (<a4 >-0), and both input

fluctuations are in a minimum uncertainty state (AX2 - Ay 2 - 1/4 in units

of number of quanta), the input variances are amplified by the FWM PC

process, to obtain:
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AX3(O)
2 

- y 3 (o)
2

- [sec 2 (L)+tan 2(i(L)]/4 - [l+2tan2 (xL)]/4 - (1+2G)/4 4.17

The total output conjugate variance for each quadrature is formed by a

contribution from the empty port associated with AX3 (L)
2 equal to or lar-

ger than (1+G)/4, and a contribution from the amplified input probe fluct-

uations (AY (0)2 ) and proportional to G/4, in agreement with the results

from the previous section. It should be noted that the ratio of the ampli-

fied input noise (multiplicative noise) to the output conjugate intensity

(for <n 4 (0)> >> 1) is independent of gain, depending only on the input

noise to signal ratio. On the other hand, the ratio of the additive noise

to the output conjugate intensity becomes infinite as the gain -0 and it

approximates the input empty port noise to signal ratio for high gains.

The variance in one of the quadratures relative to the classical

reflectivity or gain is plotted in Figure 4.2 versus the nonlinear

coupling coefficient K times the cell length L to further illustrate the

region of minimum noise for maximum gain. In particular, the figure

illustrates that AX3(0) 2 - 1/2 for G - -, which occurs for nL - r/2 if the

input noise is in a minimum uncertainty state. A comparison of curves a

and b show the relative importance of the additive to multiplicative

noise (or amplified input probe noise).

4.3.2 Action of a Non-Degenerate FWM PC

A schematic diagram of a NDFWM PC is shown in Figure 4.3. The same

formalism developed in Section 4.2 and applied in 4.3.1 can now be applied

to nondegenerate FWM PC. Although the minimum limitation for high gain is

still the same (the added noise number A - 1/2), this example shows that

the quantum noise limitation can be controlled by appropriate pump-probe

detuning. Further, for the case where the noise is no longer ideal

(absorption and spontaneous emission are included), a non degenerate FWM

PC might present a parameter region where the noise introduced by the

medium can bo minimized.

The propagation equations for the NDFWM PC and the corresponding

solution that determine the evolution equations for the operators are

given in Reference 4.5. By inspecting the evolution equations (that

include boundary conditions for the input conjugate at z-L), we find:
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a

[AX3 (0)1 ;b
R 

-

0.1
.3 <L3

Figure 4-2. Relative variance in the outDut i-onjugate
qadrature (., 3(0)2/R) aid reflectivity
(or gain) R versus the nonlinear coupling
coefficient szL.
Curve a: [AX(L] -0. [Y(Ol 0.25

Curve b: [A X3(L)W2 = 0.25 [AY 4 (0)12 =0.7

Curve c: [LX3(L)1
2 =0.25 [.Y4(0)]7 0.25

a.2 (L)

a4(0) 04 a 4(L)
+ -6.+ )

a.3(0) .4 a 3(L)
Z=O f =

Figure 4-3. Schematic diagram of non-degenerate four
wave mixing.
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R - G1/2exp(iO) - -i,*c sin(aL)/D 4.18

F - [exp (iAkL/2) /DJ a3 (L) 4.19

where xc (-6)Iu and r. P (W+S)Ipump are the nonlinear

coupling coefficients for the conjugate and probe, a - [(Ak2/4)+x c*xp ]1/2'

D - acos(aL)-iAksin(aL)/2, and Ak - k p-kc - 2n6/c is the phase

mismatch due to nondegenerate frequencies. Again, [F,F+ ] - 1+G for

Ak/<<l since the evolution equations are valid to that order, and we find

that the quadratures variances can be written in terms of G as

AX 3 (0) - <X3 (0)2> -<3(0)>2

- [(a/D) 2AX 3 (L)
2+(I/CcIsin(aL)/D) 2Ay 4 (0)

2  4.20a

AY3 (0)
2 - <y3(0)2>-<Y3(0)>

2

- [(a/D)2AY3 (L)
2+(I cIsin(aL)/D)2AX4 (0)2  4.20b

The normal ordering average intensity is <W> - <a3+a 3> - G(<n4 (0)>+l) -

(P csin(aL)/D) 2 and again we have assumed for convenience the input

conjugate to be in a vacuum state.

The behavior of the relative output conjugate quadrature variance

(AX2/G) with the detuning parameter 0-AkL/2x, and the nonlinear

coefficient KL is illustrated in Figures 4.4 and 4.6 respectively. Figure

4.4a and Figure 4.5 illustrate the relative roles of the additive and

multiplicative noise. The variation of the reflectivity (or gain) R - G

with the detuning parameter is shown in Figure 4.4b. A comparison of

Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b demonstrates the increase in noise from its minimum

value (.5) as the reflectivity becomes <1, which occurs quite rapidly when

either 0 becomes *0 or xL on/2.

An increase in the empty port fluctuations introduces an increase in

the output noise that is larger than the one produced by the same increase

in the input probe noise. This can be observed by comparing the various

curves in Figures 4.4a and 4.5. The effect is negligible for large gain

(00, or xL-.i/2. as can be seen from the curve indicated with dia ads and

the one indicated with crosses in Figure 4.5. The variation of the output
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0.0002-2 2

(b)

Figure 4-4(a). Relative variance of one output conjugate
quadrature versus detuning parameter

S=AkL/2i for various values of nonlinear
coupling coefficient KL.
Curve a: fAX 3 (L)'=.75, [AY 4 (0)1'=. 25, KL=-,/8.

Curve b:[AX3(L )1
2=.25, fAYL(O)]2.25, 'KL=7/8.

Curve c: Same as curve b except DcL=7/4.
Curve d: Same as curve b except KL~v/2.

Highest gain case.

(b). Reflectivity versus detuning parameter , for
variuus values of nonlinear coefficient xL.
Curve a: 1/8.
Curve b: 1//.

Curve c: ir/2.
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ILX 3  0)1
2  

L -:-

R

- (KL=7/2)

Figure 4-5. Relative variance of one of the output
quadratures versus detuning parameter t
for KL=7/2 and various values of input
noise.
Curve a: AX 3 (L )12 =.75, RAy 4 (0)1=.25
Curve b: [LX 3 (L)]2=.25, (0Y4 (0)=.75
Curve C: LAX3 (L)I2=.25, 1 y 4 (0)I2=.25
The reflectivity <W(f)> versus is also
shown for comparison purposes.

4.

0
Tir LI

8 2

Figure 4-6. Variance of one output conjugate quadrature as a function of
the nonlinear coupling KL for 0 =0 (DFNN) and 0 = 0.3.

Shown is reflectivity for 0 = 0.
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noise with the nonlinear coupling coefficient is shown in Figure 4.6 where

the results obtained in the previous section on degenerate FWM are

recovered for 0 - 0.

4.4 Quantum Noise in a Lossy Medium

In the previous sections the noise has been assumed "ideal" and the

medium lossless. In most actual cases, however, not only absorption

occurs but other medium related effects such as spontaneous emission or

radiative decay must be taken into account. In particular, quantum noise

terms associated with atomic fluctuations (spontaneous emission or

radiative decay) are required in the quantum mechanical description of the

evolution equations for a lossy medium and add to the noise fluctuations

associated with the empty port and thc FWM PC process itself. These terms

do not appear in the classical or even semiclassical descriptions of

References 4.5 or 4.6.

We start Lhe description by assuming a lossy medium and the

prescription from Section 4.2 for obtaining the evolution equation of the

output operators in term of the input operators. We demonstrate

afterwards that non-zero quantum noise terms associated with atomic

reservoir operators describing radiative decay or spontaneous emission are

necessary for a self consistent description (References 4.2, 4.4). The

"semiclassical" propagation equations (Reference 4.6) for the creation and

annihilation operators can be written as:

da3  * +
- a3 + i' L a4  4.21a
dz

da 4 + * + + k 4.21b
a- a4  + i L a3

dz

where a is the absorption or attenuation coefficient, and KL is the

nonlinear coupling coefficient proportional to the input pump intensity.

Again we assume that the pumps can be treated classically. For the case

of a Kerr like media where a is independent of the pump intensity,

(-aL)
KL - Kexp , with x the lossless nonlinear coupling coefficient

previously described. It is straight forward to solve Equations 4.21 for

a and K independent of z (Reference 5) and obtain the semiclassical (Refer-
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ence 6) evolution equations for the output operators, as follows:

a3 (0) - Texp(iai)a 3 (L)-iRa4+(0) 4.22a

a4 (L) - Texp(iai)a 4 (O)-iRa3 +(L) 4.22b

wbere the transminsinv Pnd reflection coefficients T and R are defined as:

T - x/D, R - Lsin(xL)/D, with D - arSin(xL)+xcos(xL), a - ar+iai ,

and x - (2-r 21/2

The imaginary part of the absorption coefficient relates to the

intensity dependent refractive index of the medium and does not alter the

minimum value of the output conjugate fluctuations. It only alters the

relative phase between the two quadratures of the input fluctuations

associated with the empty port. The output operators must satisfy the

boson commutation relations (Equations 4.2); they do not as defined by

Equations 4.22 . The commutation of the output operators, if we make use

of Equations 4.22 yields: 0
[a3 ,a3

+ ] - T 2 -R2 
- i+G--G - 1- 4.23

The factor A - [orr2sin(xL) 2+a rxsin(xL)cos(xL)I/D 2 can be associated

with the missing quantum noise terms. In fact, in order to describe

properly the lossy medium it is necessary to add a "noise" term in each

propagation Equation 4.21.

An appropriate quantum theory that includes the quantization of the

medium (non-ideal atomic noise) and loss, predicts the necessary noise

terms. It assumes an infinite reservoir boson system to represent the

radiative decay or stimulated emission with a Langevin force operator 1.

These operators have the property that <l(z),l+(z')> - a6(z-z').

When the propagation equations are solved including the appropriate

Langevin noise terms, we obtain (Reference 2):

a3 (O) - a3 (O)sc +L, 4.24a

a4 (L) - a4 (L)sc +L4  4.24b
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where aiSC refers to the semiclassical solution and the terms L3
1A

and L4 are appropriate integrals of the noise terms 13 and 14. The

solutions L3 and L4 satisfy [L,,L 3+] - A, so that the appropriate

commutation relations for the output operators are obtained :

[a3 (0),a 3+(0)] - l+G-A-G + A - 1. It is remarkable but not surprising

to note that the solutions predicted by the full quantum mechanics

treatment are the same that would have been obtained by the simple

requirement of an extra noise term to satisfy the commutation relations.

From the evolution equations we can derive expiessiuLs Cu LLe

variances of the output quadratures. In particular we find that the

variance of the output conjugate quadratures is given by:

AX3 (0)2 -T
2 (AX3 (L)

2cos (aiL)2 +AY 3 (L)
2sin(aiL)2 )+R

2AY 4 (0)2

4.25
+<L3L3+ >/2 - A/4

where the term <L3L3 +> - A is defined in Equation 4.23. In the equation

above the first two terms proportional to l+G-A are associated with the

added noise from the empty port amplified in an absorptive system, and the

third term -G is the noise associated with the amplification of the input

signal fluctuations. The last two term are associated with the atomic

fluctuations and their sum has the total value +A/4. Thus, for the case

where the empty port state is vacuum and the probe is in a number state,

so that the input fluctuations satisfy AX - AY - 1/4, the output variance

for each quadrature is the minimum predicted in Sectrn 4.2: (1 + 2G)/4.

This result should have been expected once we obtained evolution equations

of the form given by Equation 4.3 and that satisfy the commutation

relations since in that case the formalism developed in Section 4.2

becomes valid.

The total noise is in part due to the empty port and in part due to

the medium and therefore <FF+> is no longer 0 even for an empty port

vacuum state. Thus, the main difference in the results for a lossy medium

reside in the fact that the medium noise modifies the output intensity.

For the mean value of the number operator n3 we obtain

<n3> - G(<n4 >+l) + <L3L3+> 4.26
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Hence, the noise generated by the medium imposes stronger requirements on

the input intensity to avoid the unwanted noise fluctuations of the output

conjugate intensity but does not alter the limit for avoiding output

conjugate phase noise.

Figures 4.7 to 4.10 illustrate the results discussed in this

section. In Fig. 4.7 we have plotted the variation with the absorption

coefficient (arL) of the ratio of the total output variance (added noise

due to the empty port plus input probe fluctuations plus medium

fluctuations) to the gain (G), the classical reflectivity. Curve a, b and

c correspond to the values .2, .5 and 1 of the nonlinear coupling

coefficient xL respectively. We note that as ,L increases towards W/2 and

hence the gain - - the noise decreases towards the predicted value of .5.

The imaginary part of a has been assumed 0 in these figures for

convenience.

The variation of the relative output conjugate variance with the

nonlinear coefficient for 0 absorption coefficient (solid lines) and

arL-.5 is illustrated in Figure 4.8. In this figure we also show the

increase in noise that occurs with a decrease in gain. The lossless

result agrees with the one shown in Figure 4.2. The presence of

absorption for the case of low pump intensity (no saturation) and no

detuning from atomic resonance results in a decrease in gain and hence an

increase in total noise.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the relative contributions of the empty

port, input fluctuations and medium fluctuations to the total variance.

The noise associated with the medium fluctuations is shown in the curve

marked with crosses. Figure 4.10 shows that for moderate absorption

(aL - 0.5) the effect of the noise on the intensity due to the medium

fluctuations becomes much larger than on the variance of each quadrature

fur winum input fluctuations.

At this point it should be noted that the above results can be easily

generalized to include saturation and pump detuning from resonance as long

as pump absorption can be neglected. In this case, and again because of

the beauty of the formalism described in Section 4.2, the total added

noise will be given by A defined in that section. The interest of course

resides in the analysis of the regions of high and low gain versus

detuning and the direct effect of the noise on the output intensity. This

is of importance in the design of an experiment to determine the source of 0
non ideal noise, -s described in the next section.
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[X 3(0)] a
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Figure 4-7. Relative variance of the output conjugate quadrature as
a function of the real absorption coefficient, aL. Shown
are curves for different values of the nonlinear coupling
coefficient, KL: a) <L = 0.2, b) KL = 0.5, c) <L = 1.0

20

[AX 3(0) ] - ...

.02
0.1 KL 1.6

Figure 4-8. Relative variance of the output conjugate and FWM reflect-
ivity as a function of the nonlinear coupling coefficient,
KL for two values of real absorption. The solid lines are
for aL = 0 and the crossed lines are for aL = 0.5.
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Figure 4.9. Comparision of contribution to the output conjugate quadrature

variance from amplified input noise (empty port plus probe)

and atomic fluctuations. Curve a): contributions to the

relative variance from the empty port and input probe fluctua-

tions assuming minimum input quantum fluctuations; curve b):

relative atomic fluctuation noise. Also shown is the gain

behavior, G.

6

[AX3 (0)]
2

G

<LL+ >

.06
0.1 aL 1.0

Figure 4.10. Relative contributions to the output conjugate quadrature

variance from the amplified empty port noise, the amplified

input probe, and the atomic fluctuations for a system where

the empty port is not in a vacuum state. Curve a): total

relative variance for minimum input fluctuations, b): for

empty port input variance - 1, Curve c): the relative

contribution of the atomic fluctuations.
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The results of Section 4.2 are no longer valid if the noise

introduces terms proportional to a. rather than to a4+ in the evolution

equation for a3. This might occur if pump absorption and depletion plays

an important role.

4.5 Mode Combination as a Noise Source Detector

Recently, a great deal of attention has been given to a type of

combination states, "squeezed states", that permit the reduction of noise

below the quantum limit in one of the quadratures. One of the approaches

that has been proposed and demonstrated to achieve squeezed states is FVM

PC (Reference 4.7). Hence, the question arises if these combination

states can be utilized to either create a conjugate with a lower noise it,

one of the quadratures or as a source of noise detection mechanism.

The new mode must be constructed by combining the phase insensitive

output modes. Figure 4.11 illustrates how this is accomplished. The

conjugate and probe output are combined by means of a delay line, a mirror

and a beam splitter. The later plays the dominant role in creating a

squeezed mode.

In fact, following the same formalism as in the previous sections, we

can write the combined modes operators b., that occur after an

transmissive, reflective beam splitter as

b,(l+L) - a(0)±ifia4(L) 4.27

By using the evolution equations of Section 4.3, the combined output modes

can be written in terms of the input operators a3 (L) and a4(0) as follows:

b±(l+L) - pb±(L) ± (v /P)b±(L)+ - va3 (L)+[ 2- 2]/$ 4.28

where v and j depend on the FWM PC characteristics. In particular, for

DFWM we have v - tancL and u - secxL. Equation 4.28 shows that the noise

operator F defined in section 4.2 is 0 for e - fi, i.e., a 50/50 beam

splitter. As we change the beam splitting ratio noise is added to the

system that is proportional to the empty port fluctuations.
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bb+= fa 3(0) + L a4(L)
b_ a (o) - p4a(L 8  %

EAMSPLITTER

DELAY
LINE

a3 (0) ia4(L)

C;.FOUR WAVE MIXING ----

a4 (o) ~ IMa3 (L)
a ---D i aii i-i 22

Z=O z=L

Figure 4-11. Mode combination scheme for characterizing noise sources
in FWM media. A combination of probe and conjugate can
lead to squeezed states where the variance of one
quadrature can be reduced below the quantum limit.
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A calculation of the quadrature variances for the combined modes

b± X± + Y± yields for the minus mode:

&X(I+L)._2 - -V /12AX (L) _-aX3(L)2v( 2-02)/0 4.29

AY(I+L).2
- Ip+Y/fI2AY(L) 2 +AY3(L)2v((2 -B 2)/18 4.30

with ['t.Iv2_ 2 - 1 due to the commutation properties. Equations 4.29 and

4.30 show that squeezing is obtained in one of the quadratures for a 50/50

beam splitter.

Unfortunately, because the combination mode is formed by part

conjugate and part probe output it is not useful in most of the relevant

applications (if the mode is uncombined, the reduction in the variance in

one of the quadratures is lost). On the other hand, this mode can be

utilized to characterize the noise that is proportional to AX 3 (L) or the

empty port. In fact, a measure of the empty port noise can be obtained by

varying the e/ ratio and measuring the combined mode variances.

The generalization of the previous results to a non ideal medium with

* losses and spontaneous emission shows that the combined mode can also

provide a degree of information about the atomic fluctuations. In fact in

the non ideal case, the calculation of the que-ratures gives

AX(I+L) 2 - AX(I+L) ideal+ (2+p2 )<L 3 L 3+>/2 -0<L 3L4+> 4.31

where we have assumed a, - 0 for convenience. Hence by varying x (but

keeping the absorption constant) only the empty port contributions are

varied whereas by varying the beam splitting ratio, the empty port and the

atomic fluctuations contributions are varied. Further noise identification

could be obtained by using pump probe detuning as well as detuning from

resonance which might identify contributions from resonance fluorescence.

We have not investigate these possibilities in detail, but the previous

discussion shows that it might be worth investigating in the future if

atomic fluctuation noise proves a strong limitation to the investigation

of interest.
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NLOT AREA II: PHASE CONJUGATED

SOLID STATE LASER TECHNOLOGY

Sections 5 - 8 of this report describe technical effort in the area

of phase conjugated solid state lasers. TRW subcontracted approximately

one-half of the effort to Spectra Technology, Inc. of Bellevue,

Washington, to characterize a new phase conjugated oscillator/amplifier

configuration. Their final report is presented as Section 5, Ring

Oscillator Power Amplifier (ROPA). The rest of this report, Sections 6 -

8, present experimental work and analysis performed by TRW.

5.0 RING OSCILLATOR POWER AMPLIFIER

A Final Report Submitted by:

Spectra Technology, Inc.

Bellevue, Washington
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5.0 RING OSCILLATOR POUER AMPLIFIBI

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The most critical factor determining the beam quality of the solid

state laser is the geometry of the energy deposition and dissipation, which

results from the gain medium temperature gradients. From the wave front

quality point of view, the slab gain geometry has a number of advantages.

It provides a large surface to volume ratio and thus the heat dissipation

can be very efficient. Secondly, it is possible to propagate the wave

along a zig-sagged path using the slab walls as a total internal reflection

surfaces. As a result, the optical path differences across the slab

aperture can be reduced. This approach, although very productive in

reducing tae wave front distortion, still leaves a residual aberration due

to end effects. Therefore, the wave fronts emerging from the slab lasers

still show some degree of aberration.

One approach for correcting these residual aberrations involves non-

linear optical phase conjugation. This approach has the advantage that the

correction is independent of the amount of distortion (5.1), and can

correct for real time changes in the magnitude and nature of the

aberrations. Thus, it is possible to use phase conjugation to correct for

the gain medium aberrations over a large and varying energy loading range.

The combination of a slab gain medium and NLO phase conjugation make

possible a novel concept for a master oscillator that provide good beam

quality output at pulse energies in the 100 aJ range. This chapter will

detail the experimental studies involving this ring oscillator SBS phase

conjugator system. This configuration is known as a Ring Oscillator Power

Amplifier (ROPA).

The ROPA device is conceptually simple in its principle of

operation. A schematic of the device is shown in Figure 5-1. To

understand the principle of operation of the ROPA let us follow the path of

the light around the system. Starting at the gain medium, the wave first
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encouiters a special out-coupling optic. It is 50% transparent to S

polarized light and 100% transparent to P polarized light. Since only S

polarized light is fed back into the resonator, the resonator will run in

the S polarized mode. Moving farther around the ring, the light is focused

into a tight spatial filter. The aperture is designed to clean up the beam

which at this point carries all the aberration from thermal induced media

inhomogeneities, allowing only pristine, diffraction limited light on the

other side of the aperture. This light now passes through the gain medium,

reacquiring the wavefront aberration. When it arrives at the out-coupler,

half of it passes out of the resonator into the phase conjugating portion

of the device.

In this leg a X/4 plate converts the beam to circularly polarized

light and focuses it into an SBS cell containing 1400 psi of methane. The

SBS process produces a time reversed phase conjugate replica of the input

wave. This wave proceeds backwards along the same path, once again

encountering the X/4 wave plate which produces P polarized light. This

polarization passes cleanly through the out coupling optic and retraverse

the aberrated gain medium. At the end of its traverse, it is returned to

the pristine condition of the original input wave via the well known beam

clean-up process. The next optic encountered on its path, also has a

polarization dependent coating that is 100% reflective for S and 100%

transmitting P polarization. Therefore, it passes through the optic and

out of the system. The end result is that the last pass through the gain

media both cleans up and amplifies the phase conjugated replica of the

original oscillator output. This is the Power Amplifier portion of ROPA.

The central portion of the ROPA is the ring master oscillator. In

many ways this is a conventional oscillator which takes advantage of the

angular stability enhancement found in ring type systems (5.2). This

stability is essential to the ROPA, because of the two lenses and the

aperture which make up the spatial filter. The lens in their concentric

configuration produce an oscillation which occupies the line between stable

and unstable optical oscillators. Therefore, without the ring geometry,
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the slightest a'gular deviation would cause the optic axis to walk away

leading the unacceptable cavity losses.

5.2. RBIEZIINTAL CONFIGURATTON

The actual experimental configuration developed in the course of the

studies presented here is shown on Figure 5-2. The gain medium used during

the experiments was STI's Centurion laser head (5.3). This head is a zig-

zag Nd:YAG slab capable of providing approximately 70 W of average power

with the pump efficiency of the order of half percent. Aberration

averaging provided by sig-sagging of the beam in the volume of the slab

resulted in about one wave of aberration (full aperture) under the 100

J/pulse of the energy loading while operating the laser at the repetition

rate of the order of one Hz. A ring oscillator was built around the

Centurion head.

5.2.1. Ring Oscillator Power Amplifier 0

The ROPA oscillator, as previously noted is a ring. To assure the

unidirectional oscillation, an optical diode consisting of a Faraday

rotator and a X/2 plate was used. This diode provided counter-propagating

beam discrimination of the order of 3 to 4 percent which was enough to

assure the unidirectionality of the ring (5.4) It also kept the

polarization non-uniformities across the diode aperture at the very low

level, critical for low voltage hold-off of the cavity Q-switch. (A KD*P

Pockel cell driven by a Krytron driver was used as a Q-switch.) The cavity

also included a spatial filter whose function was twofold: it controlled

the amount of the aberration of the wave oscillating in the cavity, and it

controlled the transverse mode content of the oscillator. The filter

consisted of two lenses with a focal length of 30 ca. The relative

sepzration of the lenses defined the waist of the fundamental cavity mode

(5.5) The spatial filtering was accomplished by inserting a hard aperture

into the waist of the spatial filter. To control the axial mode content, a

solid (BK7) etalon was inserted into the cavity. The thickness of the
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0

etalon was 5 mm and reflectivity of both surfaces was around 60%. Thus,

the bandwidth of the etalon was of the order of 3 GHz.

It was necessary to provide the oscillator with good polarization

discrimination, as was dictated by the chosen Q-switching technique

(e.g. Pockel Cell), the use of a Faraday rotator as the intracavity optical

diode, and the shared aperture configuration of the oscillator-amplifier

system. To ensure a well defined polarization of the oscillating wave, two

out of six intracavity mirrors were thin film polarizers. The polarization

discrimination was also aided by the oscillator output coupler which was

50% reflective for S polarized wave and over 80% transmitive for P

polarization.

The aperture of Centurion is a rectangle of 6 by 20 mm. To conduct

the studies reported here a smaller oscillator aperture was established.

This was necessary because of the limited size of the available pieces of

FR-5 glass, (high Verdet constant material used as active medium in the

Faraday rotator). The rotator aperture was approximately 6 mm and it was

the smallest aperture outside of the spatial filter (the filter aperture

was approximately 250 micron). In addition, the cavity included a number

of other elements whose apertures were smaller than that of the slab.

Among these were the aperture of the half wave plate and the aperture of

the Pockel cell (both approximately 12 mm in diameter).

The oscillator output coupled fraction was approximately 50%, with a

cavity length approximately 2 meters. This provided a cavity lifetime of

the order of 16 ns and the cavity mode separation of the order of 0.15

GHz. The oscillator bandwidth was measured with an air-spaced 10 mm thick

Fabry-Perrot etalon comprised of mirrors with 80% reflective coating, thus

the bandwidth of the measuring etalon was of the order of 1.1 GHz. Using

this etalon as the output analyzer it was shown that the oscillator output

had the bandwidth less than 3 GHz. The bandwidth resulted from the

intracavity etalon transmission and the mode competition which contributed

to narrow-banding.
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5.2.2 The Oscillator Wave Front

The intracavity filter performed the role of controlling the

transverse mode content, and reducing the amount of the wave front

aberration at the filter exit aperture. The oscillator cavity was

configured in such a way that the aberrator (gain medium) was positioned

between the spatial filter and the output coupler. This assured that the

aberrating of the output wave was dominated by a single (the last) pass

through the medium. However, the spatial filter was not the only element

controlling the wave front. As it turned out, the other apertures of the

cavity also participated in preventing multi-pass propagation of the

aberrated part of the beam in the oscillator cavity. Thus, the spatial

coherence of the output wave was primarily controlled by the hard aperture

of the spatial filter while the amount of the wave front aberration as

controlled primarily by the sequence of the intracavity apertures

positioned outside of the spatial filter (this effect is discussed in

greater extent in Section 5.3.2 of this report).

5.2.3 SBS Cell Characteristics

To demonstrate the aberration correction in the slab gain medium, as

SBS cell (filled with methane under the pressure of 1400 psi) was used as

the phase conjugator. The SBS reflectivity threshold was reached at the

oscillator output value of 13 mJ. Figure 5-3 presents the reflectivity

data of the SBS cell used during the studies of ROPA. At the value of the

output energy of 30 mJ, which resulted from the operation of the oscillator

at low repetition rate, the SBS cell conjugated the light with an

efficiency of approximately 30% of the initial energy.

5.2.4 Diagnostics

The primary purpose of ROPA is to generate near diffraction limited

light at energy levels and repetition rates which exceed the normal

0 limits. To determine if this is possible the main quantities of interest
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are wavefront quality and pulse energy as a function of repetition rate.

The studies of ROPA focused on the following aspects of the system: energy

extraction characteristics of the oscillator and the amplifier, wave front

characteristics of the oscillator and the amplifier output, Strehi ratio

characteristics of the oscillator and the amplifier output (the Strehl

ratio measurements were undertaken to collaborate the wave front studies),

and the system angular sensitivity studies.

The extraction efficiency data, important for anchoring future

scaling calculations, was obtained by monitoring the output energy while

controlling conditions of operation of the gain medium . To do this, a

pyroelectric detector was used as an energy monitor.

To monitor and record the wave front shapes, a Mach-Zender type point

diffraction interferometer was used. The interferometer set-up is

presented in Figure 5-4. Along one of the paths, the reference wave was

filtered by a subdiffraction limited spatial filter. Following this, the

reference wave was interfered with original wave at the CID sensor array.

In this way a wave front interferogram was created and recorded.

The interferometer included an imaging lens whi th played a double

role. First, it created the far field image at the hard, diffraction

limited aperture of the interferometer spatial filter which resulted in

generation of the aberration-free reference beam. Second, it imaged an

aperture under study on the CID array. Therefore the distance between the

lens and the CID array defined the position of the aperture where the wave

front was recorded. Thus, it was possible to select the positions in the

ROPA configuration at which the wave fronts were recorded.

Data on the Strehl ratio was obtained by measuring the transmission
of the pulse through a subdiffraction limiting aperture (5.6) During this

experiment the total pulse energy and the energy of the transmitted beam

were monitored and recorded. Both the total and the transmitted energies

were averaged over the 100 shots and the Strehl ratio was computed for a
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0

set of conditions of the gain medium operation.

The data on the angular sensitivity of the oscillator was obtained by

monitoring the output energy while changing the detuning angle. The

pyroelectric detector was used to monitor the energy, while the detuning

angle was controlled by observing the walk-off of the reference HeNe-beam

bouncing off the detuned cavity mirrors. During these studies, the output

energy was monitored while detuning the angle of reflection of one of the

cavity mirrors. Thus it was possible to assess the detuning angle for

which the output energy decreased to the half of the maximum value.

o

0
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5.S. STSTEM PERFORMANCE

During the course of the studies reported here, the oscillator, the

amplifier and the ROPA were characterized. The results of the experiments

are presented in the following paragraphs.

The alignment of the oscillator, the amplifier, and the ROPA was

conducted while operating the gain medium at the repetition rate of 7.5 Hz

and driving the flash lamps at the voltage of 1.6 KV. Under these

conditions, the power loading of the slab was close to its lower limit.

Thus, the conditions of the head operation were conducive to the generation

of a good quality, stable output. At this level of the flash lamp energy,

the gain medium was loaded with 100 Joules per shot, and the laser head was

capable of providing 50 watts of average power from its full aperture while

driven at 100 Hz repetition rate. (The operation of Centurion at 140

Joules per shot at 100 Hz yielded 70 Watts from the full aperture.)

5.3.1 Oscillator Performance

The oscillator energy extraction data is presented in Figures 5-5 and

5-6. The figures present the extraction data obtained while operating the

laser at the repetition rate of 7.5 Hz. Figure 5-5 a shows the data on the

oscillator operating in a free running mode without the hard aperture in

the spatial filter. Figure 5-6 a shows the data on the Q-switched

oscillator without the hard aperture in the spatial filter. This data

showed how much energy could be extracted in the oscillator volume and it

defined the baseline for the extraction experiments. It should be noted

that the result is consistent with the fact that free-running operation of

the Centurion head inside of the linear cavity with a 50% output coupler

yielded 370 mJ per pulse at 100 Joules of energy loading. It was expected

that the operation of the oscillator with the aperture equal to 1/4 of the

full aperture should yield the output energy in the neighborhood of 90 mJ.

Thus, the free running oscillator data obtained in the course of these

studies is consistent with the previously reported performance of 5
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Centurion.

The extraction of the energy from the oscillator after inserting the

filter aperture is shown in Figures 5-5 b (free running operation) and 5-6

b (Q-switched operation). As can be seen from the data, the spatial

filtering entailed 75 % loss in the oscillator output. The reduction of

the output energy is consistent with the results on the energy content of

different cavity modes (5.7)

The operation of the oscillator under the Q-switching is presented in

Figures 5-5 b and 5-6 b. As shown by this data, the operation of the Q-

switch entailed 23% polarization loss. This was consistent with the

observation of the increased transmission through the intracavity

polarizers wl'ile operating the oscillator in the Q-switch mode. The

resulting pulse shape is presented in Figure 5-7. The pulse length of the

oscillator output was of the order of 45 to 50 ns and was limited primarily

by the cavity lifetime which was around 16 ns. As presented in the figure,

the oscilloscope traces of the fast photodiode looking at the oscillator

output showed the evidence of the mode beating. This was manifested by the

presence of the oscillatory structure superimposed on the Q-switched pulse

profile. The frequency of the mode beating was 0.13 GHz, which was

consistent with the cavity mode separation. From the pulse shape it can be

inferred that the oscillating wave included 3 to 4 axial modes.

The Q-switched, specially filtered oscillator operating at the

repetition rate of 7.5 Hz was delivering 28-30 mJ per pulse under the flash

lamp loading of 100 Joules. The energy in the counterpropagating mode of

the ring was less than 1%. The output had S polarization with S to P

energy ratio better than 20. Table 5-1 summarizes the performance of th.

ring oscillator at 7.5 Hz.

The extraction of oscillator energy at different repetition rates is

presented in Figure 5-8. During this experiment, the flash lamp energy

loading was kept constant at the level of 100 Joules per shot for which the
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Figure 5-7. The oscillator trace from a fast
photodiode looking at the oscillator
output. The time scale was 20 us per
division.
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Table 5-1. Oscillator performance 7.5 Is repetition rate, 100

J of the energy loading

Pulse Width -45 ns

Pulse Energy -30 mJ

Band Width -3 Glz

Wave Form Distortion X/4

Ration of S to P Polarization >20

Energy in Counter Propagating Mode <1%

Spatial Filter Loss 75%

Q-switch Loss 23%

0
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cavity was aligned. As demonstrated by the figure, the higher repetition

rate reduced the amount of the energy per pulse extracted from the
os,;illatcr.

The second effect contributing to the reduced extraction had to do

with the presence of the thermal waves propagating across the slab

aperture. The presence of these waves was clearly visible while observing

the direction of the output propagation. Under the heavy thermal loads,

the pointing stability of the output deteriorated. The time constant of

this instability was comparable with the time constant of the thermal lens

build-up and relaxation, which is consistent with a thermal origin of the

instability.

The thermal waves were diffracting the oscillating wave away from the

cavity axis defined during the alignment. The diffraction provided the

cavity with a loss mechanism. Thus in a long, small aperture oscillator,

such as the one developed during the course of the studies presented here,

the pointing instabilities had a detrimental influence on the extraction

energy stability. It should be stressed, however, that the pointing

instabilities were not of fundamental nature. They could be reduced and

eliminated by more careful design of the slab cooling scheme.

Both effects, the thermal lensing of the slab and the pointing

instability resulted in an average decrease of the output energy of the

order of 40% while changing t.- oscillator repetition rate from 7.5 to 60

Hz. The most dramatic decrease occurred in the frequency range above 35 Hz

repetition rate.

The oscillator wave front was recorded at the output of the spatial

filter and at the oscillator output. The results are presented in Figure

5-9. The figure shows the wave front at the output of the spatial filter

before (a) and after inserting the filter aperture (b). A comparison of

these two interferograms shows clearly that the aperture of 250 microns was

*adequate to clean up the aberration of the wave front.
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b

Figure 5q.9, The wave front interferograms at the
output aperture of the intracavity spatial
filter, Part a represents the result
obtained without the filter hard
aperture. Part b represents the result
after the aperture was inserted.
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Similar results recorded at the oscillator output are presented in

Figure 5-10 a (without the hard aperture in the spatial filter) and 5-10 b

(with the aperture inserted). By comparing Figures 5-9 b and 5-10 a, it

can be seen that the wave front distortion at the output was primarily

established during the last pass of the wave through the gain medium. This

aberration was spatially filtered by the cavity apertures during the

previous passage around the ring. Thus, the aberrated component of the

field was taken away from the cavity by a sequence of the cavity stops and

did not get amplified. However, operation of the oscillator without

spatial filtering resulted in the loss of the spatial coherence of the

wave, which was manifested by the reduced contrast in the interferogram.

Therefore, another impact of the spatial filter was to define the spatial

coherence of the output wave while the wave front aberration originated

from a single pass propagation of the wave through the gain medium.

A comparison of the wave fronts recorded at the repetition rate of

7.5 Hz to this of 60 Hz is presented in Figure 5-11. It clearly shows the

thermal lens build-up. As can be inferred, the lens has primary a

cylindrical symmetry. The amount of the wave front distortion changes from

X/4 at 7.5 Hz to 3 X/4 at 60 Hz. This is consistent with previously

recorded data on Mach-Zender interferometry of Centurion.

The results of the Strehl ratio experiment of the oscillator output

are presented in Figure 5-12. This result, in essence, confirmed the

observation of the wave front studies. However, it was difficult to

quantify the observations, mainly because of the low signal to noise ratio

of the results. This low ratio was primarily due to the output pointing

instability as discussed above.

Figure 5-13 presents the results of the oscillator output vs. the

oscillator detuning angle. This result illustrates the angular sensitivity

of the oscillator. As presented by the figure, the output energy decreased

by half while detuning of the cavity by +/- 0.4 mrad in case of 7.5 Hz

operation. The results of similar experiment conduced at 60 Hz repetition
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a

b

Figure 5-10. The wave front interferograms at the
output aperture of the oscillator. Part a
represents the result obtained without the
filter hard aperture. Part b represents
the result after the aperture was
inserted.
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Figure 5-Li. The wave front interferograms at the
output aperture of oscillator. Part a
represents the result obtained for the
system repetition rate of 7.5 Hz. Part b
represents the result for the system
repetition rate of 60 Hz.
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rate showed that the detuning angle was approximately 10% smaller. The

stability resulted from the relay imaged ring nature of the cavity and the

presence of the spatial filter. Such relay imaged rings reduced by a

factor of six the walk-off of the beam at the output of the cell as

compared with the wave propagation not modified by the cell.

The oscillator studies provided the basis for further understanding

of the ROPA system. We were able to prove that the spatial filter was

indeed successful in providing beam clean-up so that the wavefront

distortion seen at the SBS cell were only those accumulated during one pass

of the gain medium. This condition is essential to the diffraction limited

operation of the entire ROPA device. In addition we were able to ascertain

performance characteristics and limitations of the oscillator which

directly influence the performance of ROPA itself. In particular the pulse

width and pulse energies determine the efficiency of the SBS process.

5.3.2 Amplifier Performance 0

In order to investigate the performance of the conventional

equivalent of the ROPA, a number of amplifier experiments were conducted.

In these experiments, the pulses from the oscillator were reflected back

into the oscillator aperture by a mirror. The oscillator output on its way

back propagated twice through a X/4 plate so that the wave entering the

oscillator was P polarized. Therefore, it was transmitted through the

oscillator output coupler and another cavity mirror which was S

polarization reflecting (it was a thin film polarizer). Thus, the

returning wave could propagate through the same segment of the gain medium

from which the oscillator wave originated. Of course, the returning wave

suffered loss on both of the oscillator surfaces. It was also amplified by

the remaining gain which was not depleted by the oscillator wave.

To prevent the saturation of the oscillator extraction with the

amplifier field, the position of the turning mirror was set to provide a

delay between the oscillator pulse generation and the amplifier pulse

146
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S
extraction. This delay was around 30 ns (30 feet long), and was chosen as

a compromise between the requirements of the experiment and the available

space on the experimental bench.

The amplifier energy extraction data is presented in Figure 5-14.

The figure presents the extraction data obtained while operating the laser

at the repetition rate of 7.5 Hz. Figure 5-14 a shows the oscillator with

amplifier operating in free running mode while Figure 5-14 b graphs the Q-
switched operation. This data showed how much energy could be extracted

from gain volume (notice that the here the energy loading range extends to

135 lamp Joules). The amplifier data presents only 25 percent improvement

as compared with the oscillator output. These results include 20% loss of

the returning wave on the oscillator output coupler and 15% loss on the

cavity mirror. Taking these two losses into account results in a value of

2 for the gain of the amplifier pulse. The oscillator-amplifier set-up

provided around 37 mJ of energy while operating at 7.5 Hz with 100 Joules

per shot of energy loading. Table 5-2 presents details of the system

losses and gains.

The extraction of amplifier energy at different repetition rates is

presented in Figure 5-15. During this experiment, the flash lamp energy

loading was kept constant at the level of 130 Joules per shot, for which

the cavity was aligned. ks demonstrated by the figure, the higher

repetition rate reduced the amount of the energy per pulse extracted from

the amplifier by 25%. Most of the reduction occurred in the frequency

range above 35 Hz. This resulted from the fact that the thermal lens which

built in the gain medium under the heavy energy loading contributed to the

increase in oscillator losses. In addition, the thermal lens increased the

divergence of the amplifier beam and thus the additional loss was due to

mismatch between the gain aperture and the returning beam crcss section.

However, the reduction was not as dramatic as in the case of the

oscillator. This was due to the fact that the energy from the amplifier

was extracted under saturated gain conditions.

S
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Table 5-2. System performance.

OSCILLATOX-AMPLIFIEX

System Loss/Gain Resulting
Component () Energy (mJ)

Energy for 30
the Oscillator

Oscillator Output -20 24

Coupler

Gain Medium +200 48

Oscillator Mirror -15 37

ROPA

System Loss/Gain Resulting
Component () Energy (mJ)

Energy for 30
the Oscillator

SBS Cell -70 9

Oscillator Output -20 7

Gain Medium +450 35

Oscillator Mirror -15 27
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The amplifier wave fronts were recorded at the ou~put of the system.

The results are presented in the Figure 5-16. A comparison of the data

recorded at the repetition rate of 7.5 Hz to this of 50 Hz shows the

thermal lens build-up. As can inferred, the lens has primarily a

cylindrical symmetry. The amount of the wave front distortion changes from

0.25-0.5 X at 7.5 Hz to around 1.5 X at 60 Hz. This is consistent with the

oscillator data and shows that the amplifier distortion is roughly twice as

large as that of the oscillator. This result showed that the gain medium

aberration distorted the wave front additively in the oscillator-amplifier

configuration as expected.

The results of the Strehl ratio experiment of the amplifier output

are presented in Figure 5-17.

The result confirmed the observation of the wave front studies. Once

again, it was difficult to quantify the observations mainly because of the

low signal to noise ratio of the results. This low ratio was primarily due

to the output pointing instability as discussed in the part of this report

dealing with the oscillator performance.

Figure 5-18 presents the results of the amplifier output vs. the

oscillatr detuning angle, illustrating the angular sensitivity of the

oscillator-amplifier system.

As presented by the figures, the output energy decreased by half while

detuning the cavity by * 0.57 mrad in case of 7.5 Hz operation (the result

for 60 Hz repetition rate was approximately 10% smaller). The data showed

broadening and flattening of the system sensitivity curve. The improved

detuning performance of the amplifier stemmed from the fact that the system

operated as a saturated amplifier. Therefore, the output variation was

reduced as a result of the saturated amplification of the input.

The amplifier studies provided a baseline for comparison of the SBS

ROPA device. Here, the optical configuration is very similar to the final

ROPA but the reflector is not phase conjugating; this enabled us to

establish the redLction in beam quality with average power and to note the
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a

Figure 5-1t. The wave front interferograms at the
output aperture of the amplifier. Part a
represents the result obtained for the
system repetition rate of 7.5 Hs. Part b
represents the result for the system
repetition rate of 60 Os.
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total energy limitations of this particular experimental device.

5.3.3 ROPA Performance

To investigate the aberration correction of the slab medium, a number

of ROPA experiments were conducted. In these experiments, the pulses from

the oscillator were reflected back to the gain volume by the SBS cell. The

beam was focused by a 300 mm focal length, which established the Rayleigh

range around 5 mm, a distance much shorter than 0.5 m of coherence length

of the available laser output.

During the ROPA studies, the X/4 retarder was positioned in such a

way that the wave reentering the oscillator was P polarized as before. The

wave propagated through the same volume of the gain medium from which the

oscillator wave originated but with a conjugated phase front. Therefore,

the return pass through the gain aberrating volume icnulted in distortion

compensation. The wave was also amplified by the rest of the gain non-

depleted by the oscillator wave.

The ROPA energy extraction data is presented in Figure 5-19. The

figure presents the extraction data obtained while operating the laser at

the repetition rate of 7.5 Hz. This data showed that the ROPA output was

determined as a result of the energy extraction by the oscillator, SBS

losses, losses on different optics, and the second pass amplification. The

operation of the ROPA at 7.5 Hz repetition rate with the energy loading of

100 Joules per shot resulted in 27 mJ of the RJPA output. The result

obtained for 125 Joule loading was approximately 44 mJ of the ROPA output.

A detailed account of the ROPA energy gains and losses is presented by

Table 5.1. Taking into account 70% SBS loss and 20% oscillator coupler

loss, the amplification of the returning wave was of the around 4.5.

The extraction of ROPA energy at different repetition rates is

presented in F igure 5-20. The flash lamp energy loading was kept constant

0at the level of 100 Joules for which the cavity was aligned. As
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demonstrated by the figure, for the repetition rates up to 40 Hz the

extraction curve was flat. However, for the repetition rates above 40 Hz

the ROPA output was rapidly decreasing. This resulted from the fact that

at the higher repetition rates the oscillator output decreased. It, in

turn, caused the phase conjugator to operate at the higher losses, and thus

the ROPA efficiency was reduced. Therefore, the reduction in the output

energy, intensified by the increase in the SBS loss, was more rapid than

that of the oscillator. At the repetition rate between 50 to 60 Hz the

oscillator output was barely reaching the SBS threshold, resulting in a

deteriorating beam quality of the output. The reduction of the oscillator

output continued to decrease to the point where the energy was too small to

reach the SBS threshold, at which point the ROPA output was zero.

The ROPA wave fronts were recorded at the output aperture of the gain

medium. The results are presented in Figure 5-21. The comparison of the

data recorded at the repetition rate of 7.5 Hz to this of 60 Hz clearly

shows the aberration correction. As can be seen, the wave front was flat

up to 50 Hz repetition rate. At 60 Hz the beam quality became inconsistent

and showed the first sign of aberration, consistent with a decreased in

oscillator energy reaching the SBS threshold. The wave fronts of the ROPA

at 60 Hz are presented in Figure 5-22. This point of the operation, i.e.

100 Joules of the energy loading at 60 Hz repetition rate, defined the

limit of the ROPA operation. However, this limit was not of the basic,

fundamental nature. Rather, it was defined by a particular design of the

laser head used in the course of this demonstration.

Th-C rult- cf the Strehl ratio experiment of the ROPA output are

presented in Figure 5-23. This result confirmed the observation of the

wave front studies.

Figure 5-24 presents the results of the ROPA output vs. the

oscillator detuning angle. This result illustrates the angular sensitivity

of the ROPA. As presented by the figures, the output energy decreased by

half while detuning the cavity by * 0.4 mrad in case of 7.5 Hz operation.
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b

Figure 5-21. The wave front interferograms at the
output aperture of the ROPA. Part a
represents the result ebtained for the
system repetition rate of 7.5 Es. Part b
represents the result for the system
repetition rate of 50 Hz.
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b

Figure 5-22. The wave front interferograms at the
output aperture of amplifier. Part a b
represent the result obtained for the
system repetition rate of 60 Hz Aen the
output showed inconsistent perforance.
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The detuning angle was somewhat narrower ('15%) in case of 60 Hz

operation. The good detuning performance of the ROPA as compared with the

oscillator alone is very encouraging and stems from the fact that the

system operated as an amplifier with the gain relatively close to the

saturation level.

5.4 Discussion

The experimental results are sufficient to prove that ROPA systems

can be operated as a self-sufficient diffraction limited laser in a

situation which would otherwise produce almost a wave of phase aberration.

However, there are several aspects which would a priori differ from the

expected risults. Of primary interest is the low total output power from

the ROPA. This is most easily accounted for by studying the total energy

balance of the system.

Previous experiments with the Centurion laser head provided a good

calibration , the behavior of the YAG slab. Under the flash lamp pumping

being used, the Centurion slab could produce 380 mJ of laser output from

the full aperture in a free running oscillator with a 50% output coupler.

With the energy deposited in the gain medium of 500 mJ it resulted in 75%

extraction. We have restricted the available aperture to approximately 1/4

of that available to the original experiments; therefore the total energy

stored in the gain volume of the ROPA is approximately 120 mJ. When the

system is operated as an oscillator only the output energy per pulse is

known to be 30; by measuring input and exit energies we can quantify the

losses at the major elements around the cavity. Most elements are not

significant but the spatial filter, optical diode, and optics containing

specialired polarization dependent coating. The oscillator losses at each

one of these elements are listed in the table below:

Spatial Filter 34%

Q-switch 11%

Pola.rizers, Faraday Rotator
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Etalon 5%

Therefore, the 3C mJ output of the oscillator accounts for 60 mJ

stored energy in the YAG slab. (The result on the cavity losses presented

above have been assessed for the oscillator in which all the loss elements

were operating at once. In this sense they differ from the data, quoted in

Table 5-1 paragraph 5.1, which were obtained while testing the loss of

separate elements.)

In amplifier experiments, 24 mJ will return to 'he gain medium as the

amplifier extracting pulse. At the exit aperture of the .-mplifier we

observe 48 mJ, the amplification of 2. Given the fact that tL' oscillator

pulse left over 60 mJ of the energy, the amplifier extracts abouL 40 % of

the energy remaining in the gain medium. Such extraction approaches tL-

saturation regime of the amplifier. The summation of the energy required

by the oscillator and the energy extracted by the amplifier equals 84 mJ

which is 70% of the total energy deposited in the gain volume. Therefore,

the output energy extraction limit in the oscillator-amplifier experiment

is due to the exhaustion of available energy.

From the calibration of the SBS process we know that an input of

energy of 30 mJ will yleld a 30% SBS conversion efficiency. This will

return 9 mJ to the amplifier phase of the ROPA. At the exit aperture of

the amplifier we observe 35 mJ, the amplification of 4. Given the fact that

the oscillator pulse left over 60 mJ of the energy, the amplifier extracts

about 30 % of the energy remaining in the gain medium. This extraction

also approaches the saturation regime of the amplifier. The summation of

the output energy and the known lost energy is 78 mJ which is 65% of the

total energy deposited in the gain medium. In thiL case too, the output

energy extraction limit in the oscillator-amplifier experiment is due to

the exhaustion of available energy. S
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A primary concern is the fall off in output energy with increasing

repetition rate. Unlike the low output energy of the experimental test bed

which could be fixed by increasing the gain volume and reducing losses this

result represents a potential limitation in the ROPA concept itself. As

can be clearly seen in the data, the fall off in output powei is a direct

results of reduced output power from the oscillator itself with the

corresponding loss of SBS efficiency. This is illustrated in Figures 5-3

and 5-20 showing oscillator and ROPA outputs as a function of pu!cc

frequency. Since the output benz quality remains good, what can explain

this power reduction which is not seen in the previous Centurion

experiments.

To understand this phenomenon let us examine the behavior of a

generic ring oscillator as a function of changing spherical aberrations.

For aberration below about 1 wave the effect of spherical aberration is

nearly identical to that of focus. As can be clearly seen in Figure 5-25

fraction of wave increases in aberration lead to very high losses within

the cavity, was 2.5 spot diameters in diameter. The ROPA operates with an

aperture much closer to one spot size which exaggerates an already high

sensitivity to aberration. A consistent argument accounting for the data

can be devised from this behavior. As the thermal loading increases in the

slab the amount of thermal lensing increases leading to larger focal

aberrations. The focal aberrations cause high passive cavity losses

leading to low oscillator outputs at high repetition rates. In principle

this can be corrected by the real time movement of optical elements.

5.5 Conclusions

During the course of this program we have investigated the self

contained Ring Oscillator Power Amplifier SBS system In theory this

system wo,'d be totally self-correcting in terms of thermally induced

aberrations. In the laboratory we were able to demonstrate the

insensitivity of the output wave front to thermal aberrations in the YAG

slab. The correction was evident at both low and high repetition rates,
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but ultimately was limited by the loss of the phase conjugation fidelity

when the oscillator output decreased to near the SBS threshold.

The initial output powers of the ROPA were fairly low and it is

possible to account !or this purely in terms of the limited stored energy.

This means that it would be possible to significantly raise the output

power by increasing the total available gain volume and adjusted the

outcoupling coefficients to maintain cavity fluences at a level suitable

for use of a spatial filter. A more significant problem is the drop off in

output at higher rep rates. This appears to be an intrinsic part of the

devices behavior which would reauir, the intrcductlou oi an active focusing

system to correct. This adds a level of complexity which can reduce the

number of practical application of this particular design.

In the final analysis it is clear, from this series of experiments,

that using this basic technique coupled with better utilization of the gain

volume will allow us to produce a stand alone laser which could generate at

least 100 mJ per pulse at moderate repetition rates (;30 to 50 Hz).

Furthermore, and most significantly, the wavefront quality of these output

pulses would be on the order of X/10 and relatively constant over the

operating range. Additionally, due to the self correcting nature of the

SBS ROPA there will be no significant variation of wavefront quality during

turn on.
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6.0 Phase Conjugated Doubling

6.1 Introduction

Phase conjugation is becoming increasingly popular as a method of

correcting gain media aberrations in high average power laser resonators.

Many applications, however also require harmonic conversion, usually

doubling the frequency of a high power near infrared laser beam into the

visible region. Thermally induced aberrations in doubling media due to

finite absorption is anticipated to be a source of beam distortion. The

task of harmonic phase conjugation is to show that aberrations which arise

in high power doublers can be corrected by phase conjugation to produce

high quality doubled output while relaxing design reqUirements and making

systems rnne z:,,ct by eliminating the need for spatial filtering. It is

anticipated in such applications that astigmatism will be the dominant

aberration for both zig-zag slab media and high power straight through

slab doublers. In response to these anticipations, the work reported here

emphasizes astigmatic aberrations and their correction.

6.2 Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Experiment

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) experiments were performed to

observe what effects aberrations had on the SBS process before the

doubling step was added. We found that defocus gave good return beam

quality, as anticipated, and that astigmatic aberrations gave good return

fidelity and beam quality but that the SBS reflectivity degraded for

increased astigmatism.

6.2.1 Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Experimental Arrangement

The schematic for the SBS experiments is shown in Figure 6-1. The

output of a horizontally polarized q-switched Nd:YAG laser was collimated

with a f-4.0 m lens. Experiments were performed at a pulse rate of one

hertz to minimize the effect of stress-induced birefringence on the laser

beam quality. The laser oscillator has a maximum output of 50 mJ per 10 ns

pulse which can be amplified by adjusting the voltage on the amplifier

flashlamps from 400 to 800 volts increasing the output of the laser to 250

* mJ. The bandwidth of the laser was measured and found to vary from one to

three GHz shot to shot.
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After reflection from two turning mirrors the laser is incident on a

cube polarizer which rejects any vertical polarization component which may

be in the beam. The polarization is then rotated by ninety degrees by a

half wave plate before beam splitting for the 1.06 um input Mach-Zehnder

interferometer which monitors the beam quality into the SBS cell. This

Mach-Zehnder consists of four quartz wedges of almost equal wedge. The

wedge angles are placed such that each arm of the interferometer sees the

same optical path and astigmatism is kept to a minimum. The test arm of

the interferometer contains either a cylindrical lens or a helium jet

aberrator. The He-jet aberrator consists of a nozzle placed between two

parallel plates. The beam passes over the nozzle between the plates. The

He-flow through the nozzle is regulated by adjusting the He pressure

behind a small orifice. The parallel plates provide isolation from cross

drafts. The index of refraction is reduced in the He channel, creating a

mostly astigmatic aberration.

After passing through the interferometer the beam is circularly

polarized by a quarter wave plate. The input energy is monitored by a

quartz wedge joulemeter combination. A f-30 cm lens focuses the beam into

the SBS cell for phase conjugation.

The SBS cell consists of a 21 inch long, 0.5 inch diameLer ID, 2.0

inch diameter OD aluminum tube with one half inch thick quartz windows.

The windows are slightly angled (three degrees) with respect to the axis

of the tube to avoid back reflections. The cell was filled with methane

gas as the SBS medium at a pressure of 900 psig.

The reflected beam energy is also monitored by a wedge/joulemeter

combination before passing back through the quarter wave plate where it is

horizontally polarized. The half wave plate and cube combination can then

block any return which may be reflected back into the laser. After

horizontal polarization the beam passes back through the sample arm of the

Mach-Zehnder containing the aberration. If the wave is exactly time

reversed, reverse passage through the aberration should cancel the input

aberration for aberrations which are not polarization dependent such as

those considered here. A sample of the return beam is then picked off and

sent to a second self-referencing Mach-Zehnder where the return beam

quality is monitored. The reference arm of this Mach-Zehnder contains a

spatial filter so that aberrated beams are filtered to provide F reference
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plane wave. The interferogram from this Mach-Zehnder contains any

residual aberration which may remain after SBS correction.

Both input and return fringes are displayed simultaneously on a CCD

camera. Data analysis is achieved by video taping the camera output and

photographing the video display. Fringe patterns can then be digitized

and analyzed.

6.2.2 Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Experimental Results

SBS reflectivity and beam quality were monitored for several

cylindrical aberrations and input energies. Fixed cylindrical aberrations

were obtained by placing cylindrical lenses of low power in the aberrator

position in the experiment shown in Figure 6-1. Cylindrical lenses were

used to provide a quantifiable amount of astigmatism and to simulate the

artigmatic aberrations expected both in solid-state slab lasers and high

power doublers. The He-jet aberrator was also placed in this position dLd

the He pressure varied to change th-c mu_8LiLude of the aberration. Figures

6-2 through 6-8 present the iesults of these experiments.

Figures 6-2 through 6-5 illustrate the results of experiments with

cylindrical lens aberrators. The cylindrical lenses used had optical

powers of ±.12D, ±.25D, ±.50D, and ±.75D where diopters (D) are units of

inverse focal length in meters-'. Figure 6-2 shows the dependence of

reflectivity on aberrator magnitude. As more aberration is introduced,

the reflectivity is significantly reduced and the SBS threshold is

increased. A table of SBS threshold in methane as a function of aberrator

power is given in Figure 6-3. These thresholds were calculated from a

linear fit to the input energy versus output energy plot for each

aberrator.

Figure 6-4 showj sample fringes from the input and return

Mach-Zehnder interferometers at a laser voltage of 750 volts. Even though

the input aberration increases dramatically, the return Mach-Zehnder

fringes remain fairly constant. A residual of less than .1 wave is

apparent in the return beam, even for the higher input aberrations,

indicating excellent SBS fidelity and beam quality. The beam quality (BQ)

was given a quantitative value by using the definition:

BQ - (Rp/Ra)Y1 /2  (6-1)
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:igure 6-2. SBS reflectivity as a function of input energy for various cylindrical
aberrators.

Thresh- b (diopters) he Jet (psi)

7.25 No Aberrator

12.17 .12

10.28 -.12

16.23 .25

15.48 -.25

28.98 .5

23.11 -.5

34.32 .75

27.34 -.75

5.98 0

10.65 20

14.23 30

ijre 6-3. Table of SBS threshold and aberrator power for cylindrical and helium

aberrators.
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Figure 6-5. Input and output beam quality as a function of lens power for
various cylindrical aberrators.
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wheze Rp is the focused beam radius that includes 86% of the energy for

a perfect plane wave and Ra is the radius that contains 86% of the

energy for an aberrated beam. These radii were determined from a fringe

analysis program called WISP (WYCO Interferogram Software Package)

available from the WYCO Corporation of Tucson, Arizona. The fringe

patterns were digitized and read into the WISP program. The program

performs a Zernike polynomial fit to the data and calculates the amount of

Seidel aberrations in the beam as well. It also calculates encircled

energy, a plot of energy in the focussed beam as a function of radius.

The radii for 86% of the encircled energy were used for Rp and Ra to

calculate beam quality. Plots of input beam quality and output beam

quality as a function of input energy ar, shown in Figure 6-5 for the

cylindrical lens aberrators. Notice that even though the input beam

quality may be as bad as 3.25 times diffraction limited that the corrected

beam quality is always very close to diffraction limited, BQ - 1.0,

demonstrating that SBS conjugation fidelity remains excellent over this

range of astigmatism.

The same type of experiments were performed with the 'lle-jet aberrator

as for the cylindrical lens aberrators and the results are shown in

Figures 6-6 through 6-8. Figure 6-6 shows the SBS reflectivity as a

function of input beam energy for two helium pressures. Here again, as

pressure increases (increasing aberration) reflectivity goes down and

threshold goes up (see Figure 6-3). Figure 6-7 shows input and return

Mach-Zehnder fringes for He-jet produced aberrations. The He jet produces

!hprrAtjons which are not purely cylindrical in nature. WISP analysis

s. ows that this type of aberrator produces increased amounts of defocus,

comp and spherical over cylindrical lenses with the same astigmatism.

Figure 6-8 shows that beam qualities of greater than 2.45 times the

diffraction limit are corrected to less than 1.10 times diffraction

limited by the SBS process.

6.3 Phase Conjugated Doubling Experiment

After phase conjugation in methane was characterized, a harmonic

generator was inserted into the experiment to demonstrate phase cmnjugated

doubling (Figure 6-9). The polarization properties of the beam were the

same as in the previous experiment. Thus, incoming 1.064pm radiation
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Figure 6-7. Input Fringes and SBS Return Fringes for the He-Jet Aberrator
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passed through the doubler and aberrator with vertical polarization. The

doubling crystal was oriented so that this polarization was not phase

matched; the incoming beam reads optical aberrations but is not frequency

converted. Part of this beam was picked off and interfered with a

reference beam in a Mach-Zehnder configuration as before. The input beam

was phase conjugated via SBS in methane and returned through the doubler

with a phase matched polarization. After conversion to .532/4m radiation

the beam passed back through the aberrator where the aberrations were

undone. Phase variations Of(x) sensed at the fundamental are time

reversed by SBS and come back to the doubler with equal but opposite phase

as -Of(x). When the frequency is doubled these phase variations are

alsc doubled giving -20f(x) since the field of the harmonic wave is

proportional to the square of the amplitude of the generating wave (see

Appendix B). When the conjugated save passes back through the doubler and

is converted, each wave of optical path difference (OPD) that was read on

the input pats is now read as two waves of OPD at the harmonic thereby

cancelling the -20f(x) of the conjugated phasefront. This corrected

return was moritorpd by sending a sample of the beam into the return

self-referening Mqch-Zehnder interferometer.

6.3.1 Phase Conjugated Doubling Experimental Setup

Prior to setting-up the phase conjugated harmonic conversion

experiment (PCHCE) the conversion efficiency of the CD*A doubler was

characterized. The data from this experiment is shown in Figure 6-10.

The peak efficiency observed was 5% at 340 mJ input energy. However, for

the PCHCE typical efficiencies were on the order of 2.5%, limited by the

input available from our laser and optical losses on the many experimental

components.

We noticed early on in the PCHCE that the SBS reflectivity was

reduced when the doubler was inserted in the experiment. Evidence of this

is shown in Figure 6-11, where the SBS reflectivity is monitored with and

without the doubler in place. This change in SBS performance can be

explained by the existence of a significant amount of polishing error on

the doubler's optical surfaces. An interferogram of the doubler

aberration is shown i- Figure 6-12. WISP analysis has shown that the

doubler added -.67 waves of defocus, -.09 waves of astigmatism, +.25 waves
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Figure 6-9 Schematic for harmonic doubling experiments.
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and without CD*A doubler.
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a) No aberrations,
bare interferometer

b) CD*A crystal

c) CD*A crystal with
corrector lens
(f = 8.33 m)

Figure 6-12. Correction of Doubler Aberration
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of coma and +.21 waves of spherical aberration, decreasing the beam

quality of the input from 1.0 times diffraction limited to 1.25

diffraction limited. Addition of a spherical corrector lens of -.12

diopters, shown in Figure 6-9 decreased the defocus by .33 waves, the coma

by .04 waves, and th' spherical by .12 waves, increasing the bec-m quality

to 1.08 times diffraction limited. The corrected interferogram is shown

in Figure 6-12c. All following measurements were made with the corrector

lens in place since the reflectivity returned to a higher level even

though not all aberrations were completely corrected.

The phase conjugated doubling experiment is very similar to the SBS

experiment described in section 6.2.1. The aberrator was moved upstream

to make room for the doubler and its correcting lens but kept close to the

doubler to simulate aberrations that reside in the doubler. The return

sampling arm was modified to pass only visible radiation, blocking the

infrared radiation that was not doubled. The mirrors of the return

Mach-Zehnder were originally chosen to have high reflectivity in the

visible and infrared so that realignment was minimized. The

self-referencing spatial filter aperture was reduced to compensate for the

shorter wavelength.

6.3.2 Phase Conjugated Doubling Experimental Results

SBS reflectivity and fringe patterns for phase conjugated harmonic

doubling were recorded for various cylindrical aberrators (±.12D, ±.25D,

±.5D). The reflectivity data is shown in Figure 6-13. As the power of

the cylindrical aberrator was increased the reflectivity was significantly

reduced and the threshold increased as expected from our previous SBS

experiments. Threshold numbers were obtained from linear least-squares

fits to the input energy versus output energy plots. The threshold data

is presented in Figure 6-14. Reflectivity for aberrations higher than .50

diopters was so low that doubling was not observed. The same lack of

doubling was observed when the He-jet aberrator was tried.

Notice that the reflectivity plot for no aberrator and for - .I2D

almost lie on top of each other and that negative aberrators always have

lower reflectivities than their positive counterparts. This can be

explained by the existence of a residual astigmatic doubler aberration

after correction. The corrector lens, being spherical could not correct
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Figure 6-13. SBS reflectivity, doubler with corrector in place, as a

function of input energy for various cylindrical aberrators.

!Thresh (MJ) 6 (Diooers)

8.22 No Aberrator

10 70 .25

17.74 -. 25

18 86 .5

18.19 -. 5

7 20 12

11 06 - 12

Table 6-14. Table of thresholds for various cylindrical O
aberrators obtained during phase conjugated
doubling experiment.
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astigmatic doubler aberrations. The WISP analysis shows a -.09 wave

astigmatic aberration after correction. Such a residual would be additive

for negative aberrators reducing reflectivity and subtractive for positive

aberrators increasing reflectivity.

Interferometer fringes were also recorded for the phase conjugate

doubling experiment; rcpresentative samples are shown Li Figure 6-15.

These types of fringes were digitized and analyzed using the WISP program,

which calculated beam quality as previously described. Figure 6-16 shows

how input and return beam quality vary with input energy for 0 - ±.12D.

There is not a significant increase in beam quality for the ±.12 D cases

shown until -1.5 times SBS threshold is reached. Similar plots for

increased aberrator power are not shown because the threshold became high

enough that few return data points could be obtained over a range of input

energies. Data shown in Figure 6-17 was obtained for a laser amplifier

voltage of 700 volts which was near the maximum capability for our

system. Figures 6-17a and b show beam quality as a function of aberrator

power in diopters for both cylindrical and spherical lens aberrators.

These plots show that for cylindrical aberrators producing input beam

qualities of up to 2.7 diffraction limited, return beam qualities of less

0 than 1.2 times diffraction limited were obtained and spherical lens

aberrators resulting in beam qualities of up to 7.0 diffraction limited

were almost perfectly corrected.

. - - d Zil at of A ~tgmatic Beams.

6.4.1 Model Description

Stimu1.ated Brillouin scattering of astigmatic waves was modeled using

the BRIWON code. Since BRIWON is a two dimensional code (1 transverse and

1 propagation) and astigmatism is a 3-dimensional effect, the code was

modified to simulate an astigmatic beam by decoupling focusing along the

two transverse axes. This was achieved by employing the regular

wave-optic focus and creating a second geometric focus in the transverse

dimension orthogonal to that used to calculate fidelity. The separation

between the two foci was varied to simulate different amounts of

astigmatism. The intensity at the geometric focus was calculated based on

a spot sizP equal to that calculated from diffraction theory and the depth
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Figure 6-17a. Input and Return Beam Quality for Various Cylindrical
Lenses
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Figure 6-17b. Input and Return Beam Quality for Various Spherical
Lenses.
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of focus was chosen to be equa: to the Rayleigh range. Figure 6-18 shows

a sketch of the modeled bear geometry at the focal region, and a three

dimensional plot of the intensity in the SBS cell (the SBS gain has been

set to zero to eliminate pump depletion). Note that the intensity diagram

indicates that the model has a tendency to underestimate the peak

intensity at the geometric focus as "ompared to the wave optics focus, but

the respective gIL products which determine the overall gain in the focal

regions are comparable.

Another limitation of BRIWON is the fact that it is a steady state

code. Thus, the threshold power predicted by the code may be

significantly lower than that measured experimentally if the phonon

lifetime of the SBS medium is comparable to the pump pulse width

(transient regime). At 60 atmospheres of methane, where most of the

experiments wer ' perfnrmed, the phonon lifetime is approximately 10 ns,

and is roughly equal to the purp pulse width. Under these conditions the

anticipated threshold energy can be approximated by:

Eth - N'rph P ss (6-2)

where N is a number on the order of 5-10 for BQ < 1.5, r ph is the phonon

lifetime and Pss is the calculated steady-state SBS threshold power.

Since rph is roughly equal to the pulse width, the ratio of

Ptransient/Pss should be approximately N. Thus, when comparing the

threshold powers calculated by the model to those observed experimentally,

the factor N should be incorporated. The threshold power observed

experimentally was .6-.7 MW (6-7 mJ), and the calculated steady state

threshold power was 80 KW; this corresponds to a vilue for N of

approximately 8.

6.4.2 Modeling Results

Two sets of experimental conditions were modeled, The first was a

series of runs calculating the reflectance, beam quality and threshold

power of an incident beam with varying amounts of astigmatism ranging

from .1 to .4 diopters. The second was a calculation of the beam quality

as a function of input power for a fixed astigmatism of .37 diopters. For

* the latter case the maximum power level used was roughly 10 times the
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Figure 6-18a. Focussing geometry simulated by
BRIWON model.
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Figure 6-18b. Pump beam intensity profile in
the focal region.
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threshold, beyond which the code diverged. Where possible, the parameters

used for the model calculations matched those used for the experiments.

Figure 6-19 shows a representative output from BRIWON for a case with

.37 diopters of astigmatism, and at a power level four times the

unaberrated threshold. It consists of the nearfield and farfield

intensity profiles for both pump and Stokes beams, and a phase profile of

the Stokes beam. It shows a virtually flat wavefront ove: the large

majority of the Stokes beam aperture and an increase in the farfield spot

size of the Stokes beam primarily due to the reduction in Stokes aperture

size. In addition, BRIWON calculates the SBS reflectance and the

threshold power (power transmitted through the cell), which for this case

are .17 and 270 KW respectively.

Figures 6-20, 6-21 and 6-22 summarize the model calculations. Figure

6-20 shows the calculated SBS reflectance and the change in threshold

power as a function of astigmatism. Tho reduction in reflectance is a

direct result of the increase in the threshold, and correlates well with

the experimental results (see section 6.5). Figure 6-21 shows the Stokes

beam quality as a function of astigmatism; it predicts excellent beam

quality for all cases with a slight trend toward decreased beam quality at

higher aberrations. As mentioned above, the increase in the far field

spot size of the Stokes beam is primarily due to a reduction in aperture

size while the wavefront remains virtually flat over most of the Stokes

aperture for all cases. Since the main experimental diagnostic used for

measuring fidelity has been interferometry (wavefront OPD), the

experimental results are expected to be unaffected by such an effect.

Figure 6-22 shows the beam quality for .37 diopters of astigmatism as a

function pump energy. It shows an initial improvement in beam quality as

the process moves away from threshold also followed by a trend toward

decreased beam quality at higher powers. This is expected because of the

high intensities at the front focus (geometric focus) which is in the near

field of the wave optics dimension of the beam. If the overall gain in

this region is high enough (gIL > 25), a Stokes beam can grow without

benefit of all the phase information that would ordinarily be coAed in the

far field intensity profile. Higher energy runs are expected to show more

dramatic effects but this requires substantial code modifications and is

* beyond the scope of this effort.
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Figure 6-19a. Normalized

for pump and return Stokes
beams.

Figure 6-19b. Phase plot
of Stokes beam.
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6.5 Conclusions

The PCHCE has demonstrated that phase conjugated doubling is a viable

process i.e. that doubler aberrations sensed at the fundamental wavelength

can be phase conjugated and corrected on the doubling pass. We have also

shown that SBS and PCHC can handle up to one diopter of defocus and one

diopter of astigmatism. The major problem uncovered in the PCHC process

is the reduction of SBS reflectivity with increasing astigmatism.

This reduction in reflectivity has been successfully modeled with the

BRIWON code. Figure 6-23 shows a comparison of reflectivity as a function

of aberrator power as predicted by BRIWON and as observed in the

experiment. Trends in the data are accurately predicted by BRIWON,

however there is discrepancy in reflectance magnitude. Since the model

assumes strictly monochromatic light and the experiment is performed with

some finite frequency bandwidth, we would expect the model to predict a

higher reflectivity. Figure 6-24 compares experimental results and

theoretical predictions of return beam quality as a function of

astigmatism. Again, there is good agreement between BRIWON's predictions

and experimental observations.

BRIWON also predicts that for higher energy beams than available in

our experiments that near field cmnjugation may reduce SBS fidelity. If

conjugation occurs in the near field, then not all the phase information

has been converted into intensity information when reflection occurs and

the return beam will not be time reversed. If this occurs then aberrations

cannot be completely corrected. Our experiment has never been able to

reach these conditions because of limited laser power. The predicted

fidelity reduction due to near field conjugation may limit the expected

correctable aberration in high power laser beams unless the coherence

length of the laser is substantially longer than the separation of the two

foci.

0
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7.0 50 WATT WAVELENGTH AGILE Nd:YAG LASER

RAPID TURN-ON ANALYSIS

Wavelength agile solid state lasers in the 50 watt range (1 J @ 50

Hz) are transmitter candidates for a variety of tactical applications.

These lasers are typically Nd:host lasers where wavelength agility is

provided through a combination of harmonic conversion and Raman shifting.

Many of these application require rapid turn-on (<2 seconds) from a

standby condition to full performance and all components must be designed

to meet this requirements.

In this section we analyze the thermal response of a 1 J, 50 Hz,

Nd:YAG laser equipped with a frequency doubler and a D2 Raman converter

to provide output at 1.06mm, .53Am, and .62Am. A thermal analysis

of each component has been performed to determine the medium temperature

variations as a function of time (particularly for time greater than 2 s)

and the corresponding optical path differences (OPD). An assessment is

made whether these OPDs can be corrected with fixed aberrator plates, or

dynamic aberration correction techniques such as phase conjugation are

needed. A target residual OPD of A/10 has been selected for times

longer than 2 seconds.

The system analyzed contains three primary components that are

susceptible to thermally induced optical aberrations: the laser slab, the

frequency doubling crystal, and the Raman cell. In addition, temperature

nonuniformities in the doubling crystal can cause a change in the

refractive indices resulting in a phase mismatch and reduction in

conversion efficiency. The system under consideration already

incorporates design features that minimize thermal degradation of the beam

and the start up transient time. The laser slab is 0.6 cm thick by 2.5 cm

wide by 15 cm long. The large thermal diffusivity of Nd:YAG and the small

thickness keep this slab nearly isothermal, with a short time to steady

state. A zig-zag beam path through this slab averages the OPD in the pump

(thickness) direction, so that the residual OPD is reduced by more than an

order of magnitude.

CD*A and KD*P were evaluated as doubling crystals candidates. CD*A

was chosen as the primdry candidate because it reaches steady state faster

and has a lower maximum OPD than KD*P. However, KD*P is retained as a
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candidate because it has a lower equivalent acceptance angle (relative

phase mismatch) than CD*A, so that conversion efficiency is less sensitive

to thermal variations. To minimize thermal gradients, the doubling

crystal dimensions were selected to be only slightly larger than the 0.6

cm by 2.5 cm beam dimensions, with a 50% conversion efficiency (3.0 cm

long for CD*A or 4.9 cm long for type I KD*P).

The Raman cell is designed for a conversion efficiency of 50% and

has a pumped region 0.6 cm by 0.625 cm by 50 cm long. The inside wall

dimensions of the cell are also slightly larger than the pumped region to

promote efficient heat removal. The Raman medium is 10 atmospheres of

D , which has large thermal conductivity and diffusivity.

Each of these components would have minimal amounts of aberration at

the start time that build up to the maximum aberration at steady state.

Fixed phase plates can be used to correct the steady state aberrations so

that in the presence of the plates, it is the initial isothermal standby

condition that has the largest amount of aberrations. The optical quality

improves as the system approaches steady state from standby mode. For sys-

tem components where steady state is not reached within 2 s of turn on,

the abirrations are minimized when the fixed phase corrector plates are

selected to correct for the aberration that is halfway between that at 2 s

and that at full steady state.

The following are time dependent temperature and OPD calculations

for each of the components described above, as well as a calculation of

the phase mismatch in the doubling crystal. The results are tabulated in

Figure 7.1.

7.1 Thermal Gradient Analysis

The maximum temperature difference (center to beam edge) for both the

laser slab and the doubling crystal, and an upper bound temperature

difference for the Raman cell, is given by

Qvb
2

ATmax
2k

and the temperature profile in the x direction at steady state is

AT - ATmax[ l-(b)
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Nd:YAG CD*A KD*P D 2

Total heat load, Q (W) 125 0.68 1.5 2 .

Heat pe unit volume, 5.6E6 front: 2.0E5 2.7E5 1.2E5
Qv (W/m ) back: I.OE5 1.3E5

Maximum temperature thickness: 1.92 front: 0.45 0.63 2.4
difference (K) widch: 0.03 back: 0.23 0.32

Time to 90% of steady state 1.9 6.5 9.0 0.73

temperature (s)

Percent of steady state at 2 s 92% 50% 40% 99.7%

Maximum refractive index thickness: 1.4E-5 8.7E-6 2.OE-5 1.0E-5
difference width: 2.2E-7

Equivalent acceptance angle due -- 0.929 0.016 --
to temperature variations (mrad)

Optical path difference (nm) 34 260 750 5194

Maximum OPD after fixed correction 1.4 65 225 7.8
and t > 2 s (nm)

Figure 7-1. Predicted thermal performance of various components of

50 W solid state laser.
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where Qv is the heat per unit volume, b - 3 mm is the beam half

thickness, and k is the thermal conductivity. The thermal profile from

center to beam edge at various times is shown in dimensionless form in

Figure 7-2 (from Reference 71, page 131). The dimensionless times

numbered on these curves are xt/b2 , where x is thermal

diffusivity. The thermal properties of the component materials are

tabulated in Figure 7-3.

7.2 Thermal Profiles in the Laser Slab

The Nd:YAG slab uses a zig-zag path to eliminate the optical path

differences through the 6 mm thickness. However, there are also

temperature variations along the 2.5 cm width. These edges are insulated

from the heat sink with RTV. The solution to this conduction problem, a

volumetrically heated slab with cooled sides and cooling exterior to

insulation along the edges, is given in Reference 7.1, page 171. For the

present Nd:YAG slab with 1/16 or 1/8 inch of RTV on the edges, the steady

state center to edge temperature profile, shown in Figure 7-4, is a small

fraction (2-3%) of the maximum temperature difference of 1.9 K through the

thickness (Figure 7-1). The temperature variations penetrate about 3 mm

in from the edges. The center to edge OPD is only 34 nm (A/30) for the

Nd:YAG slab, and most of this OPD is easily corrected.

7.3 Thermal Effects in the Doubling Crystal

The CD*A and KD*P doublers studied are Type I cut, uniaxial

crystals. The doubling crystal is phase matched (IR to green) by aligning

che beam along one ordinary axis, and rotating the crystal about this axis

by an angle 0, so that

n2wt) - nw

where

2 2

1 co 0L + sin e
2w 2 2w 2 2w 2

[n (O)j (no ) (ne)

0 e
so that
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x/b

KoIaure 7-2. Temperatures in the slaD -b~'x( b wit constant heat

production at the rate A0 per unit vclume and zero

surface temperature. The numbers on the curves are

values of <t/b2. (from reference 7.1)

Nd:YAG CD*A KDf*P D

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 13 2.0 1.9 0.13Q

Thermal diffusivity (m 2/s) 4.6E-6 1.3E-6 9.4E-7 1.15E-5

Absorption coefficient (m ) - 0.6 0.8 -

dn/dT (K') 7.3E-6 -2.6E-5 -3.3E-5 -4,36E-6

Figure 7-3. Thermal properties of component materials.
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0 - Sin - I  o o

n2w) -2  (n2w )
-2

e 0

This angle is 94.9 ° for CD*A and 36.8 ° for KD*P. The refractive

indices and their temperature derivatives are given in Figure 7-5.

The doubling crystals absorb at 1.06 pm, but not at 0.53 gm.

Thus, the volumetric heating at the front end (before conversion) is much

greater than at the rear. The volumetric heating rate profile is given by

Qv(X) - lo7(1-")

where Io is the slab laser output intensity, 7 is the absorption

coefficient, and q is the cumulative conversion efficiency up to length

x. The conversion efficiency is given in Figure 7-6. The temperature

variations across the thickness of the crystal cause peak-to-valley

optical path differences of 0.26 pm for CD*A or 0.75 pm for KD*P;

these OPDs can be reduced by a factor of 3 or 4 with fixed aberrator

plates. The temperature variation also causes a maximum (front end)

refractive index mismatch (IR to green) equivalent to a 0.929 mrad

acceptance angle for CD*A or 0.016 mrad for KD*P. CD*A is better in terms

of OPD, but KD*P is better in terms of refractive index mismatch (IR to

green), an important consideration for efficiency.

7.4 Thermal Gradients in the Raman Cell

The 0.6 cm by 2.5 cm beam is collapsed to 0.6 cm by 0.625 cm before

entering the Raman cell. This increased intensity results in gIL - 13.3

for a L - 50 cm cell length, where g is the Raman gain coefficient (g -

2 x 10- 9 cm/W for 10 atmospheres of D2), and I is the intensity

corresponding to a 10 ns pulse duration.

The Raman cell is heated by the energy defect betwcen the 0.53 pm

input and the 0.63 pm output radiation. Thus, the heat load is 18% of

the converted output energy. With a conversion efficiency of 50% (optical

output of 0.25 J/pulse at 50 Hz), this heat load is 2.25 W. The cell is

cooled from four sides. This conduction problem, a volumetrically heated
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CD*A KD*P
1.06 pm 0.53 pm 1.06 Mm 0.53 pm

n ordinary 1.54995 1.5694 1.49314 1.5075
dn/dT ordinary -2.54E-5 -2.56E-5 -3.17E-5 -3.32E-5

n extraordinary 1.53413 1.5498 1.45824 1.4685
dn/dT extraordinary -2.27E-5 -1.84E-5 -2.24E-5 -2.66E-5

Figure 7-5. Refractive indices of the two candidate doubling

materials at the fundamental and second harmonic

wavelengths.

x (cm)
CD*A KD*P

0-0 0.00 0.00
0.5 3.00 4.92
0.6 3.51 5.75
0.7 4.12 6.75
0.8 4.91 8.06
0.9 6.19 10.15

Figure 7-6. Conversion efficiency as a function of interaction

length in the two candidate doubling materials.

This efficiency is important for calculating heating

due to absorption at the fundamental wavelength.
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rectangle with cooled sides, is solved in Reference 7.1, page 171. The

maximum temperature difference is 2.4 K. However, 99,7% of the steady

state temperature is reached at 2 s, so that the resulting OPD is almost

completely correctable with fixed aberrator plates.

Natural convection is not expected in the Raman cell, because the

heating rate is very low. For horizontal fluid layers, the onset of

natural convection occurs at an internal Rayleigh number of 583 (see

Reference 7.2). The internal Rayleigh number in the Raman cell would be

44, and thus would be stable (stagnant gas with the conduction solutions

being valid) by a wide margin. However, the stability to natural

convection is not presently known for other, non-horizontal Raman cell

orientations. The occurrence of natural convection would reduce the

temperature variations slightly and shift the temperature profile. This

temperature shift would be orientation dependent and may be difficult to

predict. The Raman cell OPD correction with fixed aberrator plates would

be limited by the uncertainty or the variability of this temperature

profile shift. However, it would still be possible to reduce the OPD by

about an order of magnitude. A conclusion of this work is to either keep

the Raman cell horizontal or investigate whether natural convection exists

in this system and determine its influence on the temperature profile for

other Raman cell orientations.

7.5 Conclusions

In summary, the analysis has shown that the turn-on time of the

system studied is limited by the transient response of the doubling

crystal resulting in residual OPD of A/8 at .5 3pm. This OPD is the

maximum expected when an appropriate phase corrector plate is used. The

iaser slab and the Raman cell reach 92% and 99% of steady state within 2 s

respectively, and can therefore be well corrected by using fixed phased

plates if there is a fixed mode of operation. In Section 6 we showed that

aberrations in the doubler can be dynamically corrected by using SBS phase

conjugation. This is an option that can be used if the residual

aberration calculated above is unacceptable or if higher or variable

repetition rates are desired.

* The single element that cannot be corrected through phase conjugation

is the temperature induced phase mismatch in the doubling crystal. The
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results shown in Figure 7.1 indicate that while the induced mismatch in

CD*A is barely within the acceptance angle of the crystal (1 mrad), KD*P

has a significant margin in this area and can be used in conjunction with

phase conjugation to provide efficient, near diffraction limited beams at

power levels even higher than that assumed here.

Finally, it should be pointed cit that the predicted performance

summarized in Figure 7-1 is a function of the average heat load, and

therefore applies to any reasonable energy/repetition-rate combination

yielding the same average power. In addition, the calculated OPDs are

directly proportional to the heat load so performance at higher powers can

be directly scaled from these results.
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8.0 10 JOULE Nd:GLASS MOPA DESIGN

In this section we present the preliminary design of a 10 J, 5 Hz,

phase conjugated, Nd:glass MOPA system. The design consists of a one

dimensional analysis using modified versions of the Frantz-Nodvik

equations suitable for zig-zag slab amplifiers. The main goal of the

analysis is to provide a preliminary estimate of size and shape of the

amplifier stages as well as the overall extraction efficiency. Phase

conjugation is incorporated to improve the beam quality, but is included

in the analysis only to the extent that it introduces some losses and

makes the the system into a 2-pass MOPA; the issue of beam quality is not

addressed explicitly.

To minimize the number of amplifier stages, we have assumed that the

amplifier chain includes a Nd:YLF preamplifier. Because of the relatively

high gains and low saturation fluences available in crystalline hosts, the

Nd:YLF allows quick and efficient amplification of the beam to the 1 Joule

level and provides the high fluence input necessary for saturating the

Nd:glass amplifiers. Figure 8-1 illustrates the MOPA system analyzed.

To provide high repetition rates (5 Hz) and minimize the thermally

induced aberrations, the preamp and amplifier gain media were designed to

be zig-zag slabs. To describe the growth of the fluence as it passes

through these amplifiers, a modified version of the Frantz-Nodvik

equation (Reference 8.1) is needed which incorporates the folded

propagation geometry characteristic of zig-zag slabs.

To be able to produce this equation in closed form, the propagating

beam must fill the slab gain volume. This can be achieved by the

appropriate selection of the angle at which the ends of the slabs are cut,

and adjusting the angle of the input beam relative to the horizontal to

maintain Brewster angle at the slab entrance. This is illustrated in

Figure 8-2. The ray is incident at the Brewster angle 0, and the angle 9

is chosen so that it is the same as the total internal reflection (TIR)

angle at the bottom slab surface. a is the angle of the internal ray with

the normal to the slab face. Inverting Snell's law gives

sin 4
a - sin-( ) (8-1)

n
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Nd:GLASS (2) Nd:GLASS (1) Nd:YLF SBS CELL

Figure 8-1. Schematic layout of 10 J Nd:glass MOPA inalysis.

0Q

J /] -

Figure 8-2. Input and propagation geometry of the optical beam

through a zig-zag slab medium.
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where n is the refractive index of the slab material. Figure 8-2 shows

O that

26 + a + w/2 - r or

W 1 sin
6 - - - -sin'(- ) (8-2)

4 2 n

From this equation- we find that 8 for Nd:YFL is 29 degrees, and 6 for

Nd:glass is 28 degrees.

The slab is pumped only over an interior region with vertical faces,

of area, A, given by the transverse dimensions of the slab, as illustrated

in Figure 8-3. This geometry is equivalent to a vertically infinite gain

region, with overlapping rays propagating at an angle ±6 relative to the

horizontal. This geometry can be analyzed in closed form because it is in

essence a one-dimensional problem. The derivation of the modified

Frantz-Nodvik equation corresponding to this geometry is presented in

Appendix C. The result is0

Wout - EsAcos In i1 + e Ieins c]i (8-3)

where Win and Wout are the input and output energies, Es is the

saturation fluence, A is the area of the vertical face of the pumped

region (Figure 8-4), g. is the unsaturated (small signal) gain, L is the

length of the pumped region, and 0 is the TIR angle made by the rays with

the top or bottom faces of the slab, as in Figure 8-2.

We start the analysis by assuming that the energy gained on the input

first pass to the SBS cell through the amplifiers is negligible, i.e., the

population inversions are unaffected by this pass. We will start the

analysis with the outgoing second pass, then later go back and calculate

what the initial input energy had to be for consistency. We will further

make reasonable assumptions on the unsaturated gain in each slab medium

and a damage threshold for the input fluence. These assumptions are

tabulated along with other fundamental parameters in Figure 8-5.

2
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PUMPED ,
REGION

K / ,/

Figure 8-3. Ray propagation in the slab and the equivalent

geometry used for the derivation of a modified

Frantz-Nodvik equation.

vertical face area, A

pumped region length

Figure 8-4. Geometry of the pumping region showing the vertical

face area, A, and the pumping length, L. 0
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Parameter Nd-Glass YLF

Stimulated emission

cross section

a (cm2) 3 .9Xl0-2 0  l.8xlOu'g

Unsaturated gain

go Noa (cm'1) .05 .20

Wave length

A (cm) l.05x10 4  l.05x10-4

Photon Energy

hi, - hc/A (J) 1.91Xl0-19  1.91X10-19

Saturation Fluence

E- hv/a (J/cm 2 ) 4L90 1.06

Damage Fluence

Ed (j/CM2) 10 10

Figure 8.5. Table of Parameters Used for the 10J MOPA Design
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For the high gain Nd:YLF preamplifier, we first require that there be

no amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), a condition usually satisfied

when goL : 3. If we assume that g0L - 2.4 (80% of the ASE limit), the

pumped length L is 12 cm based on the gain assumed in Figure 8-5. For the

Nd-YLF section to operate as a true preamplifier, we require that it

provide nearly exponential growth. Using Equation 8-3 above, we can

calculate Wout as a function of the cross-sectional area, A, of the slab

for a given input energy, in this case 0.1 J at the entrance of the Nd:YLF

slab on the outgoing pass. This input energy is the return from the SBS

cell and represents 1% of the final output of the MOPA. Thus, it is

consistent with the assumption that no significant energy depletion occurs

on the input pass through the amplifier chain.

The results are shown in Figure 8-6, which shows signal gain and also

shows the extraction efficiency. A slab with a very large A would give

truly exponential growth but would have very low efficiency and would not

be practical in terms of crystal growth; a small A would give excell I...

efficiency but no signal growth and would be difficult to pump. An area

of I cm2 was chosen as a reasonable compromise with a corresponding output

energy of 0.94 J and an efficiency of 0.33. S
We want maximum efficiency for the two Nd:glass stages, and so their

dimensions will be adjusted to achieve this end. We define

Wn - the input energy for the nth stage

Wn' - the output energy for the nth stage

where n - I and 2 represent the first and second amplifiers respectively.

The overall efficiency of the glass amplifiers is

W 2 ' W1
S- (8-4)

hL-No (LI A, +L 2A 2 )

where Lr and An are the length and area of the nth stage, hv is the

photon energy, and No is the inversion density (assumed the same in both

stages) From Equation 8-4, we see that to maximize c we need to minimize

LIA I +L 2 A 2 . Toward this end we invert equation 8-3 to find

L - coso I exp]Wnut/(EsAcos9)]- (8-5)

go exp[Win/(EsAcos0)j -1
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0.9 Energy

0.9

z 0.7 -Design

Point

2, Efficiency

E1,, =.1 J
9, = 0.2 cm
L = 12 cm

C1 5

~S3-SEC~C4A REA (CM2

Figure 8-6. Extracted energy and extraction efficiency in the

Nd:YLF preamplifier as a function of the slab cross-

sectional area.
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Next, to achieve maximum efficiency, it is desirable that the fluence

Es be as close to the damage fluence, Ed, as possible to maximize the

stimulated emission. Therefore, we impose on the output energies the

additional requirement,

Wn ' - Edn (8-6)

with - 0.8 providing a 20% safety margin. Using Equation 8-6 in 8-5 to

eliminate An in favor of Wn', we obtain

(LA +L2A2) - x + ln - (8-7)
W2 1'cos2 [e X_1 [efiX-lJ

where

X - Wr0/W 2 1

- Ed/(Escosg)

- 6(Wl/W 2 ')

K - e)-l.

To maximize the overall efficiency, we need to minimize the right hand

side of this equation as a function of X. By using the parameters in

Figure 8-5, and evaluating the above as a function X, we find that the

minimum occurs for X - .40. From Equations 8-5 and 8-6 we also find

coso K1
L1 -- In - 40.4 cm, (8-8)

go [ex/XiJ

and

coso r K1
L2  - n j - 28.0 cm (8-9)

go [e X-2
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From the definition of X, we have

Wl' - XW 2 ' - 4 J

and from Equation 8-6 we get

W,

A, - -- 0.5 cm 2  (8-10)
Ed

A2 - - - 1.25 cm2 , (8-11)

SEd

where we have taken W 2' to be 10 J, the desired final output. The gain

requirement to avoid ASE is satisfied for these two stages: goL 1 and goL 2

are 2.0 and 1.4 respectively, both well below the limit of 3.

Once the appropriate design parameters for the final pass are

established, the required initial energy input on the first pass must be

calculated. Solving Equation 8-3 for Win, we find

Win - EsACOS8 In I + e - 0L/cos Wout/EsAcos (8-12)

Using Equation 8-12 and the numbers calculated above, we find that the

required (first pass) input energy for the Nd:YLF stage is 9.7 mJ (which

accounts for an SBS reflectivity of .7), for the 1st Nd:glass stage it is

1.0 mJ, and, finally, the required input energy from the master oscillator

to the 2nd Nd:glass stage is 0.20 mJ.

The stored energy in any stage is

Wst o - h&NoLA (8-13)

Using Figure 8-5 and the calculated values of L,A, we find
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Wsto(Nd:YLF) - 2.57 J

Wsto(Nd:glassl) - 4.93 J

Wsto(Nd:glass2) - 8.54 J

From the stored energies calculated above, we see that the fractional

energy removed from the Nd:YLF on the input pass is less than 4% and that

from the Nd:glass stages is less than 1%. Thus, the approximation of

neglecting the first pass energy depletion when calculating the second

pass results is satisfactory.

The overall efficiency of the system is

W 2

- (8-14)
Wsto(Nd:YLF) + Wsto(Nd:glassl) + Wsto(Nd:glass 2)

10
- 0.62

2.57 + 4.93 + 8.54

which is a reasonable value for such a system.

Finally we should examine these results to see if they are practical

enough to be implemented in an actual system. The first issue at hand is

the aspect ratio of the TIR surfaces of the two glass amplifiers. If we

assume that thermal dissipation requirements limit the thickness of the

slab to approximately 0.S cm, the width of the glass slabs are 1.0 cm and

2.5 cm for the first and second stages respectively, corresponding to

aspect ratios of 40 and 11. This type of a geometry is very hard to

polish to the surface figures required by typical zig-zag slabs.

Furthermore, the small width makes it nearly impossible to efficiently

pump at the energy levels required. These problems are eliminated if the

amplifiers are folded as shown in Figure 8-7. If the first ampli'ier is

folded twice (three sections), the length of the slab becomes 13.5 cm and

the width becomes 3 cm which is very typical of slab dimensions commonly

used. Similarly, the second amplifier can be folded once, requiring a 14

x 5 cm slab. Except for minor losses in turning optics to accomplish the

folding process, the folded geometry preserves the goL product of each

amplifier and does not change the extraction efficiency.

0
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SPumped Region -

L~ 13.4 cm

Pumnped
Region
H 3 cm

Nd:glass Amplifier 1

4-Pumped Region *
Lz 14cm

Pumped
Region
H -5 cm

Nd:giass Amplifier 2

Figure 8-7. Folding geometries of the two Nd:glass slab amplifiers.
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Not addressed in the above analysis are losses at the various optical

surfaces which are necessitated by such a system. Since the above 0
analysis is intended to provide a preliminary estimate of the design

parameters, assumptions were made regarding the gain and the damage

threshold, and the input energy was calculated to provide 10 J of output

energy. In reality, both the input energy and the gain in the amplifiers

can be varied over a wide range, and the assumed damage threshold is

conservative. Therefore, losses in the optical elements can be

compensated by introducing small changes in these parameters without

significantly changing the overall performance of the system. Figure 8-8

summarizes the results of the analysis and the key parameters in the 10 J

MOPA design.

References:

8.1 L. M. Frantz and J. S. Nodvik, J. Appl. Phys. 14, 2346 (1963).
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Parameter Preamplifier Am=lifier 1 Amplifier 2

Medium Nd:YLF Nd:glass Nd:glass

Slab dimensions (cm) .5 X 2 X 12 .5 X 3 X 13.5 .5 X 5 X 14

; passes (non overlapping) 1 3 2

Gain length (cm, unfolded) 12 40.4. 28

Stored Energy (J) 2.6 4.9 8.5

Ein, 1st pass (J) 9.6 X 10-
3  9.8 x 10

.4  2.0 X 10-
4

Eou t ist pass (J) .14 9.6 X 10-
3  9.8 X 10-

4

SBS reflectance .70

Ein 2nd pass (J) .1 .94 4

Eou t 2nd pass (J) .94 4 10

Efficiency .33 .62 .71

Overall efficiency -- .62

Figure 8-8. Summary of 10 J MOPA design parameters.
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APPENDIX A: ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF

OTHER NLOT FINAL REPORT VOLUMES

This appendix reproduces the DD Form 1473 and summaries of the other

two volumes comprising the Nonlinear Optics Technology program final

report. The first volume, Nonlinear Optics Technology Area I: FWM

Technology, has already been submitted and is available through the

Defense Technical Information Center as report number ADA174112. The work

reported here is closely related to that reported in this other volume.

Because its contents are largely unrelated to the effort described in

this volume of the report, the second volume, Nonlinear Optics Technology.

Phase I. Area 2, is being submitted under separate cover at the same time

as this report.

0
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Four wave mixing (FWM) performance in Na vapor was evaluated in the

strong pumping regime (l>>Isat) required for typical applications related

to point-to-point optical links. Gain (w reflectivity), imaging fidelity,

and noise crosstalk were measured and analyzed under several conditions to

obtain an engineering data base for potential tactical applications such as

communications, surveillance, and guidance systems.

Results include !230% reflectivity and 15 line pair/mm imaging

resolution, both the highest reported to date with cw pumping in low

density Na vapor. The observed resolution was limited by the pixel

spacing of our video camera. Ten lp/mm resolution was obtained after

passing the input image through a 65 A aberrator. Noise crosstalk was

obser-able only when the combined signal/noise powers were large enough to

saturate the phase conjugate return signal via pump depletion. Under

these conditions, a degenerate, coherent noise beam 3x stronger than the

signal beam produced only a 21% reduction in the intensity of the phase

conjugate signal, and this degree of crosstalk decreased rapidly as the

pump/noise angle increased.

The experiments were performed with pump and probe beams that were

derived from a single, 800 mW, CW ring dye laser (Coherent 699-21) oper-

ating narrowband (-4 MHz) or broadband (2GHz) near the 589 nm D2 resonance

line in Na. Pump intensities ranged from 60-130 w/cm 2 ; focused beam

diameters of 0.2-1 mm i/e2 produced intensities of 103-104 Isat which

p3wer broadened the Na linewidths to 30-100x of their collision-free width

of 62.5 MHz. An on-line Lamb Dip diagnostic monitored laser frequency

relative to the resonance line with 50 MHz accuracy. Vapor densities in

the i012-i01 3/cm3 range were tested in quartz and pyrex cells with path-

lengths varying from 1 mm to 10 cm. Highest reflectivity was obtained

with no buffer gas; He buffer pressures up to 50 torr were used.

The reflectivity of DFWM in Na vapor was measured versus frequency

offset from resonance, pump intensity, pump/probe angle, and pump band-

width. With a 300 mW, I MHz pump two reflectivity peaks were observed on

the Na D2 line, one on the low frequency side of the 2-3 hyperfine

transition and one on the high frequency side of 1-0 transition. Their

2
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FT1-Ms were -2.2 GHz and 1.4 GHz respectively; the 2-3 reflectivity peak

was about 20% of the 1-0 maximum. Little or no refiec-'vity was observed

on the other four hyperfine transitions of the D2 line because opul:-l

pumping depletes the ground state populations of these lines. The strong

linear absorption of the medium (coL = 200) eliminated a conjugate return

i"'2.5~~~ r'"nyrnz that o\-trlaps t~l~~~a. CL, -

1-0 lines which are separated by 1.7 GHz. An increase of pump power from

300 to 450 mW increased the 2-3 and 1-0 reflectivity maxima by 20% and 12>

respectively, the corresponding bandwidths went up by 18% and 50% respec-

tively, and the gap between the two peaks narrowed to 1.2 GHz. The latter

resul, is due to increased saturation of the linear absorption in th.

region. A maximum reflectivity of 230% was obtained on the 1-0 hyperfine

transition with the peak occurring 0.9 GH on the high frequency side of

the transition line center.

Self action effects were observed aq increases in the divergences

of both the transmitted pump beams and the phase conjugate return. Self

focusing, which occurs on the high frequency side of a transition,

increases the effective pump intensity on the 1-0 line and is the reason

the reflectivity there is higher than on the 2-3 line. The low frequenc.

side of the 2-3 line is subject to self defocusing, which reduces the

effective pump intensity there. As expected, the 2-3 line, which has a

larger oscillator strength and degeneracy factor, exhibits the higher

reflectivity at lower pump intensities where self action effects are

negligible.

The reflectivity FwHM versus pump/probe angle was measured to be -2 2

mrad with 1/sin 2 0 dependence for angles greater than 13 mrad. This

dependence, which is predicted for a homogeneously broadened system,

is also shown to be expected for angles : Awpb/AwD, the ratio of the power-

broadened homogeneous width to the inhomogeneous width (= 0.2 at our test

conditions). With 2 GHz bandwidth pumps, reflectivities as high as 20%

were measured and the FWHM vs pump/probe angle doubled to - 4.5 mrad.

Simultaneous degenerate and nondegenerate FWM interactions are believed to

contribute to the broadband response.

An active tracking demonstration showed automatic tracking over a 50

mrad field of view at angular scan rates in excess of 100 rad/s. Residual

tracking error was less than our detection limit of 1 rad.

2
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Noise mechanisms intrinsic to the F-. process were studied by

introducing a second probe (noise) beam into the phase ccnjugation region.

Intensity crosstalk, which occurs when the presence of a noise beam

changes the phase conjugate reflectivity of the signal beam, was observed

and characterized. Saturation of the nonlinearity and/or pump depletion

oroduce intensity crosstalk when hizh Drob- inte-sities are used " >

0.1 1pum). A maximum .1% reduczion in the phase conjugate signal was

observed a? a noise/signal intensity razio cf 3:1 and noise/signal angular

separation of 13 mra" Variation of signal, .: and pump polarizations

had no affect on the degree of rtak. Reflected phase cor.ugate power

saturates as the probe/pump intensity ratio is c d from 0.02 to 0.3,

this saturation curve can be used to 7redict intensi Cr L-1- levels.

Our analysis indicates there is no mechanism for phase crrsstalk-tve .

signal and noise beam, and none was oberved.

Spatial crosstalk is defined as the transfer of tiansverse intensi:-:

patterns from a ncise be- t phase conjugate signal wave. This was

studied by imprinting a 2.8 line pair/mm, three bar imaga from an Air

-rce resolution target onto a 6 mW noise beam, and looking for t!at

image pattern in the phase conjugate return of a 1 mW signal; none was

observed. Intensity crosstalk reduced the contrast in the phase conjugate

signal image, a three bar image orthogonal to that in the noise beam, by

46%, but there was no reduction in the sharpness of the edges and there

was no evidence of an orthogonal pattern overlaid onto the original

signal. The noise and signal inputs were focused into the Na cell so the

intensity patterns in the conjugation region were the Fourier transforms

of the orthogonal bar images. Only the central lobes of the signal

and noise inputs, which contain the low spatial frequency components of

the original images, were coincident. Thus the crosstalk led to contrast

reduction with no loss of edge definition. Our image fidelity for these

experiments was limited by the pixel resolution of our video camera to

about 15 lp/mm; pump beam 1/e2 diameters were about 1100 um. These

measurements were made at pump intensities where self action effects were

negligible and phase conjugate reflectivities were 10-25%.

The operating region of interest for field applications involves

strong pumping to obtain high reflectivity of weak signals. In general

the theory in this regime is not amenable to available analytical or

3
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numerical treatments. Therefore an analytical framework for understanding

FM in a strongly pumped, Doppler-broadened, saturable absorber was

established. This was supplemented with development of simple models for

homogeneously broadened, nonresonant and resonant systems that can later

be upgraded to incorporate inhomogeneous broadening and wave optics

considerations. For high reflecLicvir cases where there is strong linear

absorption and strong optical saturation we show that the laser frequency

for maximum nonlinearity is shifted off resonance by an amount dependent

on optical intensity and on the ratio of signal and pump beam intensitzis.

The frequency offset for maximum FwII reflectivity in a strongly

pumped saturable absorber is eynlained as follows. The intensity contrast

in the alternating spatial regions where the input pump and signal wav'es

inerfere produces spatial variations in the nonlinear susceptibility ( of

the medium. Fringe contrast is high when beams of equal intensity

interfere, but the dark regions remain strongly illuminated when beams of

unequal intensity; interfere. In a strongly saturated s-7."" ..... -"eq

intensity beams, high fringe contrast produces large spatial variations in

x that are 22rTmized near resonance. When weak signal beams are combined

wit-- a strcng pumD intensity that is > Isat, fringc contrast is low and

both the light and dark regions remain strongl) 2aturated near resonance

with a result that X variations are also small. Then maximum nonlinearizy

is obtained by moving off resonance to a frequency where the effective

I/Isat 1 1, because this is the regime where X is most sensitive to small

changes in illumination intensity.

Doppler broadened media can be understood by estimating the effects

of experimental parameters on the population of the velocity group in

which the interference grating is written. Key parameters are frequency

offset, relative pump and signal angles, and optical intensities. A

procedure for identifying the velocity group that is simultaneously

resonant with the input optical waves has been outlined.

The optical field interacts resonantly only with absorbers that have

velocity components that shift their (stationary) resonance frequency to

that of the optical field. In the standard, degenerate FWM geometry with

weak, counterpropagating pumps; maximum reflectivity occurs on resonance

and only the v-0 velocity group can contribute to the nonlinearity. When

strong pumping is used, the fringe contrast considerations mentioned above

move the maximum nonlinearity to a nonresonant frequency. Now the various
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input waves, which typically enter at different angles, optimally interact

with velocity groups moving in different directions. One result is that

maximum reflectivity can occur with nondegenerate rather than degenerate

F,.4 in this case if the frequency of one of the counterpropagating pumps

is shifted by an amount equal to -aw when the frequencies of the other

pump and the signal are +Aw from resonance.

In general, FWM performance tends to optimize when frequency offsets

and angles are set so that the velocity group involved is near the thermal

.-elocit:.-. The situation becomes very complex, however, when the details

of Na hvperfine spectroscopy, hyperfine optical pumping, power broadening.

and fringe contrast considerations are included.

The Na hyperfine transitions are closely spaced relative to the

Doper line width, so each transition can be interacting resonantly

through separate velocity groups. Under low intensity illumination the

hyperfine separations are greater than the homogeneous linewidths, but in

our strong pumping regime the homogeneous widths become greater than the

hv.perfine spacings. The increased homogeneous bandwidth increases the

rate at which thermal washout of the interference grating occurs, because

it permits interaction with more velocity groups that are moving perpendic-

ular to the grating lines. In the pure Doppler limit only velocities

parallel to the interference grating lines are permitted. Finally thermal

diffusion conteracts the optical pumping that occurs in 4 out of 6 of the

Na D9 hvperfine transitions. The preceding phenomena have variable,

opposing impacts on the net nonlinearity observed. Our physical picture,

which provides an outline for qualitatively understanding these effects,

can ser-.'e as the basis for further development of a comprehensive model.

The ccntract SOW called for experimental measurements that address

technical issues relating to phase conjugated optical links. No analysis

beyond that required to empirically relate results to possible application

scenarios was specified. The required reflectivity, crosstalk, and

fidelity experiments that were performed are presented in this report.

During the program it was determined that analysis of VWM physics beyond

that required by the contract was desireable. In particular, noise

crosstalk mechanisms were investigated on TRW IR&D, and this theoretical

description is included in Section 5 because it substantiates our conclu-

sion that crosstalk will not seriously impact FVM applications. S

5
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1. INTRODLCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODLETION

Area Two of the Ninlinear Optics Technology, Phase I (NLOT I/Area 2)

project deals with the design of a nonlinear optics experiment to demonstrate

a phase conjugation approach which could he applied to a high-energy chemical

laser weapon system. Tactical defense systems, using high energy lasers

(HELs), will require high-performance, highly reliable system designs. To

ensure operational success, tne HEL systems must also meet these objectives

with adequate performance margin. Use of a nonlinear optics approach for bean

control, rather than a complex conventional adaptive optics approach, offers

the promise of a much simpler and more reliable laser system.

The key advantage of utilizing a nonlinear optics approach to phase

conjugation laser system design for a tactical defense system is a substantial

improvement in design and performance margins. Using the stimulated Brilloun

scattering (SBS) process, in conjunction with a hidirectional master

oscillator, power amolifier (MOPA) configuration, system design requirements

can become considerably more flexible while yielding substantial improvements

in system beam quality, alignment, and jitter performance. Preliminary

assessment of the imnact of going to a longer wavelength suggests that

repetitively pulsed DF lasers are particularly well suited to the needs of

this technology, making the use of SBS phase conjugation a very practical

design choice for such lasers.

The objective of NLGT I/Area 2 was to provide test planning, hardware

design, and critical/long-lead hardware fabrication needed to support a fut, re

deuterium fluoride (OF*) chemical laser phase conjugation demonstration

experiment. The initial demonstration, using a hydrogen fluoride (HF*) pulsed

chemical laser, will be conducted on a project sponsored by the Strategic

Defense Initiative Jrganization (SOLO). Therefore, the design of the

experimental facility must be flexible since it must operate at either DF*

or HF* wavelengths.

The NLOT I/Area 2 work discussed in this report was done in close concert

with similar work on the Chemical Laser Phase Conjugation Technology (CLPCT,

progrdm, sponsored by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). The difference

between the two projecls was that r4LOT I/Area 2 concentrated on the design

1-1
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of an SBS experiment using a xenon gas cell at DF* wavelengths and CLPCT

concentrated on the design of an SBS experiment using a xenon gas cell at

HF* wavelengths.

1.2 SUMMARY

This final report describes the design of an experimental facility that

could be used to obtain parametric data on nonlinear optics phase conjugation,

using the SBS process with a pulsed DF* chemical laser. The existing 50-liter

repetitively pulsed chemical laser (RPCL-50), although in a single-pulse mode,

will be used as the high energy source. The NLOT I/Area 2 study resulted in

the design of an optical train to transmit the RPCL-50 beam to the SBS cell.

The preferred SBS medium is gaseous xenon at 40 atm. Design requirements,

analysis, and layouts were developed for the high-energy optical train

subsystem. The primary design issue was oscillator isolation, i.e., the

prevention of excessive power fed hack to the RPCL resonator. The design

utilizes an optical delay line which ensures that the RPCL cavity gain has

decayed by the time the return energy from the SBS cell enters the resonator.

This oscillator isolation approach is augmented by the use of a quarter wave

plate which rotates the polarization vector of the return beam by 90 degrees

relative to the incident beam.

The beam diagnostics subsystem provides for measurements of the

characteristics of the incident beam reflected beam, and transmitted beam

relative to the SBS cell. Both near- and far-field characteristics are of

interest. In pirticular, the following measurements will be made for the

incident and reflected beam:

* Beam quality, both time averaged and time resolved

* Energy, time averaged

* Temporally resolved power

* Power spectrum, time resolved

* Near-field irradiance, time averaged

* Near-field phase, time averaged

* Polarization, time resolved

* Bandwidth, time averaged 'incident only)

1-2
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Experimental measurements were made as part of the NLOT I/Area 2

investigation for the purpose of characterizing the RPCL-50 device. The test

series included the following measurements:

* Beam jitter

0 Polarization

* ASE

* Multiline spectrum

The Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OC LI) was involved in the design of

thin film optical coatings which could be used for the transmissive optics in

the future phase conjugation experiment. OCLI also provided six calcium

fluoride windows, which were long-lead hardware required for the future

experiment.

0
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APPENDIX B: THEORY OF PHASE CONJUGATED DOUBLING

This appendix presents a working draft of a theoretical paper on

phase conjugation correction of aberrations in harmonic doubling. This

paper is currently being prepared for publication. It discusses in detail

the physical basis for the successful experimental demonstration of phase

conjugated doubling presented in Section 6 of this report.

Theory of Phase Conjugation in Frequency Doubling

Lee M. Frantz

TRW Electronics & Defense Sector

It is shown that, in frequency doubling, the phase aberrations due to

the crystal's surface unevenness can be removed by phase conjugation,

leaving a residue that is insignificant in most practical cases.

2
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1. Introduction

Ordinarily, frequency doubling leads to beam quality degradation.

For conversion efficiency, it is desirable to reduce temperature variation

in the crystal; this can be done by segmenting it longitudinally and

flowing a cooling medium between segments. Residual unevenness of the

many crystal surfaces, however, then becomes a source of poorer beam

quality. We shall show theoretically that, if the beam is phase

conjugated and passed back through the crystal, the surface-induced phase

aberrations are removed even while the doubling process proceeds, provided

certain conditions are satisfied. Experimentally, the removal of the

aberrations in this way has already been demonstrated.(1)

To see why this effect occurs, we first note that, if there is an

amplifier between the crystal and the phase conjugate mirror (PCM), then

the aberrations induced by it on the fundamental wave are nullified before

any conversion takes place. Furthermore, the surface-induced aberrations

are progressively removed from the fundamental as it returns in conjugated

form through those surfaces that originally caused them, so they are not

transmitted to any part of the harmonic that is generated after their

removal.

But what of those aberrations that are still in the fundamental wave

when an element of harmonic wave is generated? And what is the effect of

the remaining surfaces on this element? We shall show that the

aberrations transmitted from the fundamental are nearly cancelled on the

harmonic by the unevenness of the remaining surfaces, in much the same way

that they are cancelled --om the conjugate of the fundamental, itself.

Thus, we shall conclude that if the fundamental is incident on the

frequency doubling crystal as a nearly plane wave, the harmonic will

emerge as a nearly plane wave.

2. Theoretical Basis

To understand the physics underlying this assertion, consider the

first crystal segment encountered by the fundamental wave. In Figure 1,

0
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Figure B-i. Uneven surface of a crystal segment. The y-axis is
normal to the plane of the figure.
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the dashed region represents the segment and the curved line is its left

surface. The propagation direction is along the z-axis, and the origin is

set so that the x and y axes just touch that element of surface that

extends the farthest to the right. At any location p in the x-y plane

magnitude of the surface's distance from z - 0 is denoted by u(p), and the

maximum distance is um - max[u(p)]. We assume, for the moment, that the

incident fundamental is a plane wave,

EF(P 1, - um) - Eo - const.

In practice, the peak-to-valley unevenness um can be held down to the

order of 600 angstroms (2); this is small enough that the effect of the

passage of the wave to z - 0 can be described by a phase increment

calculated from geometric optics. Ignoring reflection, which is

irrelevant to this argument, we have

EF(Po) - Eoexp1iOF(P)], (!)

* where

OF(P) - ko[u. - u(p)] + nkou(p), (2)

and where ko is the free-space wave number of the fundamentai (for this

argument we also ignore the presence of the coolant) and n is its

refractive index in the crystal. The returning fundamental, having

reflected from the PCM, is proportional to the conjugate of (I); if the

proportionality factor is ignored, it is

EF (,o) - Eoexp(-i F). (3)

The theory of harmonic generation shows that the spatial growth rate

of the harmonic wave is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the

generating wave (3), which in this case is the complex conjugate of thc

fundamental,

dEH 2
(p,o) - A[EF (P,o)] , (4)
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where A is a constant. From (4), we see that the differential element of

harmonic wave created in the differential element of length dZ at Z - 0 is

dEH(p,o) - A[EF*(p,o)] 2dZ, (5)

or, using (3),

dE8 (P,o) - AEO2 exp(-12OF(P)]dZ.

On leaving the crystal through the surface, the harmonic wave element

acquires an additional phase factor, just as the fundamental did on

entering it,

dEH(p, - um) - dEH(P,o) exp[iH(p)]dZ

- AEO2expli[OH(p) - 2 F(p)])dZ. (6)

The rhase distribution OH(P) is of exactly the same form as that given

for OF(p) by (2), except that ko is replaced by the free-space wave

number of the harmoTnic wave, and n is replaced by the refractive index of

the harmonic. We assume now that the fundamental is incident at precisely

the phase matching angle, so that the two refractive indices are

identical. We also note that the harmonic's wave number is 2k., so that

OH(P) - 20F(P).

Inserting this into (6), we find

dEH(P, - Um) - AE0
2dZ,

that i, Lhe emerging harmonic element is a plane wave. The aberrations

passed on to it by the fundamental have been removed at the surface in the

same way that the conjugate of the fundamental has its aberrations

removed.

If the element of harmonic wave were generated on the first pass of

the fundamental through the crystal, instead of on the return pass, it

would have the form,

dEH(p,o) - A[EF(P,o)]2 dZ.
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0 After propagating through the rest of the crystal, picking up phase

aberrations, being phase conjugated, then returning through the rest of

the crystal, picking up phase aberrations, being phase conjugated, then

returning through the crystal and thereby having all these phase

aberrations removed, it would arrive at Z - 0 in precisely the form shown

in (5). The argument would then follow as before.

It should be noted that the same type of argument holds for harmonic

conversion of any order.

2. General Case

The above argument applies to an element of harmonic wave generated

at the first surface of the first crystal segment. Now we consider the

more general case of generation anywhere in any segment; we shall show

that for frequency doubling the same conclusion can be drawn, provided,

however, that certain conditions are satisfied. The generalization for

higher order harmonic conversion will not be considered here.

Let the phase conjugated fundamental wave, on its return pass, be

denoted by EFC. It has the form,

EFC(P,Z) - f(P,Z)EF (p,Z), (7)

where f(p,Z) describes the effect on EF of gain in the amplifier and

loss in the crystal. The factor f may depend on p because of a

non-uniform transverse gain distribution, or because of gain saturation.

The latter effect is likely to be the bigger, since the fundamental beam

intensity must fall off strongly from its central value to avoid edge

diffraction. But f is real, because it describes only an intensity

effect. We shall assume that the scale size of the p variations in f is

sufficiently large, and the propagation distance sufficiently small, that

f is not altered by diffraction; that is, we shall ignore any changes in f

with propagation.

If EFC is known at Z - Z inside one of the crystal segments,

then at the segment surface, Z - ZN < Zg, it can be obtained from

Fresnel propagation theory as
(4 )

0
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E L ( ,ZN) - 2 iSN J EFC( Zg) exp i N 1- )J dpi, (8)

where aN - Zg - ZN, and k is the wave number. This relationship can

be mathematically inverted to give

-k r + i '~1 -
EFc(,Zg)- 2i N f 26N  I

If at some Z this wave generates an element of harmonic wave, it will be

given, (as in (5)), by

dEH(p,Z) - A[EFc(PZ)]2 dZ.

For notational simplicity, we drop the differential symbols, absorb the dZ

into A, and rewrite this equation as

EH( p,Z) - A[EFc(P,Z)]2  (10)

If this harmonic element is generated at Z - Z, then at the segment

surface it is given, in analogy to (8), by

EH PN) - 7i.N I EH( lZg)expiL=(p I -)2] d I . 9

Now, into the integral we insert the expression (10) for

EH(PZg). Then we substitute (9) for EFC(P,Zg ), reverse the

orders of integration, identify a formal integral expression for the Dirac

delta function, and integrate over it. The result, after a simple

transformation of integration variables, is

EfZ A j EFC[- + (2aN 1/2 ,Z

- - (AN3/ J, FC1 62
EFC [ - 21/ ZN] e

where A is the wavelength. Next we introduce (7). Because we are

ignoring changes in f with propagation we make the approximation,
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± (°t)l/2 Z] f(PZg)

take f out of the integral, and absorb it into the factor A. For

notational simplicity, we ignore the new p dependence of A, since it will

always be assumed unaltered by propagation: we also ignore loss in the

crystal and, therefore, drop the new ZN dependence of A. The result is

EH(PZN) f _ - EF P + (N]/2 ,ZN

X- ) eZ i d1.

We then expand EF in a power series in x and 'y' keeping only

terms up to second order. The integrals can now be done exactly, giving

E "?, ,ZN ,, tE (PZN)]2 (I + -EN),  1 ]

where

__N___1 1 2i E(E,Z (12
N 1 F*~ 7 F( N 1 N 4-q

E(Z - 2 EF(P,ZN)

where A is the transverse component of the gradient.

Now, exactly as at the first surface, the fundamental wave had

previously acquired a phase factor due to the surface figure,

Er(,) E ( N,Z - UmN) exp[iF6D) (13)
F FNm

where OFN(P) is understood to be of the same form as given in (2) for

(4) OF(P), Um N is defined as UmN - max [UN(P)], and UN(p) is

generally different for each of the surfaces. Similarly, the harmonic

wave gains a phase factor in passing out of the crystal segment.
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EH(:,ZN) - UmN) = EH(ZN) exp[iHN()] '  (14)

where, as at the first surface,

- (15)0H()= 2 ;FN

Using (13), (14), and (15) in (11) we obtain

* [E cZ 2 + )
E H(zNZ - U MI= A[EF(jZ N - U MI (1 +

N N

Comparing this with (10), and recalling that (10) describes the

harmonic element at the point of creation, we see that, to within the

error term EN, the harmonic element has exactly the form it would have

if it had been generated at ZN - UmN. Repeating this process to take

the harmonic through the intersegment gap and then just through the next

surtace at Z - ZN-l yields

EH(P,ZN- - Um, N-1) - A[EF (pZN-l - UmN1)1( 2 ) C+N)(l+EN _1)

In doing this, we have ignored the effect of propagation on eN9 since we

shall only be looking for an estimate of the error. Now repeating the

process through all of the remaining segments, we finally obtain

-+ *-* 2 N
EH (L, I - U) = AlE () T (I + E.), (16)

j=1 J

whcre Eo(p) is the fundamental wave incident on the first segment, and

Z is the location of the first surface. Eq. (12) holds for ej, except
that for j * N we have aj - Zj + - Zj.

Next, we need to examine and estimate Lae cj in (12), we

approximate EF by

EF(p,Z,) E *(') exp[-iPN( )], (17)
F Z 0 N(~

where

N

N = ) (18)

j= 02O
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is the sum of the phase disturbances imposed at each of the aberrating

surfaces seen by the fundamental on its initial trip to the Nth segment,

and each OFj has the form,

(Fj(z) = k [Umj - U.)] + nk U.(), (19)
]Fjom o]a

as in (2). Intuitively, this appears to be a fairly accurate

approximation for this system. The number of segments will probably be no

more than ten, with probably no more than 10 cm between segments and a I

cm segment thickness, for a total distance of the order of 100 cm. The

wavelength A is about a micron and the transverse scale size of a surface

undulation is of the same order as the aperture diameter D, which is of

the order of centimeters(2) , therefore, the propagation distance for the

imposed phase aberrations to be strongly affected by diffraction is above

D/ 10 cm, wh4-ch is 100 tim c t!h- ropagation distance.

Furthermore, the surface gradients (2 ) , du/dp - 10-5 , are so small that

there will be very little refraction.

If we write Eo in terms of its magnitude and phase,

Fo - Ao exp (ioo),

and insert this, a1.ong with (17), into the expression (12) for cN' we

find

[ 1 Vi2  2 2 N] CN
0)- A A o 0 ~ ' :0 + -. N ] 4 (2 0 )

We would like to estimate V 2 'N by taking the average over a

statistical ensemble of surfaces, but because the average, <712uj>,

vanishes, so also does the average, <V2 qN" Therefore, we use the

square root aN of the variance as a measure. Combining (18) and (19),

and treating the Uj as independent but identically distributed

stochastic variables, we get

2 2 2 2 2 22, (21)N -( N) > = Nk (n-I) <(; U),
N0
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where U is any of the U. To estimate this, we think of the slow

surface undulations as part of a product of sine waves, U(p) - W (sin

27x/D) (sin 27yD), where D is the aperture diameter, and find for the

maximum value of the transverse Laplacian,

2 2
Li 1[Imax = 2-(2-/D)

Using this in (21) as an upper limit estimate then gives

N -.- k (n-1)8-/D 2 . (22)

Returning now to (16) and expanding the product of error terms,

N

.. (i + .) = 1+ +

j=1 tot

where, with thd aid of (20) and (22), we have

N
tot (23)

= 1 2 1 2 A 2 N

2 N+ 4- A(n -i ) r 0]

2 Z Id
Dn j=l J

We have kept only the linear term in the product expansion, because we are

interested only in cases in which the error is small compared to unity.

We denote the crystal segment length by a and the intersegment gap length

by b. To estimate the maximum error, we take N + I to be the total number

of segment surfaces. We also take
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6 N z g ZN  a, so that

6 =- Zj + Zj - a, j odd,

b, j even

and

N

- Z = Ma + (M-1)b,
j= g 1

where M is the number of crystal segments (N 2M - 1). Defining

R
M = -

N: '

k=l
K =1

we obtain from (23) the final error expression,

= r i ) 2 2 2 i3.
OA 0 A i o [Ma + (M-1)b] (24)
10 0 I 4-

+ 4:2 (n-I)

2 (Ra + S b).

To illustrate conditions under which the error is small, we take the

following possible design values: the crystal segment length is a - 0.4

cm, the intercr-7stal gap length is b - 7.4 cm, the number of segments is M

- 10, the wavelength is 10 - 1.06 x 10 .4 cm (Nd:Glass), the crystal

diameter is D - 1 cm, the surface "undulation" amplitude is(2) w = 3 x

10-6 cm, and the refractive index is n - 1.49 (KDP). For a beam with a

Gaussian intensity distribution, I -Io exp(-p 2/ ), the amplitude is

A 0 - JIo exp(-p 2 /2a 2 ); w then have

1 2A 2
A L"o A o 2
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Using the above design values, we find that for the term in (24) involving

this quantity to be small compared to unity, the requirement is: a > .09

cm. To avoid edge diffraction effects, we might impose the condition

Pmax > 3a - .27 cm, which would lead to the result, Imin/io -

1.2 x 104. Both of these conditions can then be satisfied with the

chosen crystal diametez of D - I cm. for the term involving 71 2 0o0

we need 1,72100<<1.7 x 103 cm 2, a requirement easily satisfied

by a nearly plane wave. Finally, putting numbers into the last term, we

find [4w 2 w(n-l)/D 2n] (RMa + SMa) - 8.3 x 10 " , so this is

already small compared to unity for the design values.

3. Conclusions

Provided that certain reasonable requirements are imposed on the

design values of a frequency doubling system, the phase aberrations caused

by the surface figure of the crystal segments can be removed by phase

conjugation.
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APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF THE FRANTZ-NODVIK EQUATION

FOR A ZIG-ZAG SLAB AMPLIFIER.

We shall analyze the one-dimensional problem of two beams of

monochromatic light propagating through a vertically infinite medium

occupying the region 0 x L. The two beams have the same frequency.

One, with number density n1 (x), has a direction making a positive angle 0

with the axis as in Figure C-l; the other, with number density n2 (x), has

a direction making a negative angle 0 with the x-axis. The transport

equations for these two groups of photons are

ani  ani
- + c cosO - - acniN, (Cl)

at ax

an2  an2
- + c cos8 - - acn 2N, (C2)

at axS
where a is the resonance absorption cross section, c is the velocity of

light in the medium, and N is the population inversion density. Since

Equations Cl and C2 have the same form and are linear in n, and n 2, we

define the total photon number density,

ri - n I + n 2

and add Equations C1 and C2 to get the overall photon transport equation,

an an
- + c cos B - - acnN. (C3)

at at

The creation rate of photons, given by the source term, must be the same

as the rate of increase of lower level atoms, which in turn is the same as

the rate of decrease of upper level atoms. For a 4-level laser whose

decay rate out of the lower levej is so fast that it can be approximated

0 as infinite relative to the other rates involved, the inversion density

rate equation is then
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IN

N(x,t)

0
Figure C-I. Geometry of derivation of modified Frantz-Nodvik

equation for beam propagation in a zig-zag slab

medium. n1 (x,t) and n2 (x,t) are are the photon num-

ber densities of two beams propagating at + . rel-

ative to the x axis.
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an

- - -ccnN (C4)

at

For a three-level laser, the rate equations for N2 and NJ, the upper and

lower level population densities, are

8N2
- - -acnN

at

aN1
- - acnN

at

Since the inversion density is

N - r12-N ,

* we can subtract the lower equation from the upper one to get

aN

- - -2acnN (C5)

at

Equations C4 and C5 can be combined into the single equation,

8N
- - -aacnN (C6)

at

where

{ 1 for a 4-level laser

- 2 for a 3-level laser

We now have to solve the coupled pair, Equations C3 and C6. As boundary

conditions, we prescribe the population inversion N0 (x) before the beams

enter the medium, and the total photon density, no(t) - n1 (0,t) + n,(O,t),

at the x-O boundary plane of the medium. The procedure for solving the

equations exactly parallels that in the original Frantz-Nodvik paper
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(Reference C.1), so it is not reproduced here. The result is

n(x,t) - (C7)

1lep -o~~{)x ePp L-d ccj os8 ]t~
Next, we restrict our attention to the special case of an input photon

density having a square wave temporal shape,

no 0 < t < rp
no(t) p

0 all other times

and a uniform initial population inversion,

No(x) - No , 0 x L

Equation C7 now becomes

n
o

n(x,t) - (C8)

1-[l-exp{ _N;J exp [-acorno 0t- I]

for 0 5 t-x/(c cosO) ! r and 0 x L. Light entering the pumped

region of the amplifier at time t leaves it at time t + L/c cose so the

output pulse shape at x - L is

nL(t) - n(L, t+L/c cos8).

According to Equation CG, this is

acanot
noe

nL(t) - e0canot_ [le -oNL/cose] 0< t 0
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This expression can be integrated directly to find the oucput energy,

Wout, from a pumped region whose vertical face has area A,

Wout - Ahvc cos{ NL(t)dt

AhVcosO in [ + eaN°L/cosO[ac a n ori]]

The input energy into the same region is

Win - AhvnocrcosO,

the unsaturated gain is

go - N0a,

and we define the saturation fluence by

0E s - hv/.

In terms of these quantities, the equation for the output energy is,

finally,

WU EsACs in 1 + e gL/cose[eWin/EsAcos o _] (8-3)Wou t Ini+e-(83

For the Nd: Glass 4-level laser, we set a - 1 and get Equation 8-3 of the

main text.
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